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David Lipscomb, editor of the Gospel Advocate
for almost half a century, was a man of wide influence.
He was intensely devoted to the cause of Christ. In the
estimation of his admirers he "had a keener and deeper in-
sight to the meaning of the Holy Scriptures and of God's
dealings with the race than any other one man in all Christen-
Idom ;!' Though such a judgment is open to question, the man
becomes a fit subject for such a study as we have atrt.empted
to make.
Today there is considerable discussion relative to
the church. To strengthen the possibility of a more complete
union of the followers of the Christ, men are striving for a
better understanding of the church as it was and is in the
mind of God. To that end Lipscomb's doctrine of the church
may materially assist.
To the great majority of Lipscomb's views I subscribe
whole-heartedly, yet I have endeavored at all times to allow
him to speak for himself. I have tried hard not to force him
into a mould of my own thinking.
Ic. E. W. Dorris, A,Commentary on The GoSrel by Mark,
(Nashville, Tenn.: Gospel Advocate Company, 19)8, Preface.
See also a similar statement made by I. B. Bradley
in his introduction to David Lipscomb's A Commentary on the
New Testament Epistles, Vol. V. I Thessalonians -- Philemon,
eNashville, Tenn.: Gospel Advocate Company, 1942).
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Lipscomb belonged to the second generation o£ the
IIdisciples of ChristH in America, that body of people that
had come into being \-d th their acceptance of the plea to
"restore New Testamen·c Christianity to the world." That plea
had been presented in the early part of the nineteenth
century by such men as Barton W. Stone, Thomas and Alexander
Cerupbell, Walter Scott and others in an attempt to get back
behind the narrow and divisive dogmas and creeds of men and
unite all the professed followers of the Christ on the broad
platform of Christian truth presented in the New Testament.
Approval was widespread, resulting in what is quite generally
known among Disciples as the IIrestoration movement." Those
identifying themselves with the movement were variously
referred to as IfHeformers,il "ddscLpLes (or, Disciples) of
Ghrist," etc,, their congregations as the "Christian Church,"
or the "church of Christ. II They applied to themselves
individually any of the titles found in the New Testament
which designated the people o£ God, such as "disciples, If
"Christians," etc.
W1th the introduction of the Missionary SOCiety and
instrumental music in the worship the fellowship o£ the
disciples of Christ was disrupted, the more conservative re-
garding this as a digression, a trend away from God. Lips-
comb set himself firmly in opposition to these "innovations,"
and the result is that many of his ideas about the church come
to us "out of the heat of conflict." This explains why these
things were introduced into this discussion. It seemed necessary
in order to bring forth clearly the principle that was involved.
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David Lipscomb made few major changes in his teach-
ings throughout his long life. This fact is mentioned, not
to deprecate change for change is often good, but to indicate
the kind of man he was. He seldom published anything of
importance without having given a great deal of thought to
it. He often failed to arrive at a conclusion and never
hesitated to say so, but when he did declare himself, it was
a caref'ully considered observation. Herein lies one or the
greatest values in a study of his works. Hen might mis-
understand him -- of'tendid, but they could not justly accuse
him of being self-contradictory or insincere. He believed
what he wrote and wrote what he believed, but because of the
great care which he exercised to teach only what he believed
was the truth of God, he was very much the same Lipscomb in
1906 as when he first began to write in 1866. In 1867 he
wrote:
There is but one inf'luence in the universe that can
elevate and permanently benef'itman. That influence
is embodied in the Gospel of'the Son of God. But one
set of instrumentalities that can apply those benefits
to man's fallen condition, those that God has connected
with the Gospel of his Son. There is but one institu-
tion that can benefit ruined man. 'I'hatinstitution is
the Church of the Living God.l
In 1868 he added: "We believe that Heaven's plan has never
been changed in the least, without evils to the church and the
world; culminating in corruption, and final infidelity re-
1"The First Chapter of Romans," Gospel AdVocate, IX,
No. 11 (March 14, 1867), 213.
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1Bulting theref'rom.1I In 1869, introducing the new volume of'
the Gospel Advocate, he stated: 11\i/'eshall compromise in no
sense, the stern and strict line of demarcation God has drawn
between his Church and the human religious organizations of'
earth.,,2 And, we believe, compromise he never did!
In collecting the material contained herein, I have
relied primarily on the original writings of'David Lipscomb,
particularly the Gospel Advocate, Volumes VIII through XV,
XVIII - XY.JCIV,XLIII, XLIV, XLVIII and XLIX. However, a great
deal of'assistance has been obtained from the editorial work
of' J. W. Shepherd in the books Salvation ~ Sin, and!
Commentary ££ ~ New Testament Epistles. No claim to
exhaustiveness is made, but there has been an attempt to
glean statements that are pertinent to the present discussions
concerning ecumenicity.
Hence, af'ter treating, in the Introduction, of'
Lipscomb's concept of'God as Ruler of the universe, we have
dealt in Chapter I with the establishment of'the church. The
church is the result of God's determination to restore man to
his right;f'ulposition of'submission to him and ruler of'earth,
which position was lost when he was enticed into sin. The
principles laid down by Jesus Christ, God's Son, made eff'ectual
in the lives of men, accomplish the purpose of'God. That all
men might be prompted to submit to God it is essential that
1 A II"Missions of Divine ppointment, Gospel AdVocate, X,
No.9 (February 27, 1868), 195.
2"The New Volume, If Gospel Advocate, XI, No.1 (January
7, 1869), 2.
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Christ's followers be united. To make such unity practicable
there must be a suitable basis.
In Chapter II we see that the only basis Lipscomb
found for unity was the recognition of Divine authority as
it is made known to man in the New Testament. That which is
authorized in the New Testament, either by command, ap proved
example or necessary inference, must be the limit of man's
religious faith.
Having found the basis for unity, there is developed
in Chapter III Lipscomb's idea of the nature of the church..
how churches are related, and how the church has appeared in
history.
Finally, in Chapter IV, Lipscomb's views of how the
church is organized and how it functions, with the emphasis
on the function are given. The following words from Lipscomb,
furnishing as they do a birdts-eye view of that which is to
come, begin our study of his teachings concerning the church:
Our readers are well aware that we believe in
the all-sufficiency of the church of God, for the
full exercise of all the activities, talents,
affections and means of every child of God, and for
him to give fealty or service to another institution,
is to desecrate tbat which God demands and to which
he is entitled, and that which has been sacredly
pledged to him, to uses vain and profane, and that
such a course exhibit! a lack of confidence in God
and his appointments.
1"New Publication, tI Gospel Advocate, XV, No. 26
(June 26, 1873), 617.
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INTEO Due r 10 N
"In the beginning God created the heavens and the
earth."
This, the starting point of God's revelation to
man, is, without a doubt, also the starting point in David
Lipscomb's doctrine of the church, for his concept of the
church unmistakably has its foundation in his concept of
God and his r e.LatLon shf.p to the universe. And this revela-
tion of God and of the universe as a harmonious, completed
co~ was deemed by Lipscomb to be essential to a clear
understanding of the church because, without it, no clear
idea can be for:med of the unity, true character, and work
of God and of man's duty to him.l Lipscomb taught that
the Bible is the record of God's revelation of
himself, his cha.r-act ar-, his work, his will and
purposes concerning man; of man's origin and
being, his spiritual duties, obligations to God,
to his fellow-man, and to himself; of the
character he should form; of his condition in
relation to the world; and of his fLn aL everlasting
destiny in the unLver-ae •••• He (God) is re-
vealed to us in the Bible in what he does as well
as in what is said concerning him. To learn him,
then, 1118 must study God in what he is revealed as
doing as 'Hell as in what is said of him; and to
form a true estimate of God, we must study him in
all his attributes and character'istics.2
-----------------_.
IDavid Lipscomb, Sal vatio_~om_Sin, ed. J. ~J.
Shepherd (Nashville, Tenn.: McQulddy Printing Co., 1913),
p , 27.
1
2God is introduced as the Creator of all things;
hence, he is himself the uncreated, self-existent Being,
without beginning of days or end of years, from everlasting
to everlasting. He created all things through the Word,
and all things belong to him. His Spiri t moved upon the
created matter, organized it into organic form, gave to
each his office, and decreed the law to rule and govern in
his relation to other matter and in his own procr-eating
work.l In this God demonstrated his omnipotence and per-
fec t irJisdom.
But not only is he eternal, omnipotent, and all-
wise, he is o~nipresent as well -- pure spirit, knowing no
limitation of time or space, everywhere and at all times
present, truly inhabiting eternity.
LIpscomb suggested that perhaps the fullest pre-
sentation of the qualities of God in one group is to be
found in Exodus 34:5-7, which reads:
And the Lord descended in the cloud, and stood
with him there, and pr'ocLa.Imed the name or the
Lord. And the Lord passed by before him, and pro-
claimed, 'I'he Lord, 'I'he Lord God, merciful and
gracious, Long auf'f'e rLng , and abun dan t in goodness
and truth, keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving
LnLqu Lby and t ranagr-essfon and sin, and that will
by no means clear the guilty.
He then noted some of the things emphasized. In the first
place, he not iced that to proclaim the name of Jehovah was
not simply to armounce his name, but was to make known his
character, office, power, wo r-k, and po sition in the un.lver-s ..
-_._-_._---- __. _._--_-._------_. -~------
3The word Lord means Ruler. God then proclaims first his
office as Ruler -- the Huler of the whole unf.ver se , F'irst
and highest to him and the world is the recognition that
he is ruler. All things must bow to his authority; all
things must be subject to his rule. He is also Ilmerciful
1"and gracious, I but inasmuch as his r-u Ler-ah Lp is laid down
as his first and highest office, all mercies must come
under his rule and in harmony with his laws. All permanent
good to every being depends upon compliance with his will.
He is "s Low to anger, 11 long-suffering, "abundant
in loving-kindness. II He desires ill to none, the greatest
good to all. Evil comes only when his creatures violate
the laws and pervert the provisions he has made to bestow
good. God provides good. 11an so perverts his own char-ac t e r-
that he is unfitted to receive the good, so it becomes evil
to him. Every blessing of God will be changed into a curse
if misused. He keeps "loving-kindness for thousands, II
treasures up his mercies, preserves his kindnesses and bis
blessings. He bestows them on his creatures, some of whom
so use t hern as to change them into curses. 'I'hat which blesses
the obedient will bring curses to tbe disobedient. The one
essential condition of good to every creature is to honor
God and conform to his laws. Sin is the violation of the
laws and prinCiples that grow out of God's own being and
that must pervade and control the whole universe. God can-
not tolerate sin. His will must prevail, and every being
must ccn.rcr-m to his will and be imbued with his spirit. He
(
4
is so essentially opposed to sin that there are no pro-
visions or circumstances under which he can "c Le ar- the
guilty. 11 He forbears, long and patiently, lv-ith those who
are led into sin that they may repent and conform to his
will; but he must reign, and sooner or later all must con-
form to his will or be crushed into eternal ruin by the
almighty power and rule of God.
God is the embodiment of righteousness and justice,
Lipscomb continued. "Righteousness and justice are the
foundation of his throne. II (Psalm 97: 2) • He is no respecter
of persons, but observes strictly the rules of right and
justice, giving to every being that to which he is entitled.
JVIanmust free h.LmseLf from the guilt of sin or he never can
dwell with God in peace. God said, TIl dwell in the high
and holy place, with him also that is of a contrite and
humble sp Lr-Lt s " (Isaiah 57:15). l'tlOUgh he is the high and
lofty One who inhabits eternity ,:1e looks with pity and
compassion on the one who is contrite, penitent, sorrowful
in spirit, and bruised in heart by sins committed, and in
such a he art, hunge r Lng and thirsting after righteousne ss,
will he make his home. But to the pre sumpbuo us and self-
suf'f Lc Len t God brings no blessings. So long as man f'eels
that he has power-s and resources in himself' to guide him to
true and lasting good he cannot feel dependent upon God for
help and strength; yet the character and relation of God to
the universe are such that no being can exist in permanent
peace and quieti save in a state of dependence upon and willing
submission to the rule of God. Commenting further on this
attitude, Lipscomb wrote:
When he realizes that he is a moral and spiritual
bankrupt, without God and wi.thout hope in the world,
then, and only then, he is willing and in a condition
to approach and seek help from God. Hence, Jesus
lays down as the first and foundation condition of all
other blessings: "Blessed are the poor in spirit:
for theirs is the kingdom of heaven." (TvJ:atthew5:3).
Only when we become poor in spirit are we prepared to
enter into the submissive and dependent union with
God that enables us to partake of his nature and en-
joy all the blessings that pertain to the rule of
God in the universe. In this relationship of de-
pendence we enter into the family of God and become
partners in all the joys and glo:t'ies of God as the
Head and Huler. v{e are thus gradually trained
through successive stages, and molded in character
into the likeness of God, and so fitted to stand be-
side his Son, to bear his likeness, and, with him,
share all the blessings and glories of the Father's
throne.l
Another fact in GodI s dealing with man, Lipscomb
pointed out, is that God is not dependent upon man's will-
ingness to obey him in carrying out his purposes and ac-
complishing his ends on earth. He uses the wicked as his
sword to destroy his enemies and to punish his unfaithful
children. He uses one wicked nation to punish and destroy
others, itself then to be destroyed by a more fearful
destruction still. The wicked are the sword of the Lord.
As God deals with nations, he deals with families and
individuals. God intends to accomplish certain ends and
purposes. tie created man for a great end. Be will use him
to accomplish that; end. Han has the choice of acting as an
obedient servant and of being blessed and honored with God,
----_._----------------
lIb ia.; p. 42.-
6or he may rebel, and, in the rebellion, be destroyed while
accomplishing the end. God must rule. He has the right to
rule. 'I'he vJell-being of the un l ve r-s e and bis own honor
demand it. All must serve him or be brought to r-ul n , He
who disobeys God dishonors his Maker and works confusion
and evil to the universe and to every creature in it. The
u..niverse is a harmonious whole, in which the well-being of
every being in it is promoted by every other being faith-
t'uLLy discharging the duties laid upon it.
Briefly summarizing tha foregoing material, Lipscomb
succinctly stated:
God is the omnipotent Creator; man, the helpless
creature. God is the Huler; man , the subject. God
is wise; the thoughts of the hearts of men are folly.
God is holy; man is sinful and defiled. God is im-
mortal; man is mortal, auf'f'e r Lng , dying. • .. • Han
is in all things the helpless counterpart of God;
yet God proposes to make him a partaker of the divine
nature and to elevate and to train him into fitness
to dwe TL w'ith God and the spirits around his throne
forever.l
In the development of this proposition in the
succeeding chapters we have endeavored to present David
Lipscomb's doctrine of the church.
11 . 'b~d., p , 50.
CHAPTER I
THE ESTABLISHMENT OP TIm CHURCH
The Kingdom of' God
David Lipscomb did not regard the terms "church"
and "kingdom" as synonymous but on one occasion he remarked:
"We recognize that the church in one sense and the kingdom
1are the same. Ir Referring to Hebrews 12:22-24:
But ye are come unto mount Sion, and unto the city
of'the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, and to an
innumerable company of angels, to the general
assembly and church of the firstborn, which are
written in heaven, and to God the Judge of'all, and
to the spirits of just men made perfect, and to
Jesus the mediator of the new covenant,
he wrote:
If this means that these constitute parts of the
church, then the church in this sense, and the
kingdom are one, as embr-aeLng all in heaven and in
earth subject to the authority of'God -- including
God the ruler. But the kingdom of God on earth,
and the church of the living God are one and the
same, inasmuch as the kingdom of God on earth
embraces only that part of the kingdom which is on
earth. This is embodied in the church. The
churches as distinct worshiping assemblies are the
constituent parts of the organized kingdom on earth.
It has no existence on earth save as it exists in
and through them. Hence it was not organized and
set up on earth until the church of Christ at
Jerusalem was brought together on the day of
Pentecost. The churches are the development or
manifestation of the kingdom. Hence the church and
lnOnce in the Kingdom Always in the Kingdom, tI
Gospel Advocate, XV, No.7 (F'ebruary13, 1873), 160.
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8the kingdom on earth were organized or set up at
the same time. All the churches on earth con-
stitute the kingdom on earth. They constitute the
kingdom of God vlhen viewed as the organization on
earth over and in which God rules.l
So, he insisted, the question is, not when that kingdom
came into existence, but, when was it set up on earth? He
added:
We have frequently WTitten and spoken that the
kingdom of God was co-eval and co-extensive with
the reign and authority of God in the universe.
The kingdom of Heaven on earth is the reign, rule,
or authority exercised in heaven, extended to
earth and adapted to man's condition here. This
certainly is no new idea, nor is it one that
admits of a doubt with us. But with these state-
ments, it is still the truth that the kingdom has
not all the time existed20n earth, nor does it yetembrace the whole earth.
The Betrayal of Trust
In the beginning, he continued, God built this
world as a constituent part of his kingdom, an outer court
of Heaven, in which he dwelt and over which he ruled supreme.
God created man in his own likene ss to honor and glorify him,
and man, thus doing, was to share the life, the honor, and
the glory of God himself. To man, bearing his own image,
God entrusted the rule and dominion of the earth. The earth
was to be so ruled as to promote God's own glory and honor
and thus to increase the good and the glory of the whole
universe and of every being subject to his authority. Man
betrayed this trust reposed in him and transferred his al-
l"The Kingdom of Heaven -- When Set Up," Gospel
Advocate,XVIII, No. 18 (May 4, 1876), 424.
2Ibid., p. 422.-
9legiance and service and, with these, the allegiance and
dominion or the world from God to the wicked one.
The result of this treason and transfer was
that the Spirit of God, refusing to dwell in a
defiled temple, with grief withdrew to the home of
God in heaven. The evil One took up his abode on
this earth as the god of this world, infused his
subtle spirit and the poison of death into every
breeze that floated over land and sea. He infested
the fountains of living waters • • • with the
miasm of mortality and death. This earth was
changed from a seed-bed of life into a charnel
house of death •••• Briers, thistles, and thorns
grew spontaneously from this garden of God. • • •
This earth, the paradise of God, became a dried
and parched wilderness. Toil, pain, sickness,
anxiety, care, sorrow, mortality, and death became
the heritage or humanity. This wide-spread and
fearful desolation and ruin, these direful results,
were the efficts of man's sin, of his rebellion
against God.
In his rebellion, man was separated from God, helpless under
the bondage of sin. Wandering, apart from God, he degenerated
-- spiritually, intellectually, and physically.
God Comes to the Rescue
The object of God's subsequent dealing with man, as
Lipscomb taught it, was to rescue the world from the rule and
dominion of the evil one; to restore man to the likeness of
his Maker and to reinstate him as a ruler in this restored
kingdom of God; to "make the desert blossom as the rose" and
recover the beauty of Eden; to root out every plant not
planted by the Father, thus making the earth again a garden
of God's own planting, a loyal part of the kingdom of God.2
1David Lipscomb, Salvation From Sin, p. Ill.
2Ibid., pp. 114-115.
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Lipscomb reasoned that God could have restored the
world to its proper and original relations to the order of
nature by destroying man, the cause of the world's ruin,
and committing the rule to a being who would be more faith-
ful to the trust. But a rule of God's being is, he as-
serted, "The gifts and the calling of God are not repented
of" __ that is, when God has once committed a work to a
being or a people, he never turns from it until, through
that being or people, the designed end is accomplished. So,
since he had committed the rule of the world to man, he
dete~ined to rescue the world from ruin through bringing
man and, with him, the world back to their original allegi-
1ance to God.
God intends to reassert his rightful authority over
the world and to re-establish his beneficent rule and
dominion among the children of men. Lipscomb conceived it
to be a necessity that was laid upon God, in order to main-
tain his authority and position as the Ruler of the universe,
thus to assert and vindicate his right to rule and govern
the world. Not to do this, he argued, would be to aclmowledge
weakness and confess failure and to invite rebellion in other
2departments of the universe.
God's declaration that the seed of the woman shall
bruise the serpent's head (Genesis 3:15) seems to indicate a
fixed purpose to do this. From the first sin of man he began
1Ibid., p , 117.-2Ibi d., p , 129.-
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training a portion of the human family as subjects fitted
1for his rule that he would establish. Through man, his
chosen ruler of earth, God would triumph over the enemy of
man who had led in the overthrow of his authority.
The Promised Blessing
God has had institutions embodying more or less of
2his rule and authority on earth from the beginning. One
such was the patriarchal institution, or the institution of
if"father rule. In this he taught and rewarded the patriarchs.
When Abraham proved faithful above all other a, much more
distinctly and clearly God announced his purpose to him:
By myself have I sworn, saith the Lord, for be-
cause thou hast done this thing, and hast not with-
held thy son, thine only son: that in blessing I
will bless thee, and in multiplying I will multiply
thy seed as the stars of the heaven, and as the sand
which is upon the sea shore; and thy seed shall
possess the gate of his enemies; and in thy seed
shall all the nations of the earth be blessed; be-
cause thou hast obeyed my voice.
Here is the avowal that inasmuch as ruin was brought through
disobedience, so blessing must come through obedience; and
because Abraham was a peculiar example of faithful obedience,
God chose his family for his especial care and blessing, and
through his seed to bless the nations of the earth. If man
hopes to find and enjoy this promised blessing, Lipscomb
stated, he will have, necessarily, to pay attention to the
1
IfThe Blessing Promised to Man -- No.6," Gospel
Advocate, X, No. 16 (April 16, 1868), 375.
2"The Kingdom of Heaven -- 'When Set Up," Gospel
Advocate, XVIII, No. 18 (May 4,1876),423.
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conditions connected with it.l
One condition is that the blessing must come to
the nations of the earth through the family of Abraham.
Since that is true, we may confine ourselves to his family
and to God's dealings with it. That this family might be
easily and certainly identified, it was important that it
be distinct and separate from all other families of earth.
By the intermarriage of near relations a broad and high
wall of partition separated this family fram all the fami-
lies of men so that its identity might not be mistaken. Not
only did God make Abraham's descendants a separate family,
he also took it under his own especial guardianship and by
his Spirit wrote its history, lest man err in distinguishing
and identifying this family and fail of the promised bless-
ing. The development of the promise was confined first to
the family of Abraham, then to that of Isaac, and, still
further, to the family of Ja.cob. The family of Jacob soon
grew to the marvelous proportions of a nation, at which
time God gave laws and institutions suited to their changed
conditions.
Thus was instituted Judaism, or "nation rule. I, Of
this institution Lipscomb wrote:
Judaism was a temporary, but imperfect, type of
his kingdom. Even if as first ordained, it could
have been regarded as his kingdom, the speedy re-
jection of his authority and the modeling after the
l"The Ble ssing Promised to Man," Gospel Advocate, X,
No. 11 lMarch 12, 1868), 258.
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human kingdoms around t hem, amounted to a re-
jection of him and changed its character.l
Moses was the instrument through whom God gave his laws and
apPointments to these people at this time. In giving these
laws, Moses declared:
The Lord said unto me, • • • I will raise them up
a Prophet from among their brethren, like unto thee,
and will put my words in his mouth; and he shall
speak unto them all that I shall command him. And
it shall come to pass, that whosoever will not
hearken unto my words which he shall speak in my
name, I will require it of him.
Here another of the conditions is announced. The blessing
must come in the person of a prophet like Moses who should
speak in the name of the Lord. The ble ssing
must be en-
through hearkening to his words.
2
joyed
When the House of Jacob had become a mighty nation,
with David as their king, God, under various
figures,
promised that he would of David's lineage raise up a
3
Prince to rule over his people Israel.
Lipscomb then called attention to a prophecy of
Isaiah where, again, is brought to view the idea that all
nations shall be blessed.
And it shall come to pass in the last days, that
the mountain of the Lord's house shall be establish-
ed in the top of the mountains, and shall be
exalted above the hills; and all nations shall flow
l"The Kingdom of Heaven -- When Set Up," GosEel
Advocate,XVIII, No. 18 (May4,1876),423.
2uThe Blessing Promi sed to Man, II GosEel Advocate, X,
No. 11 (March 12, 1868), 259.
3David Lipscomb, "The Blessing Promised to Man No.
2, I' GosEel Advocate, X, No. 12 (March 19, 1868), 279.
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unto it. And many people shall go and say, Come
ye, and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord,
to the hcuse of the God of Jacob; and he will
teach us of his ways, and we will walk in his
paths: for out of Zion shall go forth the law,
and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem.
Whereas before only one nation has been permitted to ap-
proach the mountain of the house of the Lord or be taught
in his ways, the time is foretold when all nations shall
flow to it and be taught in his ways. Here, too, is the
idea that the institution of God is to be greatly exalted.
An institution shall be established superior to all earth-
born institutions and kingdoms, superior even to God's own
Kingdom then in existence. And, as an additional condition,
the time of this exaltation is designated as in "the last
daysl1which, without a more definite interpretation, would
indicate the last days of the then existing order of af-
fairs __ the last days of the existence, rule and dominion
of the exclusive rights and privileges of the one people,
the Jews. And yet another condition is that the law should
go forth from Mount Zion and the word of the Lord from
Jerusalem~l
Lipscomb concluded, from the study of God's deal-
ings up to this point, that
we may patiently and trustingly abide at Jerusalem
until the coming of IIthe last days." During our
waiting here the family of Abraham will be carried
from Jerusalem into Babylon as captives -- we need
not follow them there. The blessing must come
through the seed of Abraham -- it must be made known
first at Jerusalem. Abraham's family must again
1Ibid.-
return to Jerusalem or the promise of God will
fail. So "tarry at Jerusalem" becomes the watch-
word of those seeking the blessing of Heaven even
from the days of Isaiah. These are Divine
pointers directing the human family forward to the
development of the promised blessing. The prophe-
cies are replete with instructions preparing the
world for the reception of that blessing, by
placing the ruin, devastation and destruction of
the earthly kingdoms in contrast with the beneficent
fruits, the peaceful working, and the final glorious
triumph of the institution of God. One nation after
another is brought in review by the Prophets. The
short-lived prosperity, oppressive and destructive
rule; the bloody and final ruin of each and every
one are clearly pointed out, and man is directed to
the institution of God as the only ark of safety
to the ruined denizens of earth.l
The ruin of these institutions is pointed out, Lipscomb
declared, that man may learn to put his trust in none and to
esteem God's institution alone as worthy of his confidence
and service.
Through one of the prophets of God it was revealed
that when the first earthly kingdom built by man reached the
strength and power of universal dominion and had carried the
JewS into captivity, God presented to the king a vision of
his own and future kingdoms under the image of a man, this
image serving to indica.te the human origin of these kingdoms.
He showed their destruction, one after another, until the
last one (the iron empire of Rome) when he said: "And in
the days of these kings shall the God of heaven set up a
kingdom, which shall never be destroyed: and the kingdom shall
not be left to other people, but it shall break in pieces and
consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand for ever." God
'.
1Ibid., p. 280.-
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will recover the earth by establishing a kingdom ~ounded
and built by himself that shall never be destroyed, but
which shall break in pieces and consume all the kingdoms
of earth.
The kingdom from a small beginning should gradually
grow and spread until it should become a great mountain, fill
the whole earth, and, in its growth, crush and grind into
powder all these earthly kingdoms until they shall be carried
away by the wind and no place on earth be found for them.
The final triumph will be reached gradually after many mis-
steps and disasters, according to Daniel 7:21-28 • This
prophecy indicates that an earthly kingdom (or kingdoms)
shall make war with the saints and shall prevail against
them, until the time comes for judgment to be given to the
saint~sof the most High and they possess the kingdom. The
final result will be the complete, utter destruction of all
opposing powers and the final, full establishment of the
kingdom and authority of God over the whole earth.
Lipscomb considered these prophecies of Daniel clear
utterances that the blessing promised to man will be developed
in and through a Kingdom set up in the days of the existence
of the fourth and mightiest universal empire, the empire of
Rome.
Significant Events
'rimepassed. Many prophets spoke. They foretold
the establishment of the kingdom "which shall never be
destroyedlt and its work. 'I1heydeveloped the sacred principles
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which must govern it. Finally Malachi closed the Old
Testwment canon with a statement which indicated the day
was yet future when "the Sun of righteousness shall arise
with healing in its wings." He added:
Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before
the coming of the great and dreadful day of the
Lord: and he shall turn the heart of the fathers
to the children, and the heart of the children to
their fathers, lest I come and smite the earth
with a curse.
So then at that time the founder of this kingdom "that shall
break in pieces and consume" all other kingdoms had not yet
come. Even the prophet who was to be his forerunner had not
yet appeared.
But much else of significance was happeningl
On the political scene, the kingdom of Babylon had
long since been destroyed. The successor, the Nedo-Persian
Empire, had extended its authority to the ends of the known
world but had in turn fallen prey to the more vigorous
spirit of Greece. ft_ndnow Greece's power and dominion had
been broken, and the fourth and strongest empire, the Roman,
was upon the stage. The "last daIS of the existence, rule
and dominion of the exclusive rights and privileges of the
Jewa " had come, for God's chosen people had been subjugated
by the Roman governors. And Daniel had said, "In the days of
these kings shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom which
shall never be destroyed."
Within the family of Abraham still other events were
transpiring, less public, of course, but not less portentous.
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John was born in the wilderness country of Judea, Jesus in
Bethlehem. Both grew to manhood and John, in his prophetic
garb, began his work by preaching "Repent, for the kingdom
of heaven is at hand. II John was the messenger preparing
the lilay,the forerunner of the Lord, and the phrase "the
kingdom of heaven" was frequently on his lips. He announced
its near approach and prepared his disciples for its reception
when it should come. The preparation, which had been very
gradual to this point, from the days of John was more marked
and distinctly indicative of the speedy setting up or organ-
1izatlon of the kingdom of God on earth. The materials of
that kingdom were in existence, the different personages who
were to occupy the various places in the kingdom at its
organization (including the king) were in preparation, a
kind of preparatory or provisional government was established,
but the kingdom was not yet open to the children of men.
Lipscomb declared:
All references to the existence of the kingdom
previous to Pentecost must refer to this provisional
state, this preparatory government. In no other way
can the statements of facts concerning2the kingdomor church be reconciled or harmonized.
John definitely fixed his own position with reference to the
heavenly kingdom and its Divine founder when he said:
Ye yourselves bear me witness, that I said, I am
not the Christ, but that I am sent before him. He
IIlThe Kingdom of Heaven -- When Set Up," Gospel
Advoc ate, XVIII, No. 18 (Mey 4, 1876), 422.
2"The Establishment of the Kingdom, It Gospel Advocate,
XVIII, No. 13 (March 30, 1876), 292.
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that hath the bride is the bridegroom, but the
friend of the bridegroom which standeth and
heareth him, rejoiceth greatly because of the
bridegroom's voice; this my joy therefore is
fulfilled.
This, said Lipscomb, was an emphatic declaration that John
was not bringing the church, but, as a herald, was simply
making ready for and announcing the coming of the Christ who
was bringing the bride or establishing the church. Again
John said: "He must increase, but I must decreas e•" John
in his teachings and disciples must fade and vanish away a.nd
make room for the ever-increasing splendors and growing pro-
portions of the kingdom of Jesus Christ. When JesUS came
to John and was baptized, a voice from the Father's throne
declared to the assembled multitude: "This is my Son, the
beloved, in whom I am well pleased. n From this date the
fulness of the Godhead dwelt in him and he performed such
works as no man could do "except God be with him." Jol:m
bore testimony to him, introduced him to the people as "the
Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world, tI and then
disappeared from the seene.
Jesus, having been publicly recognized as the Son
of God, chose twelve men to accompany him to be witnesses
of all things that he should do and say. He performed be-
fore them the works which declared him to be the Son of God.
After they had 0 bserved him for some time and were somewhat
familiar with his works and teachings, he aake d them what
the world was saying about him. The answer was that the
world regarded him as one of the prophets risen from the dead.
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Though this was a high position it did not meet the de-
mands of God's Son. Obviously the world had not fully
appreciated him. He turned to his disciples, and directed
the same question to them: "Whom say ye that I am?" Peter
answered: "Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God.1f
This statement satisfied the demands of the Son of God, and
forthwith came the response:
Blessed art thou, Simon, son of Jonah, for flesh
and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but my
Father who is in heaven. And I say also unto thee,
That thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build
my church; and the gates of hell shall not prevail
against it. And I will give unto thee the keys of
the kingdom of heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt
bind on earth shall be bound in heaven: and whatso-
ever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in
heaven.
Here, just a few months before his death, Jesus announced
himself as the builder of a church against which the gates
of hell shall not prevail, as the dispenser of the keys of
the Kingdom of heaven -- "a kingdom which the God of heaven
shall set Up." The enur ch was yet in the future, but its
"foundation stone" -- the fundamental, central truth that
"Jesus is the Ohr-Lst the Son of God n -- is announced, and
the person who is to be authorized to open the doors of this
1
kingdom is specially and personally pointed out. He was
making all things ready for the establishment of the Kingdom
of Heaven on earth, for the building of the church against
which the gates of Hell shall not prevail. But there was one
1 ."The Blessing Promised to.Man -- No. 6,u Gospel
Advocate, X, No. 16 (April 16, 1868), 317.
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essential lackingl
The Two Creations
In the work of the original creation, God, the
Father, originated the idea of all things and made the pro-
visions for their creation and order. Jesus Christ, the
Son, was the active agent in the prosecution of the work.
But when the matter had been created and was yet in a
chaotic, confused state, the Son retired from the scene and
"the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters." The
Spirit so directed that order, harmony and beauty sprang
from chaos and confusion. The work of the Spirit was to
organize matter, to give it laws to control and direct it
forward in its developing, procreative power, and, having
taken up his abode in these laws, to continue to guide
matter forward to the accomplishment of its ultimate end.
The original creation of matter, Lipscomb argued, was a
1
type of the new creation of a spiritual world. In this
new work of creation, the same persons performed the same
functions __ God originated the idea, the Son executed it,
and the Holy Spirit organized the matter created. He placed
each individual in proper position and gave laws to regulate
and guide this new creation toward the accomplishment of its
particular work. As in the old creation there was no har-
monious, organized world until the Father, Son, and Holy
1"The Blessing Promised to Man -- No.7, It Gospel
Advocate, X, No. 17 (April 23, 1868), 398.
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Spirit each had performed his work, so there was no
organized church until each had executed his proper office.
In conformity to this plan Jesus told his disciples, "It
is expedient for you that I go away: for if I go not away,
the Comforter will not come unto you; but if I depart, I
will send him unto you," and "Howbeit when he, the Spirit
of truth, is come, he will guide you into all truth.tt
Clearly, the Holy Spirit was to be the organizing, law-
giving, guiding power of the new Kingdom, but he was unable
to enter the world until the Christ had departed from it.
At this point Lipscomb once again called attention
to the language of the Savior as recorded in Matthew 16:16-19.
Peter's confession -- the first full, clear confession
that Jesus is titheChrist, the Son of the living God," re-
ceived the response as quoted above. To Peter were co~tted
the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven; the position was assigned
him of first opening the door and directing men and women
into the church. (In this connection, Lipscomb stood opposed
to the Roman Catholic contention that Peter was the rock
upon which Christ built his church. He observed: "Peter's
position is that of porter to this temple •• • • Peter could
not at once, in the same figure, be the foundation corner
and the porter that opens the door. til). Not only are the
keys committed to Peter's hand, but the further assurance is
given, "Whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound in
l"Was the Church Founded on Peter or the Truth that
Christ Was the Son of God?," Gospel Advocate, XI, No. 20
(May 20, 1869), 458.
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heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall
be loosed in heaven," or, in Lipscomb's other words,
What terms soever you prescribe as a barrier to
man's entrance into the kingdom o£ God on earth,
I will ratify at my Flather 'a throne on high; what
terms soever you prescribe for admitting men into
the Kingdom o£ Heaven on earth, I will ratify and
confirm in Heaven.l
Peter alone was authorized to open the door and admit men
into the Kingdom o£ God.
And again, after his resurrection the Lord told his
disciples,
All power (authority) is given unto me in heaven and
in earth. Go ye there£ore, and teach all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Ghost: teaching them to observe
all things whatsoever I have commanded you: and~ 10,
I am with you alway, even unto the end o£ the world,
and "And that repentance and remission of sins should be
preached Ln his name among all nations, beginning at
Jerusalem." nAIl authority" had been given to him and by
virtue of it he thus commissioned his apostles.
But though God the Pather had committed his authority
to Jesus Christ the Son in reference to the work of man's
redemption when he announced: "This is my Son, the beloved,
in whom I am well pleased," adding later, "Hear ye him;"
though Jesus Christ, endowed with Itallauthority, II com.rnitted
it to Peter and the other apostles in reference to the in-
duction o£ man into the church of God; yet the instruction
was: "Tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem." Obviously
1TtTheBlessing Promised to Nan -- No.8," Gospe~
Advocate, X, No. 18 (April 30, 1868), 422.
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the important work then of opening the doors of
the Kingdom of Heaven, and of directing men and
women into that Kingdom could not be entrusted
to a frail, uninspired human being, although
selected of God, and taught and commissioned by
Jesus Christ himself. The issue at stake is too
great __ Heaven or Hell to all the nations of
earth. '~e shall receive powe1 after that theHoly Spirit is come upon you."
The work of creation was not to proceed until the Holy
Spirit came to guide and direct and thus fulfill his office
or work.2
Divine pointers have indicated Jerusalem as the
proper place; Peter, bearing the "keys of the kingdom," as
the proper person; when the Holy Spirit has descended upon
the apostles as the proper time for the first establishment
of Chris t's Kingdom or church. These three things determin-
ed __ place, person and time -- in reference to any act,
and that act is infallibly identified.
And when the day of Pentecost was fully come, they
were all with one accord in one place. And suddenly
there came a sound from heaven as of a rushing
mighty wind, and it filled all the house where they
were sitting. And there appeared unto them cloven
tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon each of
them. And they were all filled with the Holy Ghost,
and began to speak with other tongues, as the
Spirit gave them utterance.
The Holy Spirit had now come, the proper time, and found
Peter, the proper person, at Jerusalem, the proper placel
And so Peter stood up to speakt
For the message delivered this day by Peter,
all former messages were but prepa.ratory -- the
,--------,._------
1Ibid., p. 423.-2"The Blessing Promised to Man -- No. 7, II G;.os1?~
Advocate, X, No. 17 ~April 23, 1868), 400.
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revelations of patriarchs, seers and prophets of
olden times -- the teachings, works of love and
power of Jesus Christ -- his death, burial,
resurrection and ascension -- the descent of the
Holy ;::)piritall come to pass, that "repentance and
remission of sins might be preached in his name
among all nations, beginning at Jerusalem." From
the creation of the human family to the present
time, there never was a message that came from God
to man clothed with so much of majesty and awe,
concentrating and manifesting in its delivery so
much of the authority and power of the Godhead, as
the message Which Peter speaks on this occasion to
the assembled multitudes at Jerusalem. It is the
voice of' God the F'ather, Jesus Christ the Son, and
the Holy Spirit through Peter infallibly guiding
frail, perishing men and women out of the kingdoms
of dar-kness -- of death -- the kingdoms of this
world into the Kingdom of God, the Church agfinst
which the gates of Hell shall never prevail.
The Opened Door
Jesus had said, "Upon this rock (this truth that I
am the Chri st, the Son of God) I will build my church, H so
Peter, on this occasion, proceeded to present facts and
testimony to support this claim. The facts were Jesus'
life, death, resurrection and ascension. The testimony was:
1) that of the people's own knowledge of Jesus; 2) the
witness of the prophets, which, wrote Lipscomb,
foretell the most minute incidents connected with
the b irt h, life, labor, suffering, deat hand
resurrection of the I1essiah In a manner that none
could see the connection and their full appllcation
untrl.LB. fter their fulfillment. This, itself, was a
guard against imposition, and is n~w a strong ground
of faith in the thing they taught;
and 3) the testimonies of the apostles, that the same Jesus
lDavid Lipscomb, "The Blessing Promised to Man --
No. 5,tt Slospel Advo,cate, X, No. 18 (April 30,1868),425.
2n'1'he Ble ssing Promised to Man -- No.9, II ~
Advocate, X, No. 19 (May '7, 1868), 448.
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who had been killed and buried was raised from the dead.
Having presented these testimonies to the fore-
going facts, the Holy Spirit through Peter exhorted: "Let
all the house of Israel therefore know assuredly, that God
hath made that same JeSus, whom ye have crucified, both Lord
and Christ. II As the first step toward the church against
which the gates of Hell shall not prevail, Peter required
men and women to believe that JesuS is the Christ, the Son
of the living God -- the same fact upon which the Christ
said he would build his church -- upon the testimonies pre-
sented. The belief of this truth, based on these testimonies,
pierced the hearts of Peter's hearers, convinced them of
their guilt, and caused them to cry out, JlMenand brethren,
what shall we do II to escape the wrath of God? Their hearts
had been reached and changed. They had believed in Christ
as the Son of God, as the Spirit required. This belief had
laid them under obligation to obey him. Hence the question:
"What shall we do?" The answer, as authoritative as any
ot.herportion of Peter's sermon, was: "Repent" -- "turn
from your sins with full purpose of heart to serve the Lord"
__ "and be baptized everyone of you (who have believed and
repented) in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of
your sins, and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost. II
They were baptized in the name of Jesus Christ, and did re-
ceive the promised remission of sins.l
lDavid Lipscomb, Salvation from S~, pp. 146-147.
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This was the first time that the kingdom of God
was opened by the apostles, and
on the first occasion, when the world knew not the
way, there must have been a fullness and specific-
ness of direction, a careful and distinct enumera-
tion of the steps to be taken in their connection,
that was not needful in after refe~ences. After
the steps to be taken and the order was once
clearly made known, an allusion to one leading step
or point of the order called up all of them. These
were the steps to be taken, this the rule to be
followed, the fixed direction of the Spirit of God,
sealed by the blood of Christ, world wide in its 1
application, and to stand to the end of the world.
The order is a natural one -- belief, repentance and baptism.
The requirement of the Holy Spirit was to believe that Jesus
was made "both Lord and Christ," to repent and be baptized
"into the remission of your sins. II To be baptized into re-
mission, Lipscomb reasoned, is to be baptized into Christ
because in Christ is to be enjoyed remission of sins and
every blessing of God.
Believe into Christ, repent into Christ, be
baptized into Christ, are scriptural statements
that show all stand on the same side of remission
and are similarly related to it. Believing into
Christ leads through repentance into Christ and
being baptized into Christ. 'rhey are suc~essive
steps in the path that leads into Christ.
Lipscomb declared that in all dispensations of God
to the world, the condition of men being blessed by God has
been trust in him manifested by obedience. This principle
is unchangeable, though the tests or conditions by which God
proved this faith have changed often. But nowhere is there
1Ibid., p. 149.
2"Baptized into Christ, II Gospel Advocate, XLIII,
No. 24 (June 13, 1901), 377.
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an example of God blessing through an unproved faith. "The
proved faith is the approved faith." In the Christian dis-
pensation baptism is the test of faith and is the act
that passes the believer into Christ. It seemed to Lipscomb
that God
could not more certainly conjoin faith and forgive-
ness, or more certainly show that forgiveness comes
through faith, than by making the act that proves
the faith the act on which he would acknowledge the
believer the child of God and the act that passes him
in to Chri st, to walk and live in Christ, and to die
in Christ and be raised in him. As baptism is the
proving of faith, to teach that we are baptized into
Christ teaches that we believe into Christ. He who
denies that we are baptized into Christ denies we
enter Christ through faith. Baptism into Christ and
believing into Christ are one. "For ye are all the
children of God by faith in Christ Jesus. For as
many of you as have been baptized into Christ have
put on Christ. III
To believe into Christ, to repent into Christ, and to be
baptized into Christ are not only successive steps leading
into Christ, he asserted, they are the exact equivalents of
each other, since repenting into Christ and believing into
Christ both lead to and through baptism into Christ.
There can be no being baptized into Christ
without believing into Christ, and repenting into
Christ. They are different degrees and names for
the same thing. To repent is to express the faith
with the will, is to surrender the will to faith;
to be baptized is to express the same faith by the
body, to surrender the body to the guidance of
faith. Faith cannot be perfected and declared with-
out repentance, ~nd neither faith nor repentance
without baptism.
l"Baptized into Christ, 11 Gospel Advocate, XLVIII,
No. 42 (October 18, 1906), 665.
2Ibid.-
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Of this Lipscomb was quite certai.n, and hence, stated
po siti.vely: "The Bible nowhere calls a person a Christi.an
or recogni.zes him as in Christ unti.l faith has embodied and
1
declared itself in baptism. n
The words Lipscomb used to summarize his series of
"articles on liTheBlessing Promised to Man" and bring those
articles to a close serve admirably to summarize this
chapter:
Now, God, through a long series of centuries, by
a constant, unceasing dealing wi.th the world was pre-
paring it for the establishment of his Church on this
day .\rJe have been gui.dedby Divine pointers from
the very beginning directi.n.gus down.through the family
of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, through the house of David
by JeSus Christ, to Jerusalem as the place where the'
blessing of God shall be found. God sends his Son
into the world, commits to him his authority; he
suffers, sorrows, dies, is buried, wrestles in the dark
chambers of the grave with death, prevails over it,
rise s from the dead, and ascends to his Flather's
throne to be crowned and glorified. He authorizes
the Apostle Peter to direct men and women into the
Kingdom, against which the gates of Hell shall never
prevail. Peter tarries at Jerusalem until the Holy
spirit comes; it inspires him, and by the authority
of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, he
gi.vesmen the foregoing direction for an entrance
into the Kingdom of God. Whoever then believes, with
all the heart, that Jesus is the Christ the Son of
God, upon the testimonies God has given in the Bible
concerning him, repents of his si.nsand is baptized
i.nthe name of Jesus Christ for the remission of
sins is guided by God, Jesus Christ, by the Holy
Spirit; infallibly guided, not into the Romish or
the Episcopal, not the Presbyterian, nor the Bapti.st,
or the Methodist, or the Disciples' Church; but
into the Church of the Livi.ng God, in which there is
safety, security, and life eternal.2
1"Baptist 'rheology," Gospel Advocate, XLIX, No. 19
(May 9, 1907), 297.
2"The Blessing Promised to Man -- No.9," Gospel
Advocate, X, No. 19 (May 7, 1868), 451.
CHAPTER II
THE BASIS FOR UNITY
God is the Ruler
'I'ne fundamental relationship of God to the world
and to the universe and to every creature in the
universe is, Q££ ~ ~ ruler. Man, then, is his
subject. The only relation of harmony that man can
sustain toward G~d is that of loyal submission to
the laws of God.
This statement sounds the keynote in the teaching of
David Lipscomb concerning authority. "God is the great head
whence originates all the authority, control, power of the
universe •.,2 The relB.tionship between God and any being in
the universe, determining as it does that being's relation
to every other being in the universe, becomes at once the
most important of all possible relationships. To violate
this relationship -- to break the laws regulating it is
then to commit a greater offence than to viol€lte any of the
lesser or secondary relationships. The greatest commandment
of the Jewish law is "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with
all thy soul, with all thy mind, and with all thy atr-engnb ;"
To violate this relationship of love is to strike a blow at
the existence of the divine government itself. Hence, to
1David Lipscomb, Salvation from Sin, p. 123.
2David Lipscomb, "Which Are the Higher Duties of
Life?," Gospel Advocate, XXIV, No. 12 (1VJ:arch23, l882), 180.
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r-eject God is to disturb the har-monyof'the universe.
Rejection of'God causes separation f'romthe source of'all
good and establishes union with the source of all evil.
Lipscomb made a careful study of the Old Testament
record and concluded that in the days of Adam and Abraham
God required implicit obedience to his commands as the
condition of acceptance with him. Furthermore, he wrote,
under the Mosaic dispense.tion, all union, all recon-
ciliation with God, all blessings from God were
attained through humble, faithful, unfaltering
obedience to God. And that obedience must arise
from a confidence in God's wisdom, power and good-
ness. Their estimation of him must be such that
they regarded his institutions, laws, and prOVisions
the perfection of all wisdom. And if they failed to
see the excellency and beauty, the failure was, be-
cause they were weak, and short-sighted, not be-
cause God's institutions were not suffiCient, or if
the institutions were simple and feeble within them-
selves, they had the abiding confidence that God
was able and would give to the weakest and infuse
into the feeblest institution when used by his
appointment the strength and power of his omnipotent
might. There was no tampering or tinkering with. his
appointments, no setting them aside for others more
efficient in the eyes of man. Indeed the institution
of God's appointment was regarded Simply as his own
chosen means through which he exerted his power. It
was sacrilege to touch it. 'Ib.entire dealing of
God with the Jewish people, from the first calling
of Abraham out of Ur of the Chaldees until the final
destruction of Jerusalem and the scattering into
captivity of the Jewish nation, is but a repetition
of the principles laid down. Every page of the
history of his dealing with this people is indelibly
stamped with the truth, that all religion with them
resolved itself into a diligent hearkening to the
voice of'God and a faithful obedience to his laws.
In this way only was man reconciled to God and through
this agency was that reconciliation perpetuated and
perfected under the law of Moses.l
1"What Is Religion? No.3.," Gospel Advocate, XIII,
No.8 (February 23, 1871), 174.
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He noted particularly the experience of Samuel when con-
fronted by the leaders of the Jewish nation with the request
for a king, and observed:
From this ••• we learn that God does not allow
his servants to change his appointments for otbers
pleasing to them, even when these appointments are
perverted and abused by bad men. A desire to change
them then, is a rejection of God and his authority.
This is an important lesson. The simple appointments
of God seemed we.ak at best. They lacked external
unity and the conditions of human strength. They
were perverted and abused. The Jewish people saw
strong, successful organizations in the nations
around. They did not believe that God had tied them
down to a cast iron form. They desired to ingraft
this successful form upon the system God had given
them. They of course had lost faith in God t s simple
appointments before they could possibly desire a
modification of them.l
This is in harmony with an earlier statement in which he
declared that Adron had first distrusted God before he dis-
obeyed him. His distrust had led to disobedience. In that
connection, Lipscomb asserted: "Man seldom disobeys God
until he first distrusts him. He never forsakes God's
appointments for other institutions without first losing
confidence in God.,,2 But in lsrael' s request for a king he
saw another great lesson. He declared, significantly:
The truth is taught, that when men lose con-
fidence in the simple institutions of heaven, and in
any manner desire their modification or change, God
permits them to change to suit their own preferences.
But he makes use of this changed institution to still
further corrupt, punish, and destroy those who show
their distrust in him by seeking other forms than
l"What Is Religion? No. 6 u Gos}2el Advocate,
XIII,.,
No. 13 (March )0, 1871) , 292.
2"What Is Religion? No. 2.,
II Gos}2elAdvocate, XIII,
No. 6 (Fiebruary 9, 1871) , 132.
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the simple ones he gives. This princiPle is
of wide-spread application at this day.
The Great Crime of Humanitz
In Lipscomb's estimation the great crime of
humanity from the beginning has been to turn from God and
his laws to man and his inventions. !lItbegan in Eden, it
has gone wherever a son or daughter of Adam and Eve has
2gone. 1.1 He pointed out that under the Jewish dispensation
the earthly type of the spiritual kingdom -- the law of God
was engraved on stones and placed within the Ark of the
Covenant. To preserve it from the defilement and corruption
of human alteration none but the High Priest was permitted
to touch the Ark that c ontained the law. During the wander-
ings of the Jews a family of Levites carried the Ark, but so
jealously was it guarded that they were connnanded to carry it
on poles placed upon their shoulders, with the warning that
whoever touched it should be smitten dead. These were
lessons, Lipscomb said,
not for them alone, or with sole reference to the
law of commandments engraven upon stones. They
were thus prepared, by these examples, for ap-
preciating the higher sanctity and holier awe of
the law sealed by the precious blood of the Son of
God. 'llheyare written for our instruction.3
But man refused to profit from such instructionl Jesus
1"What Is Religion? No. 6.,11Gospel Advocate, XIII,
No. 13 (lVlarch30, 1871), 294.
2 "Human Folly," Gospel Advocate, XLVIII, No. 27
(July 5, 1906), 425.
3"The Sanctity of the Lord's Institutions," Gospel
Advocate, VIII, No. 10 (March 6, 1866), 153.
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came to teach by his life and warn by his death that he
came to do his Father's will, not his own; that every
transgression and disobedience or God's law must meet with
its just recompense or reward. But Lipscomb sadly re-
flected that
Jesus said in vain, "In vain do they worship me
teachtng r0r doc trine s the commandmen ts or men."
••• In vain the Holy Spirit closed the canon of
revelation to man with the solemn warning: 1, If
any man shall add unto them (the things which are
written in this book), God shall add unto him the
plagues which are written in this book; and ir any
man shall take away from the words of the book or
this prophecy, God shall take away his part from
the tree or life, and out of the holy City, which
are written in this book." Despite all these
example sand warni.ngs man continues to mar and
mutilate the order of God and turn men from the
wisdom and power and grace of God to the weak and
beggarly elements or the world and inventions of
man that ~ring only death and eternal separation
from God.
This proneness in man to exalt his own ways and despise the
commandments of God Lipscomb regarded as the thing which has
divided and corrupted Christendom t'r-omthe bagLnn.Lng ,
Every sect in Christendom -- the Greek Church,
the Romish Church, all the sects of Protestantism --
are outgrowths or the sarne principle that mar-r-ed
Eden and drove our first parents from that abode
of peace and pleasure. They all, while claiming to
follow God, do the commandments of men.2
He continued:
Indeed there are but two great leading principles
underlying and characterizi~g all the religious
organizations of so-called Ghristendom. The one
recognizes God through his Son, Jesus Christ, as the
1"Human Folly, It !££. ill.
2ill..£.
3.5
sole, rightful ruler of the world, accepts his
laws as given by himself as perfect and complete
in all of their parts -- his institutions without
human addition, amendment or alteration as fully
adapted to the wants and necessities of fallen
humanity, in every condition of life and for all
ages of the world. It jealously regards all sub-
tractions from or additions to that law and those
institutions, as an infringement of God's reserved
right, to himself be the sole ruler of man. This
principle has found its development since the days
of the Apostles in the simple, true Church of
Christ, that in a state of greater or less purity
has raised its voice in every age against the in-'
novation of new, untaught questions and dogmas, and
against the laying of sacrilegious hands on any and
every institution of divine appointment to alter,
change or in any way amend them, or to degrade them
by substituting for them, institutions of human
mould. It maintains that Godts battles must ever
be fought in God's armor alone, and only with
heaven's approved weapons. The principle has and
ever will keep the Church of Christ one, indivisible
and immutable, as God himself is inexorably one and
unchangeable. 'rheother principle recognizes human
authority in religion, whether vested in a Pope,
synod, assembly, conferences, associations or
missionary society. It is essentially the same,
whether exercised under the name of Divine authority
delegated to the pope, the voice o~ the ohurch, the '
ancient usages of the church, or of human expedients,
tested by experience. Under these specious forms
and names, it is the same prin~iple of human authority
arraying itself against, usurpJ.ng the place of, and
superceding Divine power by the substitution of human
dogmas, institutions and expedients, for the truths
and appointments of God. The Roman Catholic hierarchy
is the most complete and perfect embodiment of this
principle that has yet been developed to the world.
All the churches forming rules and rituals for them-
selves, adopting human expedients in religion and
not relying solely and securely upon the appointments
of God for carrying out and perfecting God's work
in this world are but modified developments of the
same leading idea of ~~ authoritz in religion.
The great question involved in the battle of Christ
and anti-Christ is, shall Chri~t alone rule theworld •••• All the sects of Protestantism must either
go back and find their final resting place in the
bosom of Catholicism, or they must disown all human
authority in religion, discard all human names, allhuman rituals and human expedients, but clothed only
in Heaven's holy armor fight Heaven's battle s with
Heaven's God-ordained instrumentalities. There can
be no compromise here.
This position, set forth at the very beginning of his
editorial career, Lipscomb ever held, and he led in an
unceasing warfare against the tendency in men to assume the
power and authority which belong only to God. The depth
of his feeling in these matters is revealed in the following
statement:
Were we convinced that man could form institutions
through which he could acceptably serve hi s maker and
do God's work on earth, or that he could in any manner
change, modify, amend or combine God's institutions
as he left them, such a conviction would necessarily
lead us, with deep and humble contrition of heart, on
our bare knees, as a sinful heretic, back to the doors
of Mother Rome. We would seek admittance into her
fold, and by a life of consecration to her service,
we would make amends, as far as possible, for our sins
against her.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •But when a proposition is made to substitute some in-
vention of man in place of God's appointments, or to
admit human wisdom to sit in judgment on the institu-
tions of God, or human experience to call their
efficiency into question, we simply say, all such
assumptions are high crimes against God, and arise
from a lack of humble, trusting faith in him.2
The Rule and Limit of Faith
In the fall of 1873 a question was directed to
Lipscomb "Do the teachings of the holy oracles condemn the
use of ()rg~ in church for the pur-pose of praising the Lord? II
He devoted several columnS to the answering of this question,
and in his answer his attitude toward the New Testament is
Inavid Lipscomb, "Romish and Protestant Churches, It
Q2._spel}.d
vOC
at.s,VIII, No. 4 (January 23, 1866), 51.
2ncorrespondence," Gospel J\dvocats, IX, No. 41
(October 10, 1867), 814.
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manifestly declared:
Our worship to God is regulated by the laws of
God. We have no knOlvledge of what is well-pleasing
to God, in worship, save as God has revealed it to
us. TtleNew Testament is at once the rule and limit
of our faith and worship to God.'rhisis the distinctive difference between us
and other religiouS bodies. Others accept the New
Testament as their rule of faith, but do not make
it the limit of their faith. They add other things
as articles of faith and acts of worship than those
contained in the Bible. We seek for things
authorized, they for things not prohibited. Ourrule is safe __ theirs is loose and latitudinarian.
Ours confine us to God's appointments. 'I'heirs opens
the worship and service of God to whatever will
please men. Our rule limits man's worship to the
exercises approved of in the Bible.l
Lipscomb, in 1871, concluded a series of articles
on "What Is Religion?1t with the suggestion that Jesus Christ,
in his sermon on the mount, laid down the great principles
that must rule and govern in his kingdom. After giving the
specific principles, Jesus laid down a general rule that
enforced all these precepts and prescribed the ground of
entrance into the kingdom of God. That general rule was
preceded by a caution: "Not everyone that saith unto me,
Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he
that doeth the will of my Father which is in heaven. n This,
said Lipscomb, shoWS that something else than religious
zeal is demanded.
The only solid ground of assurance is a conscious-
ness that we do the will of God. That we worship him
in a strict conformity to his will -- his direction.
Any other worstlip than that which is in exact con-
formity to his will is iniquity. The Bible is the
record of his will. To worship God otherwise than as------.---------------
l"'rheOrgan in Worship, It Gospel Advocate, XV, No. 36
(September 11, 1873), 854.
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the Bible directs is not only not acceptable in
the sight of God but it is positive iniquity.l
Man, left to himself, Lipscomb asserted, worships
self. He devotes his whole life, energies and activity to
the gratification of his appetites, lusts and fleshly de-
sires. And it is only the knowledge of God and his responsi-
bilities to him that can lift man out of this debasing
thralldom. It appeared to Lipscomb that religionists had
concluded they could harmonize the demands of religion with
the gratification of fleshly desires, and to him it was the
greatest mistake of the age. tiesaw the trends in religion
as an effort to sugar-coat all the earnest, purifying truths
of Christ's religion so as to make them palatable to the
fIeshly appetites of wicked men; to strip it of its stern,
unyielding, pure, God-like characteristics and adapt it to
the nature of man. And be insisted that to the extent this
has been accomplished, religion has lost its powe r to con-
trol man and the church has become a weak and changeable
institution, conforming to the whims and desires of the
community in which it exists.2 The Christian religion was
given to man from heaven to prepare him for heaven. If it
is conformed to the earthly spirit, it cannot accomplish the
desired end. If it benefits and exalts man then, Lipscomb
believed, it must be preserved in its God-given form.
1"What Is Religion? No. 8.,11 ~ospel Advocate, XIII,
No. 15 (April 13, 1871), 333-334.
2"The Flesh and the Spirit, It Gospel Advocate, XI,
No. 25 (June 24, 1869), 518.
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LiPscomb faced squarely the idea that times change
and therefore religion must be changed to suit the times.
Advocates of this idea insist that inv-entionsand improv-e-
ments have been made in every other department of life. If
all else is marked with improv-ement, they ask, why should
man confine himself in religion to an ancient faith and
ancient institutions? Why is it that improvements can be
made in the workings of human life -- in the style of trans-
portation, reaping of harvests, means of communication -- and
yet in religion man is tied down to the forms and ideas of
almost nineteen centuries past? In answer, Lipscomb pro-
pounded some questions of his own. "vJhyis it, he asked,
that day and night succeed each other, now as then, without
alteration and improvement as to proportion of time or rela-
tionship?Why must men and women be born into the world
under the same circumstances of suffering and sorrow now as
then? Why are infants helpless, weak, subject to pains of
death, nO-V-Jas then? In the se
matters, he said, all of which
are of great interest to man, no
change or improvement has
been produced. Why?l And then he
gave his explanation:
In nature God in wisdom and power, gave laws and
made provisions for meeting all the contingencies of
life in all parts of the universe for all time. He
needs not with the development &nd progress of the
world to make new laWS and provisions to meet new
demands growing out of the changed and varied condi-
tion of the world. In his wisdom he saw the end from
the beginning, and with his matchless power he made
provisions sufficient to meet all the contingencies
l"The F'lesb.and the Spirit, II Gospel Advocate, XI,
No. 25 (June 24, 1869), 579.
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and emergencies that might arise in the workings o~
nature to accomplish the end for which the universe
was cr-ea ted , It is equally true that when his
spiritual kingdom was created, the laws, the insti-
tutions, the provisions of' God for the development,
guidance and culture of his spiritual work in the
world, were amply sufficient for all time and all
people, and were competent to meet all the con-
tingencies and emergencies of life, without being
amended, added to, changed or modified, ~ither by
man or God, the All-wise Father himself.
He reasoned that if the Christian religion is to prepare man
1'0 r heaven, since heaven is unchangeable the religion that
would fit and prepare man for heaven "mus t be as fixed in all
its parts, as completely stereotyped in every principle,
ordinance and appointment, as unchangeable as the perfect
pattern of God in Heaven for ever and for ever.,,2 With him
it was axiomatically true that the Holy Spirit made pro-
visions for guiding God's servants both individually and
collectively in every relationship in which it is lawful for
them to enter.3 He asserted:
The early church, under the guidance of the Holy
Spirit, presented the full development of every
principle of action put in operation by the gift of
the Spirit to the church, by the indwelling of the
Spirit within the Church. Any principle of action
whose manifestation cannot be found in the primi tive
church, is ~ot the outgrowth of the Spirit of God in
the c hur-cbs-l
He was unable to find in the Bible an example of God's
l"Nr. Beecher on the Authority of the Bible, If Go spel
Advocate, .XV, No. 26 (June 26, 1873), 614.
2"The F'lesh and the Spirit," Loc , cit.--
3"union, True and F'~llse,"Gospel Advocate, XXII, No.25 (June 17, 1880), 390.
411Items," Gospel Advocate, XXVI, No. 15 (April 9,
1884), 231.
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entrusting to man the work of forming an organization and
operating it in his service. He believed that man's duty
is exhausted when he faithfully and trustingly operates the
divine organization and walks faithfully in the divine
appointment s, He had no hesitancy in saying tha.t where and
when God gives no direction, it is the duty of'man to nstand
1still and see the salvation of the Lord. U It seemed to
Lipscomb that the idea of change, of improvement, of modifi-
cation in the very least of the principles or appointments
of the religion of Christ would at once prove its utter un-
fitness for moulding man for the unchangeable, immortal
2existence with God in Heaven. Those who contend that man
is at liberty to change and improve upon God's appointments
and methods in religious service, Lipscomb contended, regard
them as being as imperfect as those of men. They thus place
God on an equality with man and his works with man's works.
This is to dishonor God and his 'appointments, to impugn his
wisdom. It is to be guilty of sacrilege and treason against
God. It shows, too, he declared, that he who uses the
argument, consciously or unconsciously has set aside the
authority of God. He concluded:
The spirit says: Humbly , with a sense of our
own weakness, submit to God. The flesh, with a
feeling of its own self-sufficiency, says: Change,
modify, to suit the demands of the age, the wants
of society. The Spirit says: :t-'Iodifyand bend the
l"union, True and Fa.lse," !.2.£.. cit.
2"The Flesh and the Spirit," Loc , cit.-_
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age to suit God and his appointments. Hence, to
follow the Spirit is to humbly bow to God, and use
his simple instrumentalities and obey his law. To
follow the flesh is to change the ordinances,
modify the institutions, end restrain the laws to
suit our ideas of propriety, our views of fitness,
and our judgment of efficiency. BU~ he that walks
after the flesh is an en6mY of God.
But many religionists will not accept the New
Testament as the limit of their faith and practice on the
grounds that the church existed without the New Testament
and we are indebted to the church for the Testament and its
preservation. It is equally authoritative, therefore, in
its traditions and practices as to the early polity of the
church as the New Testament. 'l'headvocacy of this position
by one Elder Dawson of the Christian Church elicited a re-
sponse from David Lipscomb. He wrote:
In his effort to shoW that the church gave rise
to the New Testament and not the New Irestament the
church, he recognizes no New Testament until it was
written out. A verbal or spoken New 'restarnentis,
with him;JnO Testament. Hence he entirely ignores
or is ignorant of the truth that the New Testament
was spoken before it was written. But it was just
as fully and completely the New Testament, the last
perfect will of God, when given to the world by the
Holy Spirit, as it was when afterwards written out.
Now that New Testament sealed by the blood of Christ,
was the true originator of the church. And if the
church has since preserved the New Testament, it is
only in the same sense in which the body preserves
the blood. 'rheblood gives the body its life,vitality and energy _- maintains the body that it may
abide in it. In the same sense in which the house
preserves the man, although the man builds and pro-
tects the house. 'rhUSthe word of God or the New
Testament, is the preserver of the church, is its
only bond of union or basis of existence, is the only
shadow of authority it has for its existence, and
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thus has been the founder and preserver of the
body in which it has dwelt. He who then declares
that we are not indebted to the New Testament for
the churc~ certainly reasons from very false
premises.
Dawson, like others whose view of the relationship
between the church and the New Testament is the same as his,
also argued that no church was or could be fully organized
with only elders and deacons. It must have a bishop. This
bishop, he indicated without saying so, must be diocesan.
Lipscomb replied that, in arguing for the diocesan bishop
Dawson was repudiating such accredited historians as Hosheim,
Neander, Lyman Coleman, who, though all were members of
churches sustaining diocesan clergy, yet testified that there
was not a trace of such inche first century and a half of
the Christian era.2 "But,II Lipscomb concluded,
we are surprised at none of these things. __When
men leave the simple appointments of the Bible and
persuade themselves they may add their expediences
to the provisions made in the New Testament, there
can be no authoritative limit to the introduction
of new change~, modifications, or additions to the
divine order.)
Such a stem, unyielding regard for the authority
of the New Testament and the sanctity of God's institutions
could not escape the label of "legalism," but Lipscomb wore
it with serenity. He explained his attitude like this:
The stern command with the absolute penalty
attached, is found more seldom in the New Testament
1 P It"Indications of rogress,
22 (May 29, 1873), 515-520•
2Ibid.-
3Ibld.
Gospel Advocate, XV, No.
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scripture than we are wont to imagine. There are
two forms of giving command suited to two different
classes who receive the command. The servant obeys
only from fear, he is not regarded as the friend
of the master, so the master does not commit his
plans to him, nor does he enter into the spirit of
the master's labor and plans. He obeys for the
reward, he fails to disobey for fear of the punish-
ment. But a child is just as much the subject of
law as the servant. If he has passed the age in
which ~he is under governors and tutors," in which
he ~'differethnothing from a servant, U then he is
treated by the father as a friend.The Father's plans are opened and confided to
him. He enters into the spirit of the Father's
plans. The Father's will is just as much law to
him as to the servant. It is more sacred in his
eyes, than it could be in the eyes of the servant.
Yet the will need not be expressed in the form of
absolute command in order to co~nend it to the
highest regard of the son. To express it in that
form would be to depreciate the character of the
son, to ignore his feeling as a son and treat himas a servant and not a son. This is the difference
between the law of Moses addressed to the JewS and
the will of God through Christ addressed to his
children. It is none the less law, but it is law
to a child and not a ilave; it is addressed as to
children, not slaves.-
Steps Toward ApostasX
Lipscombts unceasing attention to details resulted
from his acceptance of what seemed to him an evident truth:
that a man cannot set aside God's authority in one point and
maintain it in others. He insisted that the setting aside
the authority of God in one act was simply a preparation for
doing it in another and another. He was sure that a man who
sets aside God's order in the work will do the same when it
suits him in the worship or in anything else. The lesson he
tried always to impress was that the current starts out a--
l"The L.ordt s Day Meeting," Gospel Advocat~, XIII,
No. 24 (June 15, 1871), 554. .
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feeble one from the path of truth, it parts from it in some
seemingly trivial and unimportant matter -- but they
separate. As this current onward flows it gains volume and
momentum until finally it will sweep all who float upon it
into the vortex of infi.delity. He gravely warned:
Every act of departure from the order of God in
any point is 9. step towards final departure from and
rejection of the whole word of God. That is the
final logical result. But few follow it to itsultimate end, but everyone who starts in that direction
helps the current of humanity to that end, and God
will hold everyone accountable for his course.l
When Adam and Eve yielded to the temptation to eat
of the forbidden frm t they little realized that their act
was the first step of the descent m t o the depths of deg-
rada.tion which Paul so vividly depicts in the first chapter
of his letter to the Romans. It is a fearful picture of
human depravity but one to which man must descend when cut
loose from God. Concerning this Lipscomb wrote:
A darker picture of human corruption it 1s
difficult to conceive but it is not an overdrawn
picture of man without God and his word. As man
wandered from God, he degenera.ted spiritually,
intellectually, and physically. Man's degenera.cy
spiritual, mental, moral, and physica.l -- the wor'ld
over, in all ages, has been mea.sured by the distance
he has wandered from God and by his loss of the
knowledge of God. No truth in the world's history
has been establis hed by an induction from so large a
number of facts, under so varied circumstances, with
so universal and uniform a result, as that man, cut
loose from God and his word, gropes in ignoranCe and
grovels in degrada.tion with a continually accelerating
descent to still lower depths.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •Among the nations that have wandered farthest from
l"Thoughts on Bro. Houston's Statement," Gospel
Advocate, XXXI, No. 27 (July 3, 1889), 422.
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God, and have for the longest bLme and the most
completely lost the knowledge of him and of his
word, it is difficult to determine in the down-
ward deicent where the human ends and the brute
begins.
This is the result Lipscomb foresaw for those who scorned
what they cho se to call IIlegalismH and insisted upon the
right to adopt "expedients. II He warned repeatedly: "Depart
from the strict letter of the law of the Spirit, and there
is no stopping point short of absolute yielding to every de-
mand of the f'Leshe,,2 He insisted that "the only safe ground
is to stop before you take the first step of departure from
divine law. tt3
Man Is The Servant
Reflecting upon the evil results of Adam's act,
Lipscomb reasoned that if thiS degradation and ruin of man
was caused "byhis separa.tion from God resulting from his
disobedience to God's law, then the means of rescue of man
and the world must be by a union with God through obedience
to him. As has already been noted, this obedience is
necessarily implicit. The reason for this was clear to
Lipscomb.
He believed and taught that God, knowing what is
in man __ that is, the different elements of his nature --
1David Lipscomb, Salvation from Sin, pp. 112-113.
2llWhich? God'S or Men's?," Gospel Advocate, XI,
No. 24 (June 17, 1869), 557.
3"strange Developments, II Gospel Advocate, XXVI,
No.4 fJenuary 23, 1884), 49.
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determined to bring him back and govern him through his
religious nature. He knew that the religiouS element, though
slower in development, was more capable of retaining im-
pressions and more far-reaching in its influences and re-
suIts. It is the element which declares man's kinship to
the divine
the only point of approach by the Spirit of
God, and the only element that can be immortalized. And it
was because of the greater permanency and power of the
religious element in man to endure in him to eternity and to
transmit its influence to other generations that God him-
self gave laws to mold and govern the religion of man, but
left it to man's own wisdom and experience to discover that
which was best in the development of the other elements of
his nature.
The wisdom of this was evident to Lipscomb. He saw
that if man's religion is properly developed it will sooner
or later mold all the lesS permanent, more impressible
elements into conformity to its own character. This also
explained to him why God has always regarded it a greater
sin to change, pervert, or to violate the religious laws and
obligations than to break the moral obligations -- wby Saul's
changing or violating the ordinances of religion in an over-
zeal to honor God was a more heinoUS sin than David's
1
adultery and murder to conceal it. To violate the laws
directly connecting man with God, laws that regulate man's
lLipscomb, Salvation from Sg;.,pp. 111-121.
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fealty to the King of the universe, is to commit a greater
sin than to violate the secondary laws growing out of this.
This is true, Lipscomb asserted, and must be true, not only
of God's government but of all governments. "Disloyalty,
or treason to a government is the highest crime against that
Igovernment.1I Continuing this thought, he wrote:
For the gover.runentto overlook the higher crime
against itself, and reward the disloyal traitor on
account of his fidelity in the lower relations, would
be to destroy its own authority.
This is just as true of God's government, as of
any other government. Our relations to God then
are the most sacred, the most important of all man's
relations, and a violation of these is the greatest
sin that men can commit. In accordance with this
God in all ages has punished a rejection of his
authority as the greatest crime of which man is
capable .2
Lipscomb pOinted out that Noah was approved though
guilty of drunkenness; Abraham was faithful to God, yet
lied; Jacob was true to God, although a deceiver and
supplanter. God accepted these men even though he dis-
approved of their conduct. He was willing to overlook for
a time these violations because of their fidelity in the
higher relations, intending through these higher relations
to correct the violations of the lower relations. But his
condemnation came on the purest and best of men when they
violated the highest relationship. When Moses forgot his
dependence upon God and presumptuously exalted himself God
punished him. God was intent upon re-establishing his
l"Which Are the Higher Duties of Life?, n Gospel
Advocate, XXIV, No. 12 (March 23, 1882), 180.
2~.
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authority in the world. He chose to accomplish that end
by a struggle through human beings, subject to the laws of
human conflicts, with a divine element always manifesting
its presence in this strife.
Concerning the working out of this plan on earth ,
Lipscomb stated summarily:
Through the patr1archal and Jewish age, there
was a perpetual conflict, the main idea of which
was the re_assertion of divine authority and the
re_establisrunent of divine government upon the earth
the re_passession of the earth by God. This con- •
flict culminated in the struggle in the grave
between the evil one and God's own Son. It was the
legitimate result of the conflict beginning in Eden,
continuing through the ages of earth, with varying
fortunes and seemingly doubtful issues, until it
was reduced to a single conflict by the appearance
of God's own Son on the battle-ground of earth,
cu~inating in the single-handed struggle in the
grave between him and the arch-enemy of God, the
devil. During these conflicts preliminary to the
final struggle, God ~'winkedat~ much ignoranCe and
overlooked many violations of the duties owed by
his servants to their fellowmen on account of their
unfaltering loyalty to him. Loyalty to him was of
much higher conseqfence than fidelity in the lower
relations of life.
The death blow to the reign of the Evil one was given when
Christ overcame him in the inner realms of his own kingdom.
The conflict since, Lipscomb explained, has been the sub-
jugation of the hordes who fail to lay down their arms even
though their leader in rebellion has been overcome. This
be ing true. God has begun more earne at J.y the di aCipline and
training of his servants not only in loyalty to him but in
the duties that form the character of a true servant of God,
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the principles of which had been set forth but not so fully
enforced while the struggle for divine supremacy on earth
was in progress. Nowthat the supremacy of God is es-
tablished ,
loyalty to him. Man must still have such faith in God
through Jesus Christ as to yield wholly to his rule and
guidance. Faith makes men voluntary, willing-hearted sub-
jects of the great king, anXious to do his will, not theirs.
Acceptable Obedience
it is still man's highest duty to maintain his
Acceptable obedience, as Lipscomb viewed the matter,
is obedience rendered, not because of any understanding of
the why or wherefore of this or that, but simply and only
because God commanded it. He wrote:
We are satisfied a low degree of understanding
is compatible with acceptable obedience to the
Gospel •••• If we understand the appointment is
of God __ to be submitted to by us as such; and we
humbly submit to the appointment in obedience tothe law of God __ all the 11irtue is received from
it, that God intends shall be. The virtue is not
in our understandi)l:g, but in God's authority
connected with it.
Throughout the years, r.ipscomb wrote frequently on
the matter of re-baptism and it is here that we get many of
his expressions concerning acceptable obedience. He was
confident that nothing in religion is accepted by God unless
it is done in obedience to God. "A person believes in
obedience to God, he repents in obedience to God, he is
baptized in obedience to God. So far the individual acting
I"Inquiry, II Q_ospel Advocat.!!..X, No. 12 (Morch 19,
1868), 268.
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1in obedience to God does right." He was equally con-
fident that God saves those who 0 bey himl He taught that
only two things can invalidate the act of baptIsm: 1) The
lack of faith in Jesus Christ as the Son of God nullifies
the act as baptism; 2) The absence of a disposition to obey
2God destroys the essential character of the act. But in
religion, since all submission must be from the heart, only
the person who obeys can tell if he is submitting to the
ddr-ect Lon of God. "But," Lipscomb deeLar-ed ,
he does know whether he believed; he does know
whether he was baptized to submit to God, or he
is not responsible. When a man tells me that he
did believe in Ghrist, that he was baptized to
sUbmit to him, I am compelled to accept that
statewent or pronounce him either a fool or a
liar.j
He firmly believed and clearly taught that every-
one who believes in Ghrist, repents of his sins and is
baptized into Christ is thereby in the body of Christ, the
church.4 He had no doubt that a man can be born into
Christ wherever he can learn the truth, believe in Christ,
and be baptized to obey him. But, he reasoned, just as a
child may be born in conditions in which it cannot live as
it should, so a man can be born into Christ in conditions in
which he cannot live as he should. He is required to
lUCan a Person Obey God in a Sect?," Gospel Advocate,
]LX, No. 43 (October 31, 1878), 680.
2"That Hard Question Again," Gospel Advocate, XIII,
No. 27 (July 6, 1871), 633.
3"Re-baptism," Gospel Advocate, XXI, No.5 (January
30, 1879), 69.
4"Editorial Brevities," Gospel AdVocate, XXV, No. 25
(June 20, 1883), 385.
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associate with a church of God, not with a party or man-
made church. He can live a Christian only in the church in
which he can do all God requires him to de and which dis-
cour-ages his doing all God has not required. Lipscomb con-
tended that if the Baptist or any other church of human
origin permit s this, a man may live a faithful child of God
in it. If it does not permit this, the child of God ought
1to seek one that does. Lipscomb submitted:
A church of Christ lays on its members the
obligation to obey the will of God in all things,
and offers the opportunity of worshiping him in
his appointments, and imposes upon them nothing
save what God imposes. Every such church is a.
church of God. Its members may prove unfaithful
-- but that is their sin. rvImy in other churches
ma.y in heart desire to do this service to God,
but their churches impose other rules, and fail
to furnish them the opportunities of worshiping
God. The churches are wrong and the individuals
should come out from such and be simply ,Christians
and enter the churches whose order is guided by
the word of God.2
In 1868, when there was some correspondence between
Dr. T. W. Brents and D. B. Ray, a Baptist, relative to a
debate, David Lipscomb wrote that he, or Dr. Brents, was
more than willing to affirm that the congregations
worshiping according to the New Testament order
throughout the land -- disowning all creeds, authority,
names and practices, save those given by Divine
authority and embodied in the Bible, constitute the
veritable Kingdom of God on earth, and no other body 3
or bodies constitute that Kingdom or any part of it.
1"Nore About He-baptism," Gospel Advocate, XLIX,
No. 18 (May 2, 1907), 281.
2"What Is Godliness?," Gospel Advocate, XXXI, No. 49
(December 4, 1889), 775.
3"The Debate," Gospel Advocate, X, No. 10 (March 5,
1868), 221.
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In 1873, in a discussion as to what constitutes valid
baptism, he re-affirmed this, at the same time insisting
that he had never said "that individuals of the sects are
not in the kingdom of God. II To say that the sectarian
bodies constitute no part of the kingdom of God is, he
wrote,
a very different thing from saying no Baptist or
Methodist is in the kingdom of God. The Masonic
institution, the Odd-Fellows, the temperance
or-g anLza.tLon e are no part or parcel of the kingdom
of God, yet we should be far from saying no member
of these organizations is in the kingdom of God.
I may think that members of the kingdom of Christ
are out of place in these institutions, but that
does not destroy their new membership in the kingdom.1
He then compared Judaism with its various sects to
Christianity with its sects, declaring that God always
recognized those who had complied with the conditions of his
law as members of the Jewish nation, no matter how many other
ceremonies they had passed through. More than this, he
suggested that whenever a priest connected with any of these
sects or parties of Judaism practicing a very corrupted form
of JUdaism performed a service for a man who came according
to the law himself, that act was accepted of God as true
service by the man for whom it was performed. Now the Baptist
Church may not be a part of the kingdom of God and yet be a
party with corrupted teachings and practices in that kingdom.
Furthermore, while the Baptist sect is unknown to the Bible,
it is none the less true that when a man believes in Christ,
l"What Consti tutes Valid Baptism?, II Gospel Advocate,
XV, No.2 (January 9, 1873), 41.
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repents of his sins, and is baptized in obedience to the
law of God he is accepted of God, a member of the kingdom,
or God's word is not true. He concluded:
If he believes, repents and is baptized in
obedience to the law of Christ, he is right, the
promise is his. Should he then turn aside and
unite with a mere sect in or out of the kingdom with
a corrupted law and practice, this may affect his
standing as a faithful member of that kingdom, but
it cannot affect his membership in that kingdom.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
God deals with people very much as they claim to
be. The Jews sinned in desiring a king, to the ex-
tent that they rejected God. Sec. Samuel 8th. Still
they claimed to be SUbjects of God, he dealt with
them as such, condemned them for failing to live as
sons -- not as he condemned other nations who did not
claim to be his SUbjects. God will deal with Baptists
we doubt not as members of his kingdom; but will hold
them to an accountability for not doing according to
the requirements and laws of the kingdom. So will he
all who profess to be his servants. Those who have
destroyed the character of his initial ordinance will
be condemned for this, those who are responsible for
division in his kingdom on account of any addition to
or subtraction from his laws will be held to anac-
countability for this infraction. Whenever a man
finds he is in the kingdom, and in a sect or party in
that kingdom, let him getlout of his errors and stand
on broad Catholic ground.
Truth Must Be Maintained
Lipscomb was neither naive when he made this
observation nor overly optimistic about its acceptance with
men. He recalled the statement: "'renmen can be found with
ability to see the truth, where one can be found with courage
to maintain it, II and sadly reflected: "Courage to stand by
the truth is the most desirable, as it is one of the rarest
virtues among men. ,,2 In the closing number of the Gospe.l
lIbid.
2"Edi toria1 Notes, II GOfU'_elAdvocate, XXVI, No. 8
(Pebruary 20, 1884), 119.
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Advocate for 1901, Lipscomb, now an old man, pointed up
Some of the lessons of the passing year. One of them, he
wrote sadly, is that
men cling very tenaciously to customs and parties;
they are slow to break off from old associations
and to turn from well-beaten paths. In religion,
as in politics, men love and cling to parties
rather than to principles, to organizations more
than to truths. Many in religion, as in politics,
will labor earnestly to keep the party right; but
if they fail in this, they will trample under fo£t
the truth and go with the party, right or wrong.
He further observed that in such great reformers of
the past as Tyndale, Wickliffe, Luther, Zwingli, Calvin and
Wesley, there was one trait of character which gave
to each
of'them his inf'luenee for good. That
trait was the courage
to stand firmly by the truth and patiently
bear and suf'fer
I'
1
"
Whatever fate fidelity to that truth might bring. He in-
s· t~s ed that no one of them ever could see a wrong, condemn
a wrong, yet continue in and build up that wrong. They pos-
sessed, he said, a quality that was Christ-like, for it was
his refusal to participate in and encourage wrong in any-
thing, or in any way, that distinguished Jesus as the Ghrist
from all other human beingS. Lipscomb noted that there were
many men in the days of Luther who were his equals in mental
power, his superiors in learning, who saw the errors of the
age, who even exposed and protested against them, yet whose
Work came to nothing because, while exposing and protesting
against the errors, they lived in them and practiced them.
·"1 \
----------------------------------------- --------------
XLIII ,
1 "G I"The Pa.ssing Year and Its Lessons, ospe Advocate,
No. 52 (December 26, 1901), 824.
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In over-all effect they were building up and strengthening
error instead of de stroying it. 'rhe Christian, Lipscomb
exhorted, should refuse to fellowship wrong. That does not
involve, he added, a refusal to live in the church with
persons who engage in wrong practices, but simply involves
a firm determination not only to protest against the wrong,
1but to refuse all participation wi th wha t is wrong. It
was his conviction that the New Testament did not authorize
a member to withdraw from a church on account of irregularities
or wrongs in the church, and he concluded 'that Itaman ought
to stand faithfully to his post and bear testimony for the
right and if a separation takes place, let the party in the
wrong be respon sible for it. 112 It is needless to say, per-
haps, but this posi tion was sur-pr-Lar.ng to some. Lipscomb
gave no comfort or countenance to extremists.
He desired earnestly to maintain truth. He knew
that truth is universal and will conjoin those who practice
it in one body. This is the unity for which he constantly
strove. He lmew that there could never be unity in error
because there is no standard in error to make its devotees
one. Unity is impossible without a standard to make persons
who accept it one. He wrote:
God demands we shall be one in Christ -- shall
be one by the sanctifying power of his word, which is
1"Editorial Notes," Gospel Advocate, XXVI, No.8
(February 20, 1884), 119.
211Another Mistake," Gos:e_elAdvocate, XIV, No.1
(January 3, 1872), 16.
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truth. Tho se who act independently of his word
carL~ot be sanctified by it. They cannot be one.
Only by continuing withi.nhis word can we be
free and be one in Christ.l
Denominational Union Not The Answer-' .~---
Lipscomb believed strongly that denominationalism
is an injury, a curse, and a hindrance to the perception of
faith to everyone who comes under its influence. He felt
that everything having a tendency to consolidate the
children of Uod into a denomination or party, with interests ,
prejudices, and principles necessary to the prosperity and
honor of the body is evil and should be most carefully
avoided by Christians. Every standard, or creed, separate
from the Bible is an evil committal to something that may be
wrong. He removed one of the greatest sources of disunity,
prospectively at least, by appealing to men to "have nothing
formularized and if we find we are wrong, no pride of
2consistency prevents our change." His attitude toward a
union of denominations, quite in line with the statements
above, is revealed in an article written at a time when
there was some sentiment manifested favoring a union of
Baptists and Reformers. Lipscomb expressed himself thus:
. We suggest that we believe denominatio,;,al union
as undesirable. that if vIe must have denomJ.nations,
the more the b~tter. For centuries the people of
many countries at least, were united in one de-
nomination. These were dark days for the church and
l"Meetings Extra Sc'riptural,II Gospel Advocate, XLVIII,
No. 36 (August 30, 1906), 553.
2"Mr. Graves' Advice,1I Gospel Advocat~, XIV, No. 10
(March 7,1872), 233.
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the world. We pray the experiment o£ uniting all
the people in one denomination may never be re-
peated. We are entirely opposed to any de-
nominational union on any terms. Christians ought
to be one in Christ. To make them one in him,
they have only to drop off all of their human and
denominational characteristics, and be faithful and
true to Christ. When we all do this, we will be
one; not by an effort to unite and harmonize with
each other, but by all becoming one with Christ
and in Christ. Every man that is one with Christ,
or in Ghrist, is one with every other person that
is one in or with Christ. The idea that men are
one with Christ, yet not one among themselves, but
divided, dissevered and discordant, is a deception
too palpable for sensible people to practice on
themselves. So far a.s I am separated in religious
life from any other Christian, so far must he or
I, or both of us, be separat ed from Christ. No
denomination is united in Ghrist, or can be.l
Lipscomb was positive that churches cannot be made
one by patching up compromises, or by meeting on common
ground by agreeing to drop individual, church or denominational
peculiarities, and forming a basis of union in the things on
which they agree. This, he was sure, would not be the union
prayed for by the Savior. Jesus desired they should be
united through and sanctified by his word. So, Lipscomb
declared, "the only basis of' union is the word of God, the
only authority to enforce it is the law of God.,,2 As he
saw things, the only way that Christian union is to be ob-
tained and maintained is by Christians agreeing that they will
mutually obey whatever is positively enjoined in the New
Testament and insist upon nothing beyond that. He believed
lllUnion of Baptists and Reformers, II Gospe~ Advocate,
XXVI, No. 21 (May 21, 1884), 327.
211Christian Unity," Q:ospel Advocate, xxs, No.1
(January 4, 1883), 4.
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that if each man would appeal to the Bible only, he would
have no need to ask for a concession from his brethren. In
that case opinion would give place to faith; convenience,
preference, and expediency to divine authority. He deplored
the fact that Christians so often retained their distinct
peculiari tie s because they are not forbidden by the word of'
God, declaring it a dangerous principle and one of the rocks
011 which sects are split. "'rhethings which are specially
required are the things which are to be done, and not the
things which are not specially forbidden," b.ewarned.
l
"Do
the Scriptures forbid?" is a question fraught with evil,
Lipscomb said. HUnder that species of reasoning all the
corruptions and evils of Christendom have crept into the
churches of Christ.,,2 He taught that if we will seek and
walk by that which is authorized and not by that which is
not forbidden, Christians will walk a safer road to unity,
b.armony, b.appiness and favor witb. God.
3
In the closing number of the Q..Q!.pelAdvocate of
1906, in an article paralleling the course of the Cumber-
land Presbyterians with that of the Disciples, Lipscomb
revealed his unshaken faith in the course he had pursued with
others and his unswerving loyalty to God- He wrote:
I'
. I
,_,
",t
1 B M' t' dt?" G"How Shall Christian Union e am ame ., ospel
;fu!vocate, XII, No. 30 (July 28, 1870), 697.
No. 2
2, B'd't II'Questions for the ~ or,
(J"anuary 14, 1869), 29.
3Ibid•
Gospel Advoc~te, XI,
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The disciples started out on a basis that must
in its workings destroy all sects -- a basis and
principle, too, tha~ must succeed; that is, we will
faithfully do what ~od requires us to do in his
service, adding nothing thereto, taking nothing
therefrom. If every man, woman and child now living
were to turn their backs upon and fight against
this principle, it would not shake my faith in the
final and complete triumph of the principle as the
only and true basis of service to God and of success
to his cause; because without the success of this
principle ~od cannot succeed, he cannot rule the
universe. IJfyfaith in this principle and its
success is just equal to my faith in God and his
f'inal and abso lute rule over all things. • • •
It is just as true today as it ever was that
there is but one ground of union for the people of
God. It is just as true as God is true that the
world can never be conver-ted to Christ and be saved
until the children of God are one -- one in Christ,
made so by hearing and doing the commandments of
God, adding nothing thereto, taking nothing from
it. It is as true as God is true that all who
obey Christ and his wOld will be made one in Christ.
Christ makes them one.
Are Lipscomb's ideas practical? Can they be used
to promote the union of Chris tians today? VJe believe they
can. Lipscomb himself saw his teaching put into effect in
one instance and was satisfied that it was good. This was
the time when Z. T. Sweeney did the preaching in a meeting
at the Vine Street church in Nashville in Nay, 1901.
Lipscomb told about it. Sweeney was attracting large
audiences, and as the meeting drew to a close it vJas sugges-
ted that the last service be held in the 'Iabernac Le , The
elders of the Vine Street church agreed to this and wrote
directions that it should be done without any instrumental
music, or even the singing of a solo, or anything that wou'l.d
lIlA Paralleli sm," Gospel Advoc ate" XLVIII, No. 52
(December 27, 1906), 825.
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offend the conscience of any Christian. This was done to
bring about a union of all the disciples in the city in
this service. Several thousand persons attended, showing
how simple and effective the means to secure union and
harmony among the disciples of Christ are when it is really
desired. But Lipscomb pondered the result -- and wondered --
and wrote:
We appeal to these brethren to know if the same
union and cooperation among Christians are not
desirable at all times and in all places, and may
these not be attained by the same simple and easy
means? Drop out everything not required by God,
and, without effort, all who love the Lord in
sincerity and in truth will flow together in
Christian love and union; they cannot help it; but
they never can do it without this course. That is
God's way to unite his people, and he will not
tolerate their union on any other gr-ounds, I care
not how many attempt union on other grounds, or how
few stand on this, God stand s on this, and to him
they must come; he will confuse their tongues on
any other grounds.l
He then asked if the sacrifice of anything and everything
not required in the word of' God that stands in t he way of
the union of' God's people for which Christ prayed is too
great for one to make? Can any Christian man or woman afford
not to sacrifice everything that stands in the way of' this
union? He observed that it is useless to talk of this or
that being a little thing, for nothing is little in the sight
of God tha t invol ves t be que stion of loyalty to him and the
h. 2union of those who believe on ~m.
(June
1" . 1/Sweeney's Meet~ng, Gospel Advocate, XLIII, No. 24
13, 1901), 377.
2Ibid•
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As has been noted already, Lipscomb was not
unduly optimistic about the success of efforts made to
effect the union of professors of Christianity. He had
shown how it must be achieved, and he had no ted how few
they were who were willing to work along those lines. He
therefore concluded:
Separation after separation must come until
the lines of cleavage run with the line of loyalty
to God. Until division along this line is reached,
divisions must continue and multiply ••••
Divisions must come until we are all willing to be
led by God.l
1;H th him it was e. matter of uncertainty when thi s would be,
but of one thing he was absolutely sure. I'hat; was that
the GosEel Advocate may betray the principles it
has maintained; it may turn and follow the popular
current. Stranger things have happened. Every
insti tution of learning, every professor, every
preacher in the land, every soul able to read his
mother tongue, may give up the purity of the church,
and turn to these popular additions of men, and may
affirm by his action that God is both a fool and a
liar; yet the foundation of God stands sure, and he
will vindicate his right to rule, the sufficiency
of his institutions to accomplish his work; and he
will present unto himself a church tvithout spot or
blemish, without wrinkle or any auch thing, just as
he gave it. He will do this if he has to destroy
in hell every institution of learning, every news-
paper -- big or little, every preacher -- in places
important or unimpo rtan t, everyone made a scholar,
by turning against the sufficiency of the word and
appointments of God. God will rule; God will
vindicate his truth, the sufficiency of his institu-
tions. ef this I have not the least doubt.2
1ItDivisions Must Gome," Gospel Advocate, XLIX, No.
40 (October 3, 1907), 633.
2l1A.Campbell a.nd Missionary SOCieties," Gospel
Advocate, XXVI, No. 24 (June 11, 1884), 375.
CHAPTERIII
THE NA'rURE AND CONTUrUrrY
OF TI-IE CHURCH
The spiritual Body of Christ
Jesus said, "Upon this rock I will build my church
,
and the gate s of hells hall not preYai 1 again st it." The
rock to which he referred was the great truth confessed by
Peter "'rh s f th l' ., ou art the Christ, t he on 0 e' vt.ng God."
At Jerusalem the apos tles, led by Peter, under t he direct
inspiration of the lioly Spirit preached this truth. The
testim
ony on which this truth rests was presented. Men and
"omon were exhorted to believe this testimony, repent of their
sins
and be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for the re-
mission of sins. As many as did receive those words were
baptized and "he same day were added to the band which was
alre da y there waiting.
the apostl e "s doct rine , in the f'e110
ws11ip, in t he br-eaking of
bread and i "n prayers.
than
These then "continued steadfastly in
this they were called "the church." "A band of disciples
thus induct ed into Chri st, and putting t hems
e1
ve sunder the
teaching of the apostles, without further organization, is a
chur ch 0 f' God, is the churc h of God in t hat place. ,,1------------.--------~-------
Without any more organization mentioned
No 1 1David TJipscomb, "The Church," Gospel A<!Y£.~' XXVII,
• 2 (March 25, 1885), 177.
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Under the persecution of Saul of Tarsus, the church
of Jerusalem was scattered abroad and they "went everYVlhere
preachinoo the'word." Th t
. ey wen - everywhere repeating the
truth that Jesus wos S~ God's on and presenting the testimony
In this dispersion Philip went towhich sustained it.
S&maria and preached
the "good neHs," whereupon many of the
Samaritans believed and were baptized. True, they arB not
spoken of as a church just yet, but the inspired historian
soon refers to the "church throughout all Judea.and Galilee
and Samaria" as having "peace," thuS indicating that tho sa
obedient to the Lord constituted a church. other disciples
went as far as Antioch, preaching the word. They preached
it even to the h h t 'li h d tGentiles, and a c urc was es ao s e here.
Along with these passages there are several others in Acta
"hich clearly refer to the disciples Ln a community striving
to do the will of God as the church in that community.l
Having given attention to the uses of the term
IIChurch" in Acts, Lipscomb noted theVar10us passages through-
out the remainder of the NewTestament Ln which it is used.
He Observed that Pe.ul speaks of "all the churches of the
Gentile s" and "the church that is Ln the house of Aquila and
Priscilla," (RomanS 16); the CoX'inthians are addressed as
"the church of God at Corinth," (I corinthian. 1); Ln
COlo.sians he refers to Christ as being "the head of the body,
the church," (Colossians 1 :18, 24); and, in Epnesians, that
God "gave him to be head over all things to the church, which------- ,----,-----------"-----------
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is his body," (Ephesians 1:23). 'rhe church is thus declared
to be the body of Christ; the individual Christians the mem-
bers of that body.l
fro the Romans Paul says: "For even as we have many
members in one body, and all the members have not the same
office: so we, who are many, are one body in Christ, and
severally members one of another." He is comparing the church
to the human body, with its different members all united in
one spiritual body. Lipscomb pointed out that those in the
spiritual body of Christ should have the same care for the
others that the earthly members of our bodies have for each
other. We are members one of another, as we are members of
the one body of Christ. As we realize our spiritual relation
in Christ, we will look to the good of each other. As each
member of the physical body performs" different work and
1"1~ Is a different office from the others, and all members are
essential, Just so, in the church, the spiritual body of
Christ, each member has its appropriate office and work to do,
and by virtue of all being members of the one body they are
members one of another, each dependent upon the life and
f·~delity of the others for hiS own spiritual activity and
111'e • In showing how each should perform hi s office, Paul
makes application of hiS statement to the disciples in Rome
as the t t R e 2one body in ChriS a om.----,------------------- ,------
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of Christ and members in particular, tt (1 Corinthians 12: 27) •
Again he uses the human body with the different members per-
forming different offices, yet altogether composing the one
body, to illustrate the body of Christ or the church with its
d'f1. ferant members performing the different offices needful
to the well-be Lng of the body. In that body there are comely
and uncomely members, weak and strong, active and inactive,
helpful and helpless; but all are to exercise a care for the
others, for all of them constitute one body, of which Christ
is the head.1
To the Corinthians Paul writes: "Now ye are th b
e ody
This idea is further emphasized in Paul's letter to
the Ephesians when Paul refers to the gifts which had been
administered to the disciples in EphesUS for the purpose of
enabling them to
grow up in all things into him, who is the head,
even Christ; from whom all the body fitly framed
and knit together through that which every joint
supplieth, according to the working in due measure
of each several part, maketh the increase of the
body unto the building up of itself in love.
Lipscomb explained that thiS passage teaches that the
Christ'l.an,
grounded and rooted as he is in the faith in
Christ ' h d f all things should, s r.nce Christ is the ea 0 ,move as
he directs, just as all members of the fleshly body move at
the will of the head. If men practiced fully the truths Christ
taught their 11ves would conform to the life of Christ. Jesus
is the head, and from him the church, which is his body, is--.--~--------------------'.-------
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1'itly . ,Jo~ed together and compacted by being knit together.
The means used f th' itti
or as kn ng together is the truth. Just
as the human body , d
~8 connecte with the head by joints and
ligatures, so the spiritual body is united and grows up into
the h < dea by spiritual joints. All the members are united
with t hat he ad.
By joint, harmonious worldng of all the parts, the
body grows into the well_proportioned body of Chri st , all
moved and governed by him as the living head. This union, of
course 1J Lips comb noted, is a spiritual union.
every member working effectually in his place the body is made
to grow.
NoWevery member has hi s work to do, and by
In October, 1890, in a meeting in Chattanooga,
'rennessee held for the purpose of laying plans for the establish-
ment of a state missionary soeLe ty, a Bro. Rhoulhac took the
POsition that the whole body that was to be joined together and
compacted by . t l' (E h' 4)that which every jo~n supp ~es P es~ans was
the church universal. Lipscomb observed:
'I'hen the churcheS at Nashville, Chattanooga, and
Knoxville are just joints of that body. One is the
foot, another the eye another the ears, etc. 1'he
attempt to carry thiS' out is the entire destruction
of the churches, and the lOgical an~ necessa:y out-
~r?wth is a hierarchy that necessar,lY runs ,nto
p~scopalism or Romanism• 'Paul says to the church at corinth, 'ye are the
body of Christ and members in particular." And
Wherever a church of Christ doing its duty is found,
there is the body of Christ, of which h~ is the2head.
No other church is addressed in the scr~ptures.--- ------E: i lDavid L.pscomb A CoJ1l1lll'ntaron the New Tes:tLament
~, Vol. It: EPh;S~;phfiiPpians and olossians,
hVille, Tenn.: Gospel Advocate CompanY,1952), p. 82.
(Oct. 2"Convention Notes," ~l AdVOca~, XXXII, No. 43
ober 22, 1890), 678.
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He t hen affirmed that
each church or congregation in a community is
recognized as a church of God within itself, with-
out any reference to any other church, or part of
a church. The church at Rome is a church within
itself, is the church of God at Rome, without
reference to, or connection with, any other church
in the world; it is the body of' Christ in Rome. So
is the church in Corinth; it is the body of Christ,
with all the members and functions of the complete
body of Christ wit:;hin itself. Part of the members
of this body, not in Corinth, another part in Rome,
another in Antioch; but each church within itself,
Ii ving according to t he law of God, is a complete
development of the full body of' Christ, without 1
re:ference to any other church or body in the world.
The Only 'lvlanifestation of the Church on Earth
He cited the church in Jerusalem as an illustration
of his point. 'I'he church in Jerusalem was in existence be-
fore any other church, and he was sure that it was the body
of Christ when it was the only church on earth. Equally
certain was he that the planting of other churches did not
take from it any of its parts or functions, nor did it
despoil it of its completeness as a body of Christ. And it
was his oft-stated conviction that the Ethiopian eunuch
possessed wi thin himself all the elements of a church of
2
Christ when no other churches were in reach of him. The
church is a spiritual body. 'The only manifestation of the
church is where the Spirit controls the bodies of men and
br-Lngs them into obe dLence to the gospel. The physical bodies
1"The Church, II Gospel Advocate, XXVII, No. 12 (IJIarch 25,
1885), 177.
2A Cornmentarl on the New Testament Epistles, Vol. IV:
Ephe sLan s , p.. :SI~.
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These are the associations into which the
entrance into Christ brings man. These are all
spirits; the relation is a spiritual one; and whan
the spirits of roan become subjects of ttlis kingdom
or members of this body, these spirIts control the
bodies they inhabit and separate them from the ,JOrld
and bring them into subjection to Jesus Christ. These
bodies of men controlled by the Spirit of God, are
~he only manifestations of the church visible to men
an the i'lesh. This ShO>ISthe close relation that the
churc hand eve ry individual member bears to Chr i st
the head. This relation is a spiritual one and is
regulated by the Spirit of the head permeating all
the members of the bOdy. But tae Spirit does this
through the truths he presents.)
~ ~ d"aught that these bodies of men, controlle by the Spirit
of G 11od, are spoi<en of by the Apostle Paul as holy temples"
of G
od on eartb. He explained tbat in Epbesians 2: 20-22,
Paul t
eaches tbat each building formed by men and womenenter-
ing Chri st grO\;s "into a holy temple in the Lord"; Christians
11
are builded together for a habitation of God in t he Spiri t ;"
------------------------------------------------
under the control of the S"'p-lr4t t' h 1~ ~ separa e 0 emse ves from
1
Christ.the world as servants of
tb'-lS idea, Lipscomb contended that the word Itchurch
ll
or
fkklesia simply means "called out," "separated
rom. It It does not carry within it the idea of
~ssemblY or coming together. The separated may be
tO~ether, may be an assembly, indeed the assembling
l'oget.her- may be the act in some cases that separates
; rom others. Still the assembly constitutes no
lnherent part of the ekklesia. The separated are as
much the ekklesia, the church, when separated as
torhentoget her. 2
LiPscomb 1 i. 22 2'a so referred again to HebrewS 2:' - 4, and observed:
As evidence to sustain
1Ibid., p , 82.
No. 2 2
11Tbe
Ghristian QuarterlY, 11lli'spel Advocate, XXVII,
(January lLb l88S), 26.
. 3A Commentar on tbe Ne" TestaJJ1~ Epistles, ~. ill·,
Pp. 82-83~.;""'·~~~~~~~~~,;::..;::..;.::..-- ...
,.
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He concluded:
The Bible clearly recognizes s acb separate con-
~,.egation as the body of Christ, as builded together
h
or
~ dwelling place in the Spirit. So that God in
ihS Spirlit dwells in each distinct and separate
c urch.
LiPscomb insisted that a man that does not constitute
a part f
o' the local body of Christ does not constHute a part
of that body at all; and, where there is no local church,
ther'e i
s no church. He SUggested that it is similar to the
fact that a
man cannot be a constituent part of the Masonic
bOdy unle~s f f·t 1_ he is a member 0 some one 0 , s ocal bodies;
and
, the Masonic body cannot exist in a country where there
are no local 2_ bodies.
He went ahead to point out the uses of the word
11church" by noting that when anything is spoken of as connnon
to the whole body of Godt s children in heaven and earth, the
Word churc his usad in i ts most unlimi te d sen se • When any-
thing 1s spoken of as commonto all the local bodies in any
given t i f 3erritory, the church in that territo~ s re erred to.
So he taught that
the word church as applied to anytbing else than the
believers living in one community, is used only when
something is affirmed that is tru~ of all the churcheS
in the cpuntry or territory to wh,cb. the term is
applied.Lt-
18,
ll!?!.<!., Vol. II: First corinthians, p , 190.
188 211 'rhe Churc h, It !tos~l AdVQ01t_£,XXVII, No. 11 (March
5), 166.
3Ibid•4
Ibid
., No. 12 IMarch 25, 1885), 177.
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However, he f'Lr-mLy insisted that "disciples in every
locality living under the direction of the apostolic teaching
constitute the church of God in that community.ltl
The only manifestation or development on earth
of the church is the individual congregation. '11he
church cannot be a.ppr-oached save in and through the
congregations , it cannot act save through it. It
cannot exist on earth save through and in the congrega-
tion. The individual congregation can act as a
whole or through its individual members. Just as the
human body to which the spirit likens it, can act as
a whole or through one member. Then the idea of a
church on earth, save as it manifests itself in the
individual congregations and through its individual
members, is contrary 2to every presentation of that
church in the Bible.
Therefore, when C. N. Sewell reques ted an ar t Lc Le from
Llpscomb concerning the plan revealed in Scripture for churches
to co-operate in sending out the gospel, Lipscomb replied:
The wo rd church as indicating the whole body of
believers is never used in New 'l'e at ament. Scripture
when work of these churches is rei'erred to. And we
doubt if any work can be affirmed of the church as an
organic whole. This would require one central earthly
head as Romanism or Methodism, and no work would be
legitimate that was not suggested and directed by that
head. We would then say the proper agents to send
out the Gospel are the churches of Christ. Each of
these is recognized in the Bible as a full, complete
and perfect whole within itself. All the functions,
powers, and duties pertaining to any number of
churches are present in full force and virtue in
every single congregation of disciples. It is a per-
fect integer, the body of Christ, complete and perfect
in every part. All the members of the body of Christ
were present in the church of Corinth, at Rome, at
Ephesus. Then we know of no work that can be af-
firmed of the church as embracing the whole number of
churches on earth. Indeed, as a. whole it cannot engage
in a work, save as each church as an independent body
lIbido
2lrWhy I Cannot Say, Amen 1 II Gospel Advocate, XXX, No.
10 (March 7, 1888), 6.
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does the work God has assigned it. The church
universal is not recognized in the Scriptures as a
composite, organiC, acting, working whole.
No Organic Union Between Churches
"In primitive times there was not a vestige of
organization between the different churches, II he asserted.2
'I'he re was not a shadow of any organism or association connect-
ing two or more of these churches in one body. To be sure,
Lipscomb agreed, the Savior and his inspired teachers de-
prec ated divis ion, but it was division that might ari se wi thin
these congregations; they prayed for unity, not between
different churches, but within these bodies. Lipscomb be-
lieved this to be true because he also believed that
the church of Christ on earth is composed of the
churches of Christ scattered abroad, each complete
and perfect in itself so far as organism, worship
and work are concerned, and entirely independent of
every other organism only so far as SUbjection to a
common head, and obedience to a common Divine law,
may make them co-vlOrkers for the attainment of a
common end, and fidelity to a c-ommon lVIastermay give 3
them true brotherly sympathy and love one for another.
He had no f'.e ar of organic disunion among the churches
of Christ because he believed there was no organic union to
be broken. He was sure that no union exists among churches
of Christ that is dependent upon their will or upon their
action or resolution. He wrote:
1"Co-operation," Gospel Advocate, XIII, No. 16 (April
20, 1(371), 372.
2 "Lnno vat.dons by Bro. Hhoulhac Cons idered, " Gospel
Advocate, XXVI, No. 13 (March 19, 1884), 198.
3"Arkansas Letter," Gospel Advocate, XXVI, No. 50
(December 10, 1884), 790.
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Ghrist in the intercessory prayer, besought that
his disciples might be one, then that all who be-
lieved on him through the words of these disciples
might be one. Not that the churches might be united
in one body and not that trey should be one in any
general organism. We apprehend that Christ and his
Father were not organically one, but one in sentiment,
in heart -- w~rklng together by the same rule for
the same end.
He declared that the Bible says not one word about organic
union between congregations. Man attempts to supply the
deficiency and create a bond of organic union, and, as
Lipscomb co~nted:
every effort ever made at organic union has r-esuLted
in organic disunion. It needs no spirit of prophecy
to affirm that everyone that shall be made hereafter
will produce the same result.
Where there is no organic union, there can be no
organic disunion; whoever strives to build up or~anic
union makes sure provision for organiC disunion.
The unity, and harmony, and co-operation that God desires
amorig churches and among members of churches, as Lipscomb con-
ceived the matter, is simply obtained, and Lipscomb indicated
the simplicity with which it is obtained in the words that
follow:
Every man who humbly and f'aithfully submits to
the divine commands and conf'ines himself' to divine
provisions without an effort or thought on his part,
is brought into perfect unity of action and complete
harmony of effort , with every othe r- being that is
governed by divine law. He is in perfect harmony
and union with every church and every nember of every
church in the world that is obedient to t he Lord. He
is in perfect co-operation with every soul and every
spirit, and all the host of heaven and of earth that
is in harmony with God. He is a co-worker, a worker
No. 24
I "Union ,
(June 10,
2Ibid•
True and False, It Gospe,1 Advocate, L'CII,
1880), 374.
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together with God, a co-operant with God" and l:vith
all persons, spirits, institutions" Laws and
influences in harmony with God.l
'l'hougti sure that God intended no organic union
between churches, Lipscomb believed that it was mooted and
threatened in Paul's day. To him, it was::the "myste r-y of
lawlessness," the machinations of the "lawless one," the
"man of s Ln s " It appeared to him that Paul's warning the
Thessalonians meant that the evil one would ar-Ls e among them,
would then spread out over the land. Hence the warning to
the Bphesian elders, in Acts 20:29. This "Law.Les s one" was
to arise within the church -- was of the church and his
first char'acteristic is that he is lawless. He disregards
law, or acts without or contrary to Law , He sits in the
temple of God -- the church -- opposing and exalting himself
2against God, setting himself forth as God. And, as has
already been noted, Lipscomb taught that God's first and
highest characteristic is that he is governor" ruler" law-
maker, and only guide to his church. To make laws for and
rule in his kingdom
is the most sacred and jealously guarded prerogative
of God, because it lies at the foundation of his
claim to be God, and out of this grow all other
claims. It requires as great authority to repeal or
Change a law as it does to enact it; hence, the power
that enacts laws fo r God's people, repeals or changes
the law of God, exalts himself into the rival and
opponents of God, assumes his most sacred prerogativ~,
occupies his seat, and so sets forth himself as God.j
21'Churches Subverted, II Gospel _~9.vocate, XXVII, No. 21
(May 27, 1885), 321.
3 "The Han of' Sin, II Gospel Advoc ate, XLII I, No. 28
(July 11, 1901), 4L~0.
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Lipscomb presented a quot ation from the historian, Mosheim,
which, because of its bearing on Lipscomb's views of the
church, is incorporated in this work. Nosheim said:
During a great part of this (2nd) century the
Christian churches were independent with respect to
each other, but in process of time, all the Christian
churches of a province were formed into one large
ecclesiastical body, which, like confederate states,
assembled at certain times in order to deliberate
about the connnon interests of the whole. This
institution had its origin among the Greeks, with
whom nothing was more common than this confederacy
of independent states. • • • 'I'he se ecclesiastical
associations were not long confined to the Greeks.
These councils of which we find not the smallest
trace before the middle of this (2nd) century,
changed the whole face of the church and gave it a
new form, for by them the ancient privileges of the
people were considerably diminished, and the authority
and power of the bishops greatly augmented. The
hunrl.Ltty , indeed, and prudence of the se pious pre-
lates, prevented their assuming, all at once, the
powe r wi th which they were afterward invested. At
their first appear ance in these general councils, they
acknowledged that they were no more than the delegates
of their respective churches, and they acted in the
name, and by the appo In.bmen f of the people. But they
soon changed their humble tone; imperceptibly
extended the limits of their authority; turned their
influence into dominion, and their councils into laws,
and openly asserted, at length, that Christ had
empowered them to prescribe to his people authoritative
rules of faith and manners.
"rphis," Lipscomb declared, "is the only development from within
the church of any or-ganl c ed power- that meet s the character of
Ith.e prophecy."
He insisted that these counCils, from the beginning,
were without Divine warrant, and since they had no authority
to exist, they were without law as to the end they should
accomplish, or the manner in which they should work. 'I'hey
I "Churches Subverted," loc. cit.
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were lawless -- without law to God. "Ttleir very existence, 11
he wrote, "Ls a declaration that the church no longer looks
to God as its only guide, but this power in the church has
assumed the place and authority of God as the source of
1authori ty in the church. It For- Lipscomb then, t he man of
sin is the personification of the principle in the church that
legislates for the church, t hat changes the laws" the order of
God. He who does this supplants God as the only Lawmaker and
Ruler, occupies his place, and exercises the prerogatives that
belong to God.2 All the organizations, institutions, and
practices in the church t ha t grow out of the exercise of this
power by man or men were, for Lipscomb, developments of the
man of sin. He thought that some one body, by preeminence in
time or powe r , may be called the "man of sin," but all are of'
the same family, even though less pronounced in character.
Lipscomb could not confine this principle to one church or
to one development, for he saw it in many and varied growths,
each shaped by the conditions and surroundings of its growth.
"Wherever and whenever men in the church have added to, taken
from, or changed the laws, institutions, or order God has
ordained, there the man of sin is at Work, as he was in Paul's
day.,,3 From this he concluded:
The germinal seed of all the institutions and acts
of rebellion against God, is the idea that we are not
l~.
211TheHan of Sin, II loc. ill.
3Ibid•
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tied to the ways for work, taught in the examples
and precepts of the apo stLes, but may modify them
somewhat according to human wisdom. This has been
the power that has wrecked every effort to return
to the primitive ways and order of the church, from
the first apostacy that began in Greecr during thelife of Paul, down to the present day.
Lipscomb asserted that God left the churches as
distinct congregations, connected with each other only by
bonds of love and faith. The office of the congregation was,
through the ordinances and teachings, to bring man into close,
constant contact with God, and cultivate a sense of personal
responsibility and nearness to him. This condition, Lipscomb
believed, will bring out all that is best in a man and will
stir him to zeal in the service of God, but an organization
added to this arrangement comes between and separates man
from God, makes his service a proxy service, destroys his
sense of accountability to God and inevita.bly weakens his zeal
and devotion.2 He pointed out, further, that the apostles
represent the churches alma st immediately and universally as
falling into a state of cold, lifeless indifference to religion,
torn by dissensions and divisions and fostering immorality and
godlessness. And yet these apostles and the ,spi.ritof God
that guided them depended upon instructions and letters to
correct them, as the one thing needful to cure all these evils.
Chidingly, he wrote:
How dull, how lacking in common sense these old
apo stle s, and the Spirit of God that guided them were 1
1"Churches Subverted," lac. cit.
2"l1an of Sin II Loc , cit., --
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The Spirit of God and the apostles were not only so
foolish as to fail to see the weakness was because of
def'icient organization, system and government, but
they Here so foolish as to vainly think the failure
arose i'rom lack of zeal, devotion and fidelity to
the law and Spirit of th e Chl"istian religion. And
they wast ed their time and talent in chiding them
for the loss of' zeal -- the cooling 0 f their first
love, their earnest devotion, and their ardor in
carrying the gospel to the lost, and in trying to
stir them to a renewal of' their first love to God.
All the epistles of the New Testament were written
to complete the knowledge, correct the morals, renew
the devotion of the early disciples and guide them in
the paths and methods of service that are pleasing
to the Lord. Fr-omthese we learn the state of affairs,
and things needed, and in all these there is not a word
in reference to any system or organization or govern-
ment either in existence or needed save the simple
congregation of the New Testament.l
The Infallibility of the Church
Paul's statement in 1 Timothy 3:15 that the church of'
God is lithe pillar and gro1.U1dof the truthJl brought forth the
cormnent from Lipscomb that
this means, the church is the foundation and support
of the truth, not that it is the author of the truth,
or that the church has the right to determine what is
truth, or modif'y and change the truth of God.2
Earlier, he had stated quite positively, "We are strong
believers in the infallibility of God's Church,,,3 and liThe
true Church of God also puts in its claim to infallibility.n4
l"W"hat Is Needed to Keep Alive and Spread the Church
of' God," Gospel Advocate, XXXIII,No. 26 (July 1, 1891), 404.
2"The Church of God the Ground and Pillar of the Truth, It
Gospel l\dvocate, XXII, No. 11 (March 11, 1880), 169.
311An Inf'allible Church," Gospel Advocate, XI, No.9
(IJfarch L~, 1869), 193.
4"Ini'allibility -- vlhat It Does and Does Not .!VIeau,"
Gospel Advocat e, XII, No. 32 (Augus tIl, 1870), 753.
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He explained these statements in harmony with the comment
above. The true church, he wrote,
denies all infallibility as inhering in the person or
the church, and places it only in God, and in his
word, which rules and guides the church. • • • God
is infallible. It inheres in him alone. It is an
assmnption of the prerogative that belongs to God
alone for any man or body of men to claim infallibility,
save as they attain it through adherence to his will.
'llhe individual or church that so distrusts its own
powers, faculties or privileges, that is so conscious
of its own infirmity, frailty and weakness, as to be
led by God and his word, adding nothing to and subtract-
ing nothing from his appointments, is by virtue of
this self-distrust, and th~s confidence in God ~ruly
and surely the only infall~ble and safe church.
He affirmed that God has given the truth to the wor-Ld, and has
established the church for the purpo se of upholding, maintain-
ing, practicing and propagating that truth in its purity in
the world. Its duty is to do it both by precept and example.
Significant ly he stated,
'l'he church, fulfilling its mission, is an
exhibi tion of a society such as the world would be,
if it was what God desired it to be. He proposes to
convert the world by showing them in the example of
the church how much better that world would be if
it, like the church, would live by the truth, or be
governed by God.2
It is at this point that Lipscomb I s views of the
relation sustained by the Christian to the various wor-Ldpower-s
becomes pertinent.
The Church and World Power-s
With Dr. Carroll Kendrick of Bastrop, Texas, in 1866,
lIbid.
2"The Church of God the Ground and Pillar of the Truth, If
loco cit.
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Lipscomb discussed the question, "What relationship does
the church of Christ sustain to the world-governments by
which it is surrounded; and to what extent may Christians
engage in the affairs of worldly governments?" Emphatically
Lipscomb e xpr-e s sed himself:
We certainly say some relationship exists between
these institutions. Some kind of relationship must
exist between all institutions that come in contact --
one of harmony or antagonism. t1Ie certainly understand
that the church sustains a relationship, well and
clearly defined by the Sacred Scriptures, to the world
governments. We also understEmd that the Christian
man owes certain specific and positive duties and
obligations to the government under which he lives;
and as a Christian he must perform these duties, or
for f e i t hi scI aims to be a Cnr i st ian .1
But, while believing in a relationship between the
church and world governments in which the Christian owes duties
and obligations to the government, he also believed "that the
object, destiny, work, and character of' the two are so an-
tagonistic that no individual can at once enter into, sustain,
drink into the spirit of, and operate both at the same time.1t2
From the Old Testament, with its record of God's dealings with
the Jews, Lipscomb learned what he considered a very important
lesson in this connection. That lesson was that alliances with
the human government on the part of Jews ever brought confusion
and woe. The contact between the two was ever one of persecution
or corruption; the friendship of the world-governments was
always more fatal to the people of God than their enmity.
Inc. Kendrick's Reply to D. Lipscomb," gospel Advocate,
IX, No.3 (January 17, 1867), 47.
2Ibid•
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Lipscomb declared:
'fhere is not a principle of God's dealings with
his people, under the Jewish dispensation more clearly
marked, more deeply stamped upon every page of the
Old Testament Scriptures, than that of total, entire
and perpetual separation from all associations,
alliances and affiliations, with those choosing to 1
govern themselves, rather than let God govern them.
He understood that man has no power to rule himself.
All power and rule must come from God or the devil. He
figured, then, that every institution of earth, intended to
control man, not founded of God must look back through man,
the agent, to the wicked one, the Prince of the world, as the
source from which it sprang. And, as he taught, Jesus Christ
carne into this world to rescue the world from the dominion
of the vvicked one, and bring it back to its allegiance to his
Fa't her-, 'I'he question Lipscomb sought to answer was, Howwill
he effect this? Will he do it, he wondered, by infusing his
spirit and introducing his subjects into the kingdoms of the
world until he is able to out-vote and control the world through
the kingdoms of the wicked one? Or, by destroying the king-
doms of the vdcked one and establishing in their stead a
kingdom of' his own? It was inconceivable to Lipscomb that
God could rule in and animate a kingdom that has his enemy and
rival for its founder. He believed that God's character and
dignity require that he should destroy the works and institu-
tions established under the inspiration of' the wicked one, and
establish a kingdom of his own, in and through which he will
l"Church of Christ and liliorld POHer,1I Gospel Advocate,
VIII, No.7 (February 13, 1866), 102.
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1rule the world. And, returning to the prophecy of Daniel 2:
44, 45, Lipscomb understood this to be its exact teaching --
the object of God in establishing his church or government was
to destroy all the governments and institutions of man, and
through his church, and cnly through it, rule and control the
world. And he argued that
the church's relationship to the world-powers and
insti tutions of man must be in harmony with this --
its chiefest mission. It cannot be one of alliance
wi th and suppo rt to any of these institutions. It
cannot, at one and the same time, both uphold and
destroy an institution. Its first mission is to
destroy all authority and power and rule and bring
the world in subjection to its great King.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The Kingdom of Heaven will destroy all these earthly
kingdoms and so engross the feelings, affections, time
and labors of the denizens of earth, that no room or
place will be found for the service of the earthly
kingdoms. They are perishing. "It shall stand for-
ever. II 'I'heobligations, find duties of the members of
the Church of Christ, can in no manner conflict with
this prime work and mission of the church itself.
They cannot uphold what it must destroy. In doing this
they war against the Church, for it is through its
members that the church accomplishes her work. If we
thwart the W~rkings of God's church, we fight against
God himself.
Dr. Kendrick objected to Lipscomb's views, declaring
that when Jesus said "Render therefore unto Caesar the things
that are Caesar's, and unto God the things that are God's,"
he evidently admitted that something is due from us to the
civil government and he teaches us that we should perform our
duty to the rulers of the world in which we live as well as
render to God the servic e, obedience and worship due him.
l"Church of Christ and World Powers,1I Gospel Advocate,
VIII, No. 8 (lVIarch6, 1866), 144.
2Ibid., No. 9 (F'ebruary 27, 1866), 128.
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Lipscomb replied that he would alter this expression by
saying that Jesus evidently has ordained that something is
due from us to the civil government represented by Caesar,
and he teaches that we should perform our duties to the
rulers of' the world in which we live as a part of the ser-
vice, obedience and wOl'ship due to God. He cont inued:
We as Christians owe service to Caesar because God
has required it at our hands. W-hat he has required we
should conscientiously and scrupulously perform as if'
performed to God himself. It is a part of our service
to God. But we ovre no duty, that God has not required.
Now the question is what has he required? He has
required submission to all things not violative of his
law. But support further than passive submission tends
to support, we have never been able to find requi red
or autho1ized in the Bible either by precept or
example.
That this was in complete harmony with God's intention as
stated in Daniel 2:44, 45, Lipsromb fully believed, for he
stat ed:
A kingdom can not be sustained by submission
merely. It must have active supporters. If the church
does not furnish these, every member converted to
Christ, is taken from among the active supporters and
placed among the passive submissionists. Every con-
vert is taken out of the perishing kingdoms of earth
and placed within the kingdom of God. Every convert
weakens the one and strengthens the other. 'rhe mission
of the church with reference to these kingdoms is thus
accomplished. But as it no w goes, the converts to
Christ weaken these kingdoms none -- but those who
engage in politics in a narrow and a lo~ or a wide and
exalted sphere, weaken the church much.
Furthermore, his understand:ing and explanation of
Paul's statement in Romans 13 :1-7 also furnishes support to
No. 15
l"Politics and Christianity,!! Gospel Advocate, X:V,
(April 10, 1873), 339.
2Ibid., 347.
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his line of reasoning. He suggested that it 1s an error to
think, as is common, that all of God's ministers are good.
He believed that God's ministers are in character fitted for
the work he appoints them to do, and gave, as examples, Judas
Iscariot to betray the Savior, Nebuchadrezzar to punish the
disobedient Jews, the devil to execute wrath and vengeance on
the finally impenitent, Jesus to minister salvation to the
humble and true in the world to come, Christians as ministers
to do works of love and mercy, and the wicked and rebellious
to execute wrath on those who do evil. He explained it more
fully as 1'0 110"1 S :
As God ordains ministers for wrath as well as for
mercy, he ordains institutions of wr-at.has well as
institutions of mercy.
He ordains an institution of mercy -- His Church
and asks the world to enter, do mercy and receive mercy.
Those who accept the invitation act and live in it.
It is ordained for them. But for those who refuse to
enter and become ministers of mercy, he ordains
institutions fitted for their rebellious character in
which they work, while rejecting God's institution of
mercy for his children. These institutions of wrath
God ordains for wrath; they will be destroyed after
serving their purpose here. People build them up
unconscious that God is ordaining them for the
destruction of the builders -- of those refusing his
gove rnmen t of mercy.
God ordains for people just such institutions as
they deserve. If they are obedient and submissive,
his merciful government 1s their heritage. If they
refuse to 0bey God's government, he ordains they shall
be governed by the oppressive rule of man's own
governments, of which the devil is the great head.
Hence God ordains these governments of wrath for the
children of wrath. They are not ordained for the pu1-pose or the people for which God ordains his church.
T
He concluded, then, that the powers Paul referred to
------------------------------------
lllThe Powers That Be Who Are They?," Gos..l2.elAdvo~ate,
XI, No. 31 (August 5, 1869), 724.
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are civil or political powers; they are ordained as instruments
of wrath for the children of wrath, to be conducted and
operated by the ministers of wrath and their destiny will be
a destruction of fierce wrath. He believed that God's children
must submit to them as such, not strive by violence to destroy
them, and that when they are no longer needed God will destroy
them, perhaps by causing them to destroy and eat up one another.
So he reasoned that "no Chri stian can become a part aker or
participator or partizan of them lest he partake of their
woes; quiet, passive submission that involves no violation of
the laws of the spiritual kingdom, is the measure and limit of
1their connection with them."
~'I]henhe was criticized as being inconsistent for say-
ing it is the duty of man to submit to the human government
as a duty he owes to God, and at the same time saying it is
of the evil one, he met the charge in the se words:
Unreasonable as it may appear it is true that in
heaven and earth, God I s ser-vants, as a duty they owe
God are required to submit to much that is evil and
to many institutions that are in rebellion against
God. God, to retain their fealty pure to himself re-
quires it to be done as service to him, not to the
human institution. 'I'he Chr-L stian owes no allegiance,
no fealty to the human insti tution. He owes it to
God. God says submit to the human. The Christian
then submits and performs the duties as required by
God. If this be an inconsistency, it is one running
through the whole realm of spiritual beings. 2
Lipscomb read his Bible and the history of the Ghurch
1Ibid.
2"Reply to Bro. Lipscomb's Long Article on Politics and
Voting, II GosEel Advoc.~, XVIII,. No. 32 (August 17, 1876), 797.
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and he could only beLteve that a Christian has no business
in politics even as he has no business serving the prince of
this world -- building up the kingdom of the evil one.1 The
histories which he read showed him that the purest days of
the church -- when its mo st effective and successful work in
spreading the religion of Christ was done -- were when the
civil powers persecuted the church and when the diSCiples of
Christ were wholly separated from all affiliation with, and
participation in, the human governments and organizations. He
saw that as the Christians multiplied in numbers and increased
in wealth the human governments sought their favor and offered
alliance wi th them. The Chris tians accepted the offer, be-
came worldly and sought the honors and emoluments of office
and place in the human goverrunent s, brought the spirit of
the governments into the church and destroyed its purity and
zeal. Lipscomb was sure that "the church will never be the
pure and zealous body it should be until Christians cease to
affiliate in the civil government, and give an undivided
2service to the church of God.1t
Perhaps as good a statement as could be found from
Lipscomb's pen dealing with the role of the church in the
world is the optimistic one which follows:
The separation between the children of the wicked
one and the servants of the l'10stHigh is every day
growing wi der and more apparen t •
l"Worqs of Caution," Gospel AdVocate, XXII, No. 26
(June 24, 1880),405.
2"Worldliness in the ChurChes," Gospel Advocate, XLIV,
No. 23 (June 5, 1902), 361.
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This is an end absolutely essential to the
success or righteousness and truth. Hitherto the
commingling or the moral and religious with the
political and with human works in society, has pre-
vented either from having its free and perfect work.
vllhengood has been gained it was a que stion of
doubt, whether religion or politics, whether the
church or the world was entitled to the credit of
it. When evil came that evil alike afflicted the
church and the world. Neither was proof against
evil that afflicted the other. lilian could see no
superiority of the one above the other. Hence the
church is no better than t he world. All the elements
of evil that are in the world are brought into the
church.
But as the separation is made, each progresses
in its own sphere and direction, the world in wicked-
ness and corruption, the church becomes truer, purer,
better. When the separation is more complete, the
church alone will receive the benefits of its own
strength and the world must alone bear the burdens
of its evil and weakness. The world will then be
benefited by the church, only by entering into the
chur ch and becoming a part of t he church in contra-
distinction to the world. This work will continue
in two ways until there ceases to be a wor-Ld away
from the church. One of these ways, is, the church
separated from the world, freed from its corrupting,
weakening, and demoralizing principles, which are
brought into the church through the joint participa-
tion of its members in the church and in the institu-
tions or the world, will grow purer and purer, more
singlehearted in its service, more zealous and faith-
ful in presenting an undivided fealty and an unbroken
homage to the Lord, will attract by the beauty of
b.oliness the better portion of the wo rld to itself.
Thus by the gentleness of love and practical truth a
portion of the world will be brought to Christ. The
remainlng po rtLon or the world, as evil men and
seducers wax worse and worse, will grow more wicked;
more hardened in sin, until God in his providence
will cause them to consume and destroy each other.
This progress rorward, is sometimes introduced by
retrograde movements, sometimes it leads through dark
valleys of strife and under clOUds of fury and desola-
tion. While wicked men and wicked institutions grow
bolder in their wickedness they strip themselves of
their sources of strength by separating from them the
good with which they have formerly been allied •.L
1"rrhe Study of the Bible, n Go spel Advocate, XIII,
No. 23 (June 8, 1871), 540-543.
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Identifying Marks of the Church
In 1882 there appeared to be some possibility of a
discussion taking place between some member of the church
of Christ and a representative of the Roman Catholic Church
and some correspondence relative to this appeared in the
Gospel Advocate. After it became unlikely that such would
occur, Lipscomb reviewed some of the claims that had been set
forth by Mr. P. V. Hickey, editor of the Catholic Review, of
New York. One was that the Romish church is the apostolic
church. Mr. Hickey had said: "If Christ founded a church,
it ought to have certain signs by which it might be known as
his church. II Lipscomb agreed, but asked what tho se signs
are -- external continuity or conformity to the model given?
He suggested that if the answer is external continuity, then
the Jews are the only true people of God. But the Jews erred
in relying on fleshly descent to establish their claims as
God's people, for Paul showed that circumcision that is out-
ward in the flesh does not indicate the true children of
Abraham. Only they are accounted the seed who have Abraham's
faith and follow in Abraham's obedience. IIrrhus,II Lipscomb
said,
if a church could be found that; could pr-ove itself
founded by Christ or Peter himself, and. an unbroken
continuity of existence could be Shown, as clear even
as the connection of the Jew with Abraham, it would
no more prove that church now to be a church of Christ
than the descent of the Jew from Abraham proves that
Jew bo be a child of God.l
l"Romanism -- Its Claim," Gospel Advocate, XXIV,
No. 19 (May 11, 1882), 292.
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It is not the outward circumcision, nor the regular :fleshly
descent through successive generations, Lipscomb argued, but
the faith that makes us keep the commandments of God as
Abraham kept them that shows we are children of God, the true
children of Abraham. So, it is not a regular succession of
church existence from the apostles or Christ tha t makes the
church apostolic or Christian -- it is conformity to the
1
divine model.
Lipscomb used God's statement made through Jeremiah
wi th reference to the Jewish nation and it s corruption, as a
type of the church. God said: "I planted thee a noble vine,
wholly a right seed; how then art thou turned into the
degenerate plant of a strange vine unto me, It and from this
Lipscomb made the observation that a succession of plants
kept up produces in a few generations quite a different plant
from the original, Ita degenerate plant of a strange vine. II
llThere is but one way to keep the plant up to its or Lg Lna L
character," he wrote. "'rhat is by frequent recurrence to the
undegenerate seed, from its native home. u2 That seed of the
divine in sti tution in Judai sm as now, was the "101"0. of God.
In Judaism, the people often wandere d far t'r om God and for-
feited Divine favor, but when they found the word of God, took
that word into their hearts, and covenanted to live according
to its requirements, they were accounted to be the Israel of
lIbido
2"The Claims of nomanism, II Gospel Advocate, XXV, No. 30
(July 25, l8B3), 470.
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God. L"~pscomb continued:
the The Christian religion is not indigenous to
det a~r or soil of earth. A church planted here
ha
er~orates. Every church ever planted on earth
s Clet "b~ll" .. eHorated, has apostatized. Wedo nota eve there is a church on earth but will
th~~tatize, deteriorate, in the atmosphere of sin
ext. t surrounds it. AnYattempt at perpetuity of
c"' s ence would result in a degenerate and
orrupted church.an As a rule, then, the church that has maintained
roo ~Changed continuity of existence longest, is the
;rh
s
corrupt, and nas gone into the darkest apostasy.
un~ plant that has been perpetuated longest in an
onl.avor abLe atmospher-e, is the mOOt deg
ener
ate • The
c y way to maintain the ohurcn in its true, un-
t~rruPted state, is as one degenerates and apostatizes
G dPlant anew the incorruptible seed, the word of '
T~ , that was matured in the atmosphere of heaven.
~se who recur back to this seed most frequently,
~n start anew from the divine seed, is [siC] the
ruest type of t.he church of God as God would tlave it.
1
He was not perturbed, tnen, when questions were
directed to
him sucn as: "Has there been a period since the
days of the
apo stles that God' s church tlas not been in
ex..:Lstence '?, n It t (.d '
If not, under wha n9Il1e, or names enonnnational),
has'
,t been perpetuated?" "Wtlat Christ ian organization did
God
aC!mow1edge as his people during the last eighteen hundred
Years?"
Lipscomb calmlY replied that Christ's people never
'Will'
. Dlg1y wor-e a denominational n9Il1e-- bha
t
when a religious
peopl
e become a denomination, they cease by that act to be
God' 2s people.
C hUt>ch ." fl' "Cn i t. 's simply a cOngregation o· be ,e
vers ,n .r s , separated
ft>om t h . d'. e world by hiS word and keep,ng ttle or ,nances as they
As has already been stloWU,he taught that the
2" , " t X'J N
(Oct b The Church of Christ,~' ,0. 40
o er 9, 1873), 974-980•
1Ibid.-
were d 1"e 1vered. Each congregation is separate and without
orO'an'o ac connec t Lon with snother. He found them thus repre-
sent e d both ~y\ T
~. t.he New estronent and in early cnuroh history.
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He believed
and so stated _- that tne cnurch of Christ has
never in .
Lt s purity been found as a denomination or consolida-
tion or confederation of individual churcheS in one body or
or gaui zat ion • But he alSO belie v ed t hat God's family of
Worshi
pel'S in some of its msny developments did maintain an
eXist ence througn the centuries, althOugh he admitted the
dif'ficulty in presenting the clear, plain proof for every
period of time.l He Suggested several reasons why this proof
is dif'ficult.
First, the churcheS were often composed of illiterate
psople uho did. not write; again, t neil' bOokS and t eac hing s
were d testroyed by their enemies; and, their eaching is f r-e-
qUently h ' d c m1 tard to identify because tne re
cor
so' ng 0 us
conce"'n' . i d• D>g that teaching were made by tnel
r enem es an per-
ae cut er s , who would not do t hem JUS t ice; or, bec aUSe they
;rere d fpersecuted, oftentimes driven end scat
tere
rom one
country __ hiding in mountain f SS tne sse s, aVOiding publi ci ty ,
seek' h d tang a place of toleration -- theY are now ar' 0 trace,
yet they often lived in thiS condition and wail
e
doing so
Constituted the true churches of ChI'i.
t
on ear
th
•
2
Another, and perhapS greater, difficulty comes from
1Ibid.-
2~.
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the fact that there
withi n the churches
are periods when changes were going on
themselves. A church, or number of
churches c , pure at the st art, gr adually becomes corrupt.
Some protest and object but do not break off from the
corru tp ed church immediately. There is a time when the two
contend'
arrg parties are in the same church. Frequently the
evil worked the good out of the existing body and maintained
po s se s sd
aon of the old body __ that which is calle d or gaul ze-
tlon• 'fhe good and true must start anew, develop a new body.
Por this
reason it is difficult to identify the true body .s
a fixed body. Yet it was there in vigorOUS existence as the
Conte t
s shows. The good element may, by strength of the old
aSSociat··
lon, remain within the old long after the body is
perverted to sustaining the evil, and will, only when these
a.t'e h
opelessly perverted, form the nucleUs of neWand true
chur- hc e s of God.
to define
In the act of transition it may be difficult
1
the limits of the true churcll• Of this Lipscomb
wrote at length:
We have studied this question carefully, and find
it difficult to draW a line and say all on thiS side
a:e churches of Ghrist, an on that are not. Webe-
l,eve that a church that tries fa~~ullY to follow
the law of Ghrist, not ,0nsciouslY adopting another.
r1L!-e, is recognized bY liod as a chur~1l of Christ. But
tras rule allowS a wide margiIl for d~vers1ty in these
chur-che s , According to this rule two churches may
practice preciselY the same things, one be a church of
Christ, the otber not. one practices a t hing bec~use
the members bo;estlY belieVe it the requirement of the
Lord and are doing the thing to obey God. ~he ot~ers
practice it beC~se theY believe it • wiS. ~nvent~on of
man. One is loyal to God in heart, the other is not.
1Ibid.-
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If theand daY cont~nue loyal in heart, seeking to knOWlife ~he w111 of God they will beComeloyal in
one •. om?times people occupy the same point
Two g~lng ari one direction, the other the opp~.ite
One ~furches may practice the same things precisel~.
and s. them is on its way out of darkness, apostacy
The oln, led by • desire to obey the word of God.
into ~~er is on its way from the truth going back
wiad 1n and rebellion led by a devotion to human
one ~m. Practicing precisely the same thing, the
rebel~ian approved church of God, the other is in
and on. So when yoU look for e church permanent
look ~o~angeable in its fidelity and character, you
or what does not pertain to humanity.l
And yet another difficulty, Lipscomb noted, 1s that no
church 2
is perfectly pure. None ever has been, he asserted·
none •ever will be. J t h h f C i
ust as he cure 0 'hr at does not
consi t
s of' organized denominations, neither does it consist in
bo ",.cues of
sinless worshipers. He waS sure that
!~dtrecognizes every church and every individual, no
ch< er how 11ttle of his "ord theY may knOW, as his
I urch and his child who are honestlY striving to
f earn and to do his will, and if theY continue faith-
~~l to his word they will be led into the full light
cb his teachingS. I have no doubt, that though a
f~~rch or an individual may sxi,st in a comparati ve
lness of t he knowledge and practice of his
ordinances, if they in heart determine to folloW their
own judgment and will instead of his law, he then
sets aside and rejects that church and that individual
~s his church or child. oftentimeS in a church that
t~ coming forward in the truth there are individuals
at in heart and spirit are holding back. They are
rejected by God ~ile the church as .. whole is ac-
cepted. I have no doubt when a church as a whole
~tart s backward indiViduals within that church remain
o~al and are accepted of God, "hil
e
the church is
reJected.These individuals loyal to Godmay remain in these
~postatizlng churches, so long as they are allo"ed to
e true to God in these churches. So long as they are
lnChurch Uontinuity," :!.ospel MY9cat~, XXXI, No. 19
1889), 294·
2" j~he Chur ch of Chri se ," 1.oS.· £.ll.
(l'1a.y 8,
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~~!e compelled to countenance, fellOwship, approve
the worship or service, that is not of God, then
re J.~mtUist come out from them on pain of their own
c on by God.l
He also affirmed:
tw We are by no means sure there were not a people
jU~thundred years ago called disciples of Ghrist,
ju~' ~s we are called disciples of Christ. It is
our" ar-eLy pas sible the. G we take more credit to
th selves than we are entitled to. We are not sure
Wh~re ar? not people found at this day in the world
fUllPOSSlblY have never heard of US -- practicing
a . y as perfectly as we do -- the teachings of ttl.
y~ostles, who have existed an indefinite number of
ar~, reactling back into ttle dark ages.
po There are others wtlOwhile failing in some points
e. eae s s , doubtless other points of conformity to '
shostolic pl'actice, tha t would put our pretensIons to
A ame, which congregations rea?h back to the lJiddl
e
ge? and whose origin is lost ln the depthS 01
~~tlq:,ity. Yet they a"e not orgar;iZ
ed
bod~es or
c n01;llnations and claim nothing l~ke org
anlC
sue+
es sr.on , We have yet to learn that this constitutes
~y ,part of the CharacteristiCS of the churches of
hr- Lst ,2
the truth of G d0'-,
God •, J.n
their heart and it bears fruit by bringing forth,
hUr'i'J.ble tr t h' l' S t he re "1 s a true• Us lng obedience in t _e,r ,ve." •
chUrch f ~ f tt di'. 0 lfod. "It 1s the production o: ,. nne seed;
hence 31s true and accepted fruit," he declared.
He was fully convinced that whenever a people learn
plan t the seed of the kingdom, the ward of
Lipscomb had no confidence then in age or continuity
of eXist' .p Cence as identit'ylfig features of the church o,hrist.
That would not be an accurate measurement, in any case. lIe--- ,----------.---------.-~•..--------1"Church Continuity," 1.££0 £li.
2"The Church of Christ," 12£. BS·
3Ibid•
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concluded:
d We cannot find the church of Christ in my
istinct and perpetual organization. Nor can any
one rely upon being in the church of Christ on
account of membership in any organiC body, nomatter how old. He must see that it is practicing
according to t he word of God. I believe churches;? practic Lng , with more or lesS of purity and
~delity, can be found at any and all periods since
toe establishment of thO church on Pentecost.l
____ ._--------------------._._-_. -
CHAPTER IV
THE FORM AND FUNCTION OF THE CHURCH
The Church 1s a Growth
chur~~ have been satisfied fully that the local
manif or a number of local churches is the only
r'ecc .station of a church or the only thingThe If'~zed as a church or churches of God on earth.
earth c ur-ch universal,· as it is called, el<istson
addt' only in and through the local church. It is
mande~sed only through the local church; it is com-
chut'e only through commandS given to the localehurc~; it can be approached only throUgh the local
loca~ ; it is manifested on earth only through the
the church. Nothing is done or can be done by
lac church universal, save as it 1s done through the
lifal church or churches. Through them alone itsembe is manifested or its el<istence!mown. Theycionody its only eXistance on earth. Whatever is not
act~ by or through the local church in its legitimate
thO on is not done by the church universal. While
Ch~s is true, it might have beeD supposed that the
tr~Ch local, which is the pillar and support of the
n u h, would have been clearly defined as to its
n~bhers and geographical limits. But of thiS almOst
ing is said.c We have studied the question with care as to whatw~nstitutes a church of God according to the Scriptures.
i t'eached tbB conclusion that one single individualmn a community, worshiping God according to hiS appoint-
o;nts, embodies all the essential elements of a churchc God. He is called out, separated from the world,
oonsecrated to God in life, and, observing hiSst'dinances, he constitutes a church of God. We remember
B~me years ago taKing thiS position in the presence of
t other Fall. He diS sented SO far as to say it took
t~O individuals to constitute a church of God. If
t ere are other servants of God in the community, it is
heir duty to meet together to encourage, strengthen,
~d help one another; but as to the distance they should
orne to worship together, we have never found an inti-
mation in the Bible. • · •
•
I • • · · • • • • · • · • · • · • • • • · · • · · • · · •would, then, define a soriptural church to be the
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disciple or disciples of Christ in a community who
shape their lives according to his teachings and keep
his ordinanres as he delivered them in the Holy
Scriptures.
Lipscomb observed that the first such church at
Jerusalem, under Divine directions, engaged in regular assembly
worship which included the study of apostolic teaching, break-
ing bread, fellowship and prayers. They also worshiped from
house to house daily. And in addition to the worship they saw
to the wants of the poor, looked after disciplinary matters,
and taught those with whom they came in contact. Even when,
under persecution, the church was scattered abroad, they went
everywhere preaching the word. With this example of the
original church Paul's statement in ~phesians 4:11, 12 ac-
cords, for he says: "And he gave some to be apostles; and
some, prophets; and some, evangelists; and some, pastors and
teachers; for the perfecting of the saints, unto the work of
ministering; un.to the building up of the body of Christ. II
These, Lipscomb asserted, were spiritual gifts bestowed on
the church before the completion of revelation, to guide the
church in the fulfillment of its work. It was his belief that
these gifts guided the church to do exactly what the Spirit;
2now commands the church to do. He regarded the New Testament
as the collection of the teaching given by those inspired men
lDavid Lipscomb, "Constitution and Order of Churches,"
Questions Answered ed. M. C. Kurfees (Nashville, Tenn.:
McQuiddy Printing 6ompany, 1921), pp. 122-124.
2"The Church -- Its Work," Gospel AdVocate, XXVII, No.
13 (April 1, 1885), 198.
to effect these ends and
f 'ound in the
hal d that the same teaching now
New Testament, if obeyed, would make the church
pl"eCisel ty he same in its organization, worship and work as
it was w' 1nen directed by those inspired men of God.
The word "organization" in referenoe to the ohuroh
should b -e here modified, for Lipsoomb preferred to think of
the chu» h 'c , no" as an organization but as a growth.
He wrote:
'lTi It (the churoh) is eompared to a body, a plant, a
bo~e, a tree. But we never talk of organizing a human
sa y, a tree, or a vine. The body is a growth. The
em~d is planted. The seed contains the germs and the
Th ryo of the body, with all its organs and fruits.
Wi~haeed is brought into favorable oonditions; and it,gr all its organS, groWS until all beCOmes a full-
m own body with all its organs. Just so it seems to
me of the ohurch. It 1n all its memberS and organ.
c~st grow and attain its growth and maturity. Thogrur?h is a growth. The ohurch ~rows by each member
b oW1ng in its place and work. hat is the way the
ody grows and the church is the body of C!lI'is •2
Thi s should prove helpful in our further study because the
fOl"m and jfunction of the church, for Lipscomb, was ust as
cle al" and natural as the shape and growth of a tree.
In this same connection he pointed out that the body
grows b
y taking the food needed for its growth and strength,
then
by taking the exercise needed to assimilate the food to
the needs of the different members of the body. But it was
ObVious to 1him that there are C!lI'iS
Uans..-Mare eBIl,and
hungr
y, and sickly, and he ..-assure that it ..-asthe result of
not pa~taking of the spiritUal food ~od haS prepared fo~ his-------- _---
1Ibid.
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7), ~:Q.ue~ies," !!9slC.l~O.0':t~ XLIX, No. 3 (January 17,
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children. And the reason they have no appetite for
SPil:'itualdo rood is that they take no spiritual exercise; they
no spiritual work. He reasoned that
the de .side e~:-re .ror spiritual work is created by a con-de s.r-a J.on 0£ what Christ has done £0r us. Thatby ~~e is directed to a £ull and active development
is SieiteaChing of scripture. The work to be done
worl m lar to the work which Christ did in thehe nd. It is tile same work that ChJ"istwould do were
the ow in the world. Its spirit is self-denial for
of bgood of man. It will manifest itself in works
in enevolence to the poor, the needy, the surfering
inapr~senting salvation thrOugh Christ to the sorrow~
is"t he sinning, the lost outcasts of earth. Thismenthe Christ-work, that inspires the Christ-develop-spi i. excites the spiritual appetite that cravesanal' tual food which is found only in the broken body
Red Bhed blood of Ghrist our Savior, our Lord, our
acteemer and our Bin-offering. But food and labora and react on each other. Labor excites the
fPpetite for food. Food -- go£d, healthy, suitable
ood, gives strength to labor.
Lipscomb believed that all who come into the church
of ChriBt must be, to a greater or lesser extent, imbued with
the Spirlt of Christ.
the heart
and imbued it with something of its nature in bearing
f.l:'Uit in
'rheword of God has found lodgment in
A sense of the lost condition of man, the
obedience.
desl re for salvation for himself and the human family, an
a.nXiety to obey
companlments of
Cu U.l:'ch of God.
and honor God must exist in the heart as aC-
that obedience that brings a man into the
He insisted:
It is a misnOmer a wrong name, to call a body of
people with no m1ssi~n to save sinners a church ofChrist or of God A church of Christ is a body of people
in which Christl~ Spirit dwells. It is a slander on---_ --------------------.----------~--------------------
(May 1 1"Labor and Ehjoyntent," ~.£.el....A.iVOcat.!.XII I, No. 18
~, 1871), 409.
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Christbody th:,!;dihi s Spiri~ to say tney dwell within aand to h snGot Llnx~ouS and working to save souls
onor od.1
With such f
1 eelings and urgings as these, the person seeks to
mow God'
s will, but the special direction of the action which
it stirs
in the heart depends upon the qualities of the man'
heart s
• Cert a ';'Ylly
~. it excites in every heart a desire to do
the work of
God, to perfect its own Christian life and help
to feed the hungry, clothe the naked
,
others do the s ame ,
v'1. 81 t +h.., e
Wid ow and
fatherlesS, to preach the "glad tidings" of salva-
tion to
the lost. In other wordS, Lipscomb was saying that
there 1s more
repent toward
Son, and Holy Spirit.
sick, minister to tho se in prison, care for the
to obedience to Christ than to believe in bim
,
God and be baptized into the name of the Father
,
an Baptism is the enbodiment of faith in tne burial
Ofd resurreetion of Christ and is the act indicativeL submission to the control of that faith. 'rhe
cord's Supper is tile shewing forth his death till he
t~mes again. It is the embodied manifestation of
e facts on which Christian faith rests.th Submission to theSe institutions is not work. Atf e Lord's table we eat. Eating strengthens us for worl'
dO: doing true spiritual work in relieving the afflicted:
i oa.ng good to the needy, lifting up the fallen and point-
ng the sinning to the lamb of God whO takes away the
~!ns of ttleworld. Work, true spiritual work, givesIt vigor and keen craving appetite for spiritual food.
f makes us anxio~S for the Lord'S day, with the table
~ life-giving elements, whicn compose the Lord'SUpper. Faith and workS, food and labor are inseparably
connected and essential to growttl in grace and true
spiritual holiness•
2
1(Ap"il "Are We CtlriStians?," Qg!!l!elj.dvocat~, nIX, No. 16
18, 1907), 249. .-
2"Labor and EnjOylllent,"~. ~.
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Lipscomb believed that no man can possibly be fitted
for an entrance into the church of Christ without imbibing
a desire for these works. For that reason he warned his
brethren to "be cautious never to bring a person into the
church until the impression has been fully made that he must- 1
work and sacrifice for the cause." He recognized, however,
that a desire for one work will be developed more strongly
in one, for another work in another, according to the natural
taste or quality of the heart. Each, he knew, works most
successfully and earnestly in the direction that his natural
inclinations lead. And his belief was that the word of God
or t he Spirit of God does not change the natural inclination,
but simply directs, guides, consecrates and excites them to
activity.2 He suggested further that under this excitement
the members will go to work -- one will be led to counsel and
advise with the weak and erring and to encourage and help
them in the Christian life, another will be led to look after
the poor in a quiet, unostentatious way,_ and yet another will
be found teaching the ignorant, talking to the lost and point-
ing them to the Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the
world. He concluded:
Here are the embrY9 characters, the rudimentary
manifestation of the characters essential to the three
distinct works of the bishops, deacons and evangelists •
• • • Any appointment to "office" in the church, that
1. "Letter from Bro. Adams, II Gospel Advocate, XVIII,
No.5 (.i:"ebruary3, 1876), 102.
211The Church -- How It Works, II Gospel Advocate"
XXVII, No. 16 (April 22, 1885), 241.
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runs counter to or disregards these characteristics,
is a burlesque on church organism and guarantees
railure in church work. A true, unquenchable
"desire" £or a work is the first, highest and
necessary qualification for it in the sight of God.
It is clear that in the bestowal of spiritual gifts
regard was had to this desire or taste, "as every
man hath received the gift even so let him minister
the iame as good stewards o£ the manifold grace of
God.
The Overseership
"He that desires overseeing desires a good work."
Lipscomb stated bluntly that the man who has no desire for
any of this work is simply not a Christian. He believed that
elders should be appointed in every church, but he preferred
that the appointment be made informally simply by all recog-
nizing the fitness of some who have grown into the work. He
considered this the best appointment because it is the
2spontaneous and unbiased judgment of all. And when the work
is satisfactorily done, he believed that any interference or
other appointment is only conducive to confusion and will
prevent rather than promote the work. He wrote:
One who, by natural bent of mind is active,
devoted, assumes responsibility, and is a natural
leader, when these talents are consecrated to God,
will alone do this work. Where there is a natural
and voluntary growth of the proper man into this
position it is more certain to be properly done
than otherwise.)
llEi£.
2"Spiritual Gifts," Gospel Advocate, XLIII, No. 29
(July 18,1901),456.
3"Laying On of Hands and 0 rdination, It Gospel Advocate,
XII, No. 40 (October 13, 1870), 937.
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Of course he believed that it is right to do just exactly
what was done in apostolic times -- to appoint men to do
neglected work -- but he felt that it is only when things
1are wanting or lacking that a formal appointment is needed.
When this is the condition, then he deemed it the duty of
the members to look out among th.empersons with the qualifica-
tions laid down by the Holy Spirit. The responsibility of
the members, though, he held, is only to testify as to the
qualifications. Those qualified are appointed by God to do
2the work.
Authority of Elders.
Lipscomb saw some things troubling the church in its
work in this connection, the chief of which was that the
eldership has been ignored and depreciated until neither they
nor the church respect their position, and the members even
refuse to work with them or be advised and led by them. There
can never be any harmony in work in the body of Christ, he
warned, unless there is some recognized body to lead in this
work some head to whom the members will defer. He asserted
that God has made the eldership Under Christ the leaders and
rulers of the church, and until they are so recognized and
honored there can be no unity or harmony in work.3 The
1"The Elders, and The Lord's Supper," Gospel Advocate,
XLIV, No. 15 (April 10, 1902), 233.
2"Spiritual Gifts," loc. cit.--
3l1Elders' and Churches' Duty," Gospel Advocate, XXXIV,
(March 3, 1892), 133.No.9
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elders, or bishops (for Lipscomb used these terms inter-
changeably, regarding them simply as descriptive of the
various works of the overseers), are undershepherds who work
under and receive their authority from the chief Shepherd,
to whom they must give account. The authority that the elders
receive is not from the church, but from God, and because he
felt that this is a fact too often and too easily forgotten,
Lipscomb was averse to the observance of any ritualistic forms
and ceremonies in the appointment of elders. He believed that
in nine cases out of ten the authoritative investiture of
improper persons in office only chokes off those naturally
adapted to the work and destroys the life and activity of the
church. "The sanction and authority of the church," he
declared, "ought to be lost sight of in our effort to find
the sanction and autihor-L ty of God. ,,1 Lipscomb's columns con-
tained much on the subject of the authority of the elders,
and the following quotation is typical of his remarks:
The church can give the elders no authority. The
church is not the source of authority for elders or
other Christians. 'rhe s.uthority the elders possess
is from God. They must be guided in all things by
the word of God. Neither the elders nor the church
can set this law aside. One elder following the law
of God has more authority as the servant of God than
a dozen elders and a hundred members without the law.
Difference and division between elders, if they are
striving to do their duty, is a difference as to the
requirements of the Bible. The way to remove the
difference is not by vote of the elders or the members,
but by studying and learning the will of God. No
elder or elders ought to enforce 8. decision by their
authority -- that would be to lord it over God's
heritage. They should seek to enforce it as the will
1"Laying On of Hands and Ordination," l2.£.. ill.
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of God, by his authority, and, in complying with the
law, serve as ensamples to the flock of God. Personal
feelings and preferences should be kept out when
difficulties are to be settled, and in such cases the
only question asked: What is the law of God? When
this is done, it will not often be the iase that dis-
agreements on vital matters will exist.
Lipscomb believed that elders of a congregation may inquire
into cases of disorder, but they should always submit their
decision to the congregation and never act upon it without
satisfying every member of the justness of it. He did not
believe in authoritative action of the "officers" without the
2concurrence of the membership. Neither did he believe in
mere majorities overriding and overruling minorities by force
of numbers. "Whenever a church determines to decide questions
by majorities, it throws off the rule of Christ Jesus, and
ceases to be a church of Jesus Christ, If he wrote. 3
Lipscomb suggested that overseeing is really an
employment or a work and not an office. It is a work in
which any may engage, but which is especially assigned to
certain ones on account of fitness of character and aptitude
for the work. "All the authority they po aae as j " he went on,
"in any matter is the moral weight their wisdom and devotion
carry with them, gained through obedience to the will of God,
and the express declaration that they and all of God's ser-
vants must be respected in doing the works assigned them by
(July
1"Who Is to Decide?," Gospel Advocate, XLIII, No. 27
4, 1901), 420.
2(Untltled), Gospel AdVocate, XV, No.7 (February 13,
162.1873),
3"The Crgan and God's Law," Gospel Advocate, XXXIII,
No. 18 (May 6, 1891), 276.
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The Holy Spirit. ,,1 Any appointment, therefore, he insisted,
is not; to be construed as to divest any member of his or her
individual and personal responsibility to do all in his power
both in the work and worship of the church, and to have a
continual watCh-care for and over every other member of the
body of Christ.2
It is proper that well-instructed, discreet,
prudent members, of age and piety, should attend
especially to the watch-care of the body, and if
it is neglected appoint such to see to it. But
this invests him or them with no official au-
thority and divests no member of his full obliga-
tion and pri vilege to still watch, warn and exhort
every other reernber of his duty and obligation.)
A logical question, arising out of such explanations as the
one just given, came to Lipscomb: Does the ordaining or
appointment of elders or any cla.ss of workers increase their
responsibility to God? His answer was:
11 man as a Christian ought to feel it his duty
to do a 11 he can to advance the cause of God, the
interests of the church and of each member of the
church; but humanity is weak, and do we so feel
and act? When they are appointed they feel it is
their special duty above that of others. That
others look to them encourages them to act, and,
acting for the church, they carry more weight and
the erring are more willing to hear them.4
1"Officers and Cfficialism in the Church of God, It
Gospel Advoc ate, IX, No. 21 (July 18, 1867), 568.
2"Office and Officers," Gospel Advocate., XIII, No. 47
(November 30, 1871), 1100.
3~.
411Queries, It Gospel Advocat~, XLVIII, No. 8 (Febr-uar-y
22, 1906), 118.
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Another question was, Has a bishop a right to resign?
Lipscomb tersely replied:
If the bishop's position is one that springs from
work rather than election, he cannot get out of it
save by ceasing tO'do the work. To cease to do any
part of the Lord's work for which we are qualified
is to rebel against God and reject his authority.l
Because of the controversial nature of some of the
qualifications of a bishop, it is interesting to note that
Lipscomb did not believe that an unmarried or childless man
is barred, necessarily, from the eldership. The reason given
was that he thought Paul gave the rule to apply to the usual
state of men, not to the exceptions that might occur of one
not marrying or having children.2 Neither did he believe
that being "apt to teach" necessarily involves public sermon-
izing. He declared: "Often he who in a quiet, unpretentious
way instructs is the most effective teacher. An elder who
rules the congregation without letting them feel or know he is
ruling is the most effective ruler.1I3 And for those whom he
termed "impracticable complainers" who say no one is perfect,
therefore no one can be an overseer, he had this comment:
"Just as well say no one can be a Christian unless he is
perfect in the qualities prescribed for a Christian.,,4
1"Has A Bishop A Right to Resign?," Gospel Adv.ocate,
XIII, No. 43 (November 2, 1871), 1026.
2"Q,ueries,II Gospel Advocat~, XLIV, No. 1.5 (April 10,
1902), 228.
3"Queries," Gospel Advocate, XXXII, No • .5 (January 29,
67.
4Ibid•
1890) ,
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The Per~ecti~f_the Saints
Lipscomb suggested that the true aim of every con-
gregation should be to become sel~-sustaining in every depart-
ment, educating and training its own members to do all the
1service o~ the Lord's house. He argued that the first
important work of the church, that which is the necessary
foundation for success in every other work, is the perfection
of the saints in their knowledge, walk end character. "But, II
he continued, "preaching or teaching never yet made a man a
Christian. He may thus be taught h2.!! to become Ii Christian.,,2
The exercise of the congregation itself is what
is needed to give and preserve life, not the hearing
of preaching. Work that will enlist the feelings,
that will develop the brotherly love and exhibit the
true care of one for another, will do more to arouse
to activity the religious feelings of individuals than
all the sermons that were ever preached. A congrega-
tion that will do its own worship, singing, praying,
exhorting, giving of thanks, observing the Lord's
supper, engaging in the fellowship, and whose members
will walk humbly and perfect their faith by true
Christian works through the week, will keep themselves
alive spiritually, grow in grace and edi~y itself and
extend its border~ in Ii degree far beyond what any
preaching can do.j
And he was not at all sure that the church should spread it-
self abroad while it fails to exert a proper influence over
its members at home. He believed that it does no good to
bring members into the church when they are not in spirit and
l"The Cause of Christ in Middle Tennessee," GospeJ~
Advocate, XV, No.7 (February 13, 1873), 145.
2"Preachers or Teachers, It Gospel Advocate, XV, No.
21 (May 22, 1813), 481.
3"Christian Labor -- No.2," Gospel Advocat.e.,IX,
No. 20 (May 16, 1867), 384.
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life controlled by the laws of the church as given by the
Holy Spirit. He suggested that if we would only kindle the
fires of devotion at home, perfect the Christian character by
inducing the members of the church to comply with the law of
the Spirit, induce them to manifest that Spirit and exhibit
the true Christian life in helping suffering humanity as
Christ did, then the church will spread without so great an
effort. "This, II he wrote, llwas the plan that Christ and the
1Holy Spirit adopted for spreading the gospel." It is the
task of the eldership to assist in this great work. As
Lipscomb put it: nIt is the duty of the eldership to know
the will of God. -- and to teach it to the congregation, and to
say to them let us walk in this way, because it is Godts way.
2
And they should show them that it is God's way. 11
Lipscomb's conclusion was that when the work of over-
seeing is needed in a congregation, those who are called upon
to do the work must be from among those who have shown a fond-
ness for this work. This taste or desire, combined with other
moral qualities, prescribed by Holy writ, fits a man for the
overseership.3 And as to their appointment, he wrote:
We know no better way than the instruction given
by the apostles to the disciples at Jerusalem. Look
out among you, among the men active and consequently
experienced, in church affairs, those who have been
1"The Home Sanctifying Power of the Church,1I GosEel
Advocate, IX, No. 20 (May 16, 1867), 385. -
2"Queries," Gospel Aqv.£cate, XXXII, No.5 (January 29,
1890), 67.
3"The Church __ How It Works," Gospel Advocate, XXVII,
No. 16 {April 22, l88S}, 241.
sufficientLy Long in the service to give confidence
in their fideLity and steadfastness, and wiLLingness
to do the work, and appoint them to it. sufficient
age, experience, and service to satisfY aLL thequaLifications and steadfastness of character is what
is needed. More definite than thiS w. cannot bS.
L
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The Ministry of Service
In Like manner, the disPosition to Look after and
reLieve the suffering of the widowS, the poor, the heLpLess,
connected with the moraL quaLifications prescribed, fits one
for the deaconship.2 Here, as with the eldership, Lipscomb
had some definite views, and manY times stated them just as
bLuntLy and positivelY, He regarded it as an absolute and
positive duty of the church of Christ and individual members
to help those unable to help themselves. lie wrote:
Indeed, without a willingness, a determination to
do this, at all timeS as demands maY be made, all
profession of the Christian religion i. nothing, nay,worse than nothing ~~ it is an empty pretence that de~
ceive~ both the pretender and the world to their utter
ru1n.jThe inspired historian penned the statement that the neW
converts in Jerusalem !!oontinued steadfastlY in the apo stles t
doctrine and felloWshiP' in the breaking of bread and the
prayers." Lipscomb observed that the fellowshiP certainlY
represents the contribution for distribution to the poor.
4
----------------------------------------------------------------
1
"Queries," Q_ospel AdvoC9·~' XXXII, l£iA·
2
nThe
Church ~~ Ho" J.t WorkS, n !,QE.. !!.i.!.'
)"Aid to Christians in Need ~~ HoW Snall It Be
A24dltlinistered?,n GosEel Advocate, XII, No. Ll (March 17, 1870 i,
9~254. - - -4"Tbe Contribut ion n Q.ospel Advoc ..1;2., XIV, N
o
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"This is the idea of fellowship, It he continued. "Thos e who
have, deny themselves that those who have not may partake of
their abundance -- whether the thing that is the subject of
1
fellowship be money, knowledge or other favors. n The
disCiples in Jerusalem contributed money chiefly for the poor
and needy, Paul commanded the Galatian churches and the church
at Corinth to contribute each first day of the week with the
specific object of helping the needy, and, Lipscomb suggested,
"that same specific object every church should have before
it continually.,,2 It was Jesus who said liThepoor ye ha.ve
wi th you always." Lipscomb recognized it as a duty of the
church to care for these poor. he declared:
Now a church that has no poor among its members
methinks will hardly be recognized as Christ's church
or in its neighborhood. The specific object of having
a fund to take care of the widow and orphan, the poor
and needy, and to assist those who minister to these
ought never to be 10st sight of by a church. • • •
'I'he needy and thQse helping the needy are objects of
this fellowship.":s
The Care of the Needz
But, in view of the fact that helping the needy is
a duty so positive and sacred, Lipscomb felt that it must
rest on some persons in particular and must have some regular
order to secure its performance. So, when, in Harch of 1870,
a letter came to him, initialed only, appealing for aid for a
destitute brother, though not publishing the appeal for reasons
1l!2.!.£.
2~.
3Ibid•
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of policy~ he used the occasion to set forth some of his
ideas concerning the relieving of the needs of men.
Believing that what is left to everyone is left to
no one, and if the obligation to relieve the brother rested
equally on all Christians he would never be relieved, he
sought to determine upon whom the obligation did rest. He
decided that it rested first, on his immediate relatives;
secondly, on his own church; and thirdly, on the sister
churches near him, who were acquainted with him and who had
1enjoyed his labor.
He stated emphatically that no men or women should be
permdtted by their family or near relatives to appeal to the
church when they are able to aid them, asserting:
God has made it the duty of these, first to
exercise a care for their destitute relatives. He
has stamped it upon our natures. He has fully
recognized the same principle in that oft mis-
applied and perverted passage of Paul to Timothy in
which he says, "if any provide not fo r his own
(destitute widows), especially those (widows) of
his own household, he ~as denied the faith and is
worse than an infidel.
If the person in need either has no relatives who
are able to help~ or who being able, are unwilling to help~
the congregation of which he is a member must take care of
him. But Lipscomb warned that discretion must be used. He
knew that every person will not see alike. One thinks a
person needs help when another thinks differently. So, "a
1"Aid to Christians in Need -- How Shall It Be
Administered? ~ II l2.£. ill.
2~.
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mere reeling or prejudice in a community that a parent or
relative does not put a poor relative in as cozy condition
as many think would be proper," he advised, "is not suf-
ficient ground for interference. It is only the neeessitous,
unable to help themselve s, that God's law provides for. ,,1
But when a person is able but unwilling to care for his poor
relative , he should be told, gently and kindly, of his duty"
and if he refuses to perform it and is a member of the church
proper disciplinary measures should be taken in his behalf.
2
The church should then take upon itseU the work of sustain-
ing the destitute. That this is proper is a lesson continually
impressed upon the churches in the New Testament, and
Lipscomb wrote:
The Church which, when able to relieve its own
poor, throWS them upon the Christian brotherhood at
large acts just as unworthilY as the near relative
does who rei'use5 to aid the destitute widow of3
hiS
own household, and throWS her upon the church.
When the disastroUs Chicago fire occurred, Lipscomb
was quick to point out the opportunity the church had to
commend itself to the world. He wrote several articles urging
the brotherhood to accept its responsibility. Vne of these
articles contained the following:
There are we believe two congregations of Disciples
in Chicago. They doubtless have shared the same
No.9
1"Who Shall Aid the Widows?," Q9 spel Advocate, XIV,
(.£i'ebruary29" 1872), 21.5.
2Ibi£,.
311Aid to Christians in Need _- How Shall It Be
Administ ared?" " 10c. c1t._-
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deprivation as others of their neighbors. The
suffering of their own members should be relieved
and that by their own brethren. 'rherelief of
the ~hristian poor ought to be regarded as much
exclusively the privilege of the Church of Christ
as the observance of the Lord's Supper is the
exclusive privilege of the children of God. It
ought to be as jealously guarded. Not only ought
they to care for their own poor but for the poor
of the world. • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
A hundred thousand dollars placed at the disposal
of the Elders of the Church of Ghrist in Chicago
and judiciously expended on the poor in the name of
Christ will do more to Christianize Chicago and
through her many-tongued tribes, the nations of
Europe than an hundr-ed times the amount expended in
the ordinary manner of religious contributions and
services. The amount can be raised too if the
exertion is mad! promptly and earnestly by those who
should make it.
This appeal to the brotherhood generally to aid the
poor was one, though, which Lipscomb believed should not be
overworked. He admitted that there are cases in the New
Testament in which such appeals were made, but he pointed out
that those were cases involving whole churches in large
sections of country which had been impoverished by wide
spread desolation and famine, not just B_ few destitute mem-
bers of a church. If In such cases and only in such cases are
appeals for aid for the poor admissible now, II he asserted,
and gave as an example the appeal that was made in behalf of
the destitute southern brethren after the Civil War:
The appeal was made, and from California and
Maine the response came as it should. But when a
church has a few cases which need help that church
should not think of making an appeal to the brother-
hood at large. Such appeals demoralize the Church
1"What Ought to Be Done," Gospel Advocate, XIII,
No. 41 (October 19, 1871), 973.
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and the public sentiment of the brotherhood and
almost always as they should, fail of their object
but they leave the pool to suffer without help
which they should not.
He insisted that such public appeals are so common they are
meaningless, not worth the paper and ink consmned in writing
them. UThey have become so," he wrote, "because of the grow-
ing feeling that they are mere efforts to throw burdens that
2ought to be borne at home, on others."
Lipscomb also deplored another common way of making
such an appeal, that is, the destitute traveling from con-
gregation to congregation, traveling on the railroads, putting
up at hotels and costing "somebody ten times as much to sus-
tain him as it would.were he a.thome where he ought to be.,,3
He believed that brethren sin in encouraging such vagrancy.
He warned that it makes the congregations think if they aid
in sustaining the helpless of other congregations, other con-
gregations should help sustain their needy, and thus the
obligation to take care of their own destitute is weakened
and destroyed and all order and r-ul,e fo r practical and certain
help is swept away. Such cases, he thought,
ought to be sent home, that their own relatives "maynlearn to show piety at home, and if they have no
relatives, that their own church may learn to obey the
law of God and take care of them where their wants
l"Aid to Christians in Need -- How Shall It Be
Administered?," 1££. cit.
2"News from Coffee County," Gospel Advocate, XVIII,
No. 17 (April 27, 1876), 392.
3"Aid to Christians in Need -- How Shall It Be
Administered?," loc. ill.
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and character are known, and where they may be
made com£ortable on the least amount.L
Lipscomb contended that since the different churches are
different families of God and the members of the church mem-
bers of that family, there should be no hesitation as to
their duty. He asserted:
The true members of a worthy family will never
let their helpless brother or sister be a public
beggar until they too become beggars -- until they
all are impoverished. The begging of the needy
members when the others are possessed of abundance
will be the shame and disgrace of the whole Church.2
There are times, Lipscomb realized, of course, when a con-
gregation is unable to meet the needs itself, but even then,
he wrote,
it ought not to send out its helpless members as
public beggars. The Church through its elders should
make known its condition and wants to its neighbor
congregations. They should give the requisite aid
to the elders of the Church applying, that it may
properly distribute to the needy of its own members.3
He believed, when it is necessary to seek aid from others, a
messenger sent to those nearest and best acquainted with the
needs and wants of the needy, is the best, most effective
and Scriptural way for accomplishing the good.4
His conclusion was as follows:
Then, brethren, the duty is a sacred one, the
failure to discharge the duty is a burning shame, to
1Ibid.
2~.
3Ibid•
4uA Good Suggestion," Gospel Advocate, XXV, No. 14
(April 4, 1883), 214.
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members of a family first, who, when able, let
their helpless relatives become a charge to the
Church. It is equally a shame for a family of God
to let its helpless members become public beggars.
The congregation should support them if able, if
not it should beg for its members. Let it send
chosen messengers to its near sister congregations
to show them its necessities and poverty and let
them aid.l
He added, in a later issue,
the law of God is plain, that both in nature and
grace, each family, as far as it is able should care
for its own helpless members. God's plan is always
the efficient an~ practical plan in effecting the
object designed.
Shifting of Responsibility
Lipscomb was certain there is nothing that will do
more to preserve the life, zeal, activity, and devotion of
the church than to have every member fully alive to the
responsibility that rests upon him in his peculiar work and
position. And he felt that this responsibility is best kept
alive by letting each one feel that God and the church look
to him to do his whole duty. If, when duties arise, they are
shifted to some one else, that person's sense of responsibility
is destroyed and he is made to lose his interest in the work.
The result is, inevitably, that the appointment of God loses
its importance and sanctity in the eyes of him who fills the
appointment and others.3 "Shifting our responsibilities to
others is very common among men. Christians ought not to do
1"Aid to Christians in Need -- How Shall It Be
Administered?, Ii 10c • .ill.
2 ."Justice," Gospel Advo cats, XII, No. 13 (March 31,
1870), 304.
3"Degrading the Appointments of God, II Gospel Advocate,
IX, No.4 (January 24, 1867), 66.
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this ("i'orevery man shall bear his own burden II), but they
1do. U
Lipscomb oi'ten came to the aid of old and needy
gospel preachers, so when a public appeal was made i'orNathan
W. Smith, who was old and in financial difficulties, for help,
Lipscomb did what he could to further the appeal, knowing he
was truly deserving of aid. But at the same time, he expressed
a feeling of regret that the churches for whom Smith had
labored in his manhood themselves did not regard it their
special privilege to help him and care for him. He declared:
We will never be satisfied, while churches calling
themselves Christian, use teachers and then when they
are old and helpless, turn them off as public beggars.
We are opposed to all minister's associations to support
old and helpless preachers. There is but one right
way for this to be done and that is for their own
children in Christ to as tenderly care for them as faith-
ful and loving ~hildren in the flesh will for a beloved
earthly parent.
In 1867 the Gospel Advocate published a discussion
between Lipscomb and Thomas Munnell concerning missionary
societies. The proposition was: "That man has authority to
form institutions for the spread of the gospel, or through
which he will serve God.1I Munnell first premised "that the
Bible oi'ten gives us authority in general precepts rather than
by specifying the particular plans for doing good, II giving as
an example Galatians 6:10, !JAswe have opportunity let us do
1"Shifting Our Responsibilities," G;ospelAdvoc.ate,
XLIII, No. 46 (November 14, 1901), 720.
2"Letter i'romN. W. Smith," Gospel ~qvocate.,XXII,
No. 19 {May 6, 1880), 291.
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good unto all men. n In seeking to establish his point he
declared:
~Do good" is the general command. It is obeyed in
a thousand ways not specified in the bible. In
ancient times they fed the poor by carrying them to
each other t s gates as Lazarus was. Now we take care
of them by taxation and poorhouses. This passage
is authority for both plans. It is certainly
scriptural, in one sense, to lay a beggar at a rich
man's gate, but our present system I regard as much
superior to that.
Lipscomb was surprised at this, and bluntly asserted that
Christians never carried their poor to the gates of the wicked
rich, nor will a Christian church ever permit its poor to go
to a poorhouse, nor will it raise its means to relieve its
poor by taxation other than voluntary. He admitted that such
a course as Munnell had suggested would doubtless much re-
lieve Christians but declared:
Your Christian brother has a right to your bounties,
to your comforts. Your sister's children have a right
to the guardianship and shelter of your house, your
protection. The idea that our duties are performed by
providing poor houses, or even orphan's schools, into
which they are placed as a separate off-cast and down-
cast class, unworthy the association of the world, is
a miserable, but a :fearful deeeption Christians are
pr-act Lc Lng upon themselves. The gray-headed and worn-
out servant of God in a poor house, to be neglected by
one who oversees and feeds for hire. lsic] The home-
less brother, and the orphan of ycur brother are
entitled to the comrort, the cheer, the love and
nurture of your own fireside. Brotherhood and fellow-
ship among Christians is a miserable sham until it
furnishes this. This is the fatal tendency of sub-
stitutes in religion for the church of God. Not so
much money to hire some one else to care for the poor
and afflicted, as the personal service of Christians
themselves, in this work, is the great need. Personal
service here alone can benefit the Christian. We may
give money to hire this service done, and relieve our-
selves from the work, just as we may hire a preacher
to preach, pray and exhort for us, and relieve our-
selves from worship, but we are not blessed in BO
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doing, we deprive ourselves of true spiritual labor,
grow cold, formal and lifeless.
Lipscomb, all his life, strongly supported the orphan
home and the Bible school, and would have been pleased greatly
to see in every county a school where destitute orphans could
be taken and trained and a school in which the Bible would be
taught to every child every day of the school. But at the
same time it was his belief that
the great work of caring for orphans and teaching
the Bible to the people must be done by churches and
Christians in their private and personal walk in
lire. The schools and orphanages do their best and
greatest work in impressing Christians with the con-
viction that each must do wh~t he can along these
lines in his life work here.
In commenting upon Jgmes 1:27, he made the statement that
personal service is needed to fitness for the joys of life
eternal, and he affirmed that
all the organizations that remove this service from
the individual are hurtful to both the helper and
the helped. God's institution requires that service
that benefits both the g3ver and receiver when
faithfully administered.
In June of 1873, Nashville was visited a second time
with an epidemic of cholera, and after he had labored
diligently in relieving the sufferll~g, he made this observation:
We were more than ever satisfied that a simple
ehur-ch of God, as constituted of Heaven, is the most
1"Discussion -- Missionary Societies -- No.8,"
Gospel Advoca~~, IX, No. 21 (May 23, 1867), 401ff.
2"Some Pla.in Words, 11 Gospel Advocate, XLVIII, No. 33
(August 16, 1906), 520-521.
3"Pure and Undefiled Religion, II Gospel Advocate, XLIX,
No.1 (January 3, 1907), 9.
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efficient organization for good the world ever
saw -- if kept in proper working order. Other
organizations have too much circumlocution, are too
slow. They appoint their committeemen and agents
after the danger is upon them, and find they have
no adaptedness to the work, no natural fitness.
The church always, to a greater or less extent, do-
ing such a work, knows exactly whom to send, indeed
finds the proper individuals at work before she
sends, provided she does not ignore and smother out
the working spirit of the church, by her officers
who are very frequently unadapted to the work to
which they are appointed. Frequently in a church
the Lord has deacons, who are not the church's
deacons. The church's deacons are those appointed
of the church. 'fneLord's deacons and deaoonesses
are those who, in his name, do his work in taking
care of the siok, feeding the hungry, olothing the
naked, and visiting those in prison. These are
true deacons and deaconesses of the Lord, chosen
and approved by the Holy Spirit whether the ohurch
ever recognizes the selection or not.l
The Ministry of the Word
As has been shown already, it was Lipscomb's belief
that a man whose love of God has lead him to quietly and un-
ostentatiously help the weak and struggling Christians to a
better life, by growth, cultivation, experience, if endowed
with some practical sense, will develop into an overseer of
a congregation; another, whoae love for God impels him to
look after the widows and poor, to supply their wants, grows
up into the kind of character fitted for deacons. In the
same way, he believed, thoae whom this same love constrains
to teach men the way of salvation in a quiet way, even though
they never made a public speech, are the charaoters that
develop into evan09lists. In this connection he wrote:
1"The Cholera and the Christian Religion," Gospel
Advocate, XV, No. 28 (July 17, 1873), 649.
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All the eloquence and learning in the world without
the unction for soul-saving will not;make a successful
evangelist, or one acceptable to God. With it well
developed, combined with a strong practical sense and
good mor-al, char actrer-, no deficiency in speaking a~ility
or lack of learning will disqualify for the work.
But he warned that the desire to preach the gospel to the
lost, developing itself in work, is the characteristic alone
that can be developed into an evangelist. This desire must
develop itself as an irrepressible longing of the soul into
work. "We are inclined strongly to believe," he wrote, "no
man should ever be put forward to teach who can be kept from
it.I,2 He felt that the man who is fit for the work will be
found in his sphere, among his associates, and, according to
his opportunity, using his talent to save the lost. And he
knew that to those who faithfully use the talent commdtted
it will be redoubled. The natural thing is for those who
enter the work to gradually grow up into it. Hence he
advised: "When one manifests a desire for work his brethren
should encourage the desire by offering him opportunities,
encouraging him and counseling him wisely. When he grows
into a work demanding his time and labor, he should have the
cheerful and hearty support of his congregation.,,3 Lipscomb
believed that every child of God has a right to perform any
and every service connected with the chUrch of God, limited
lllThe Church -- How It Works, II Gospel Advocate, XXVII,
No. 16 (April 22, 1885), 241.
2IIHowCan Churches Send Out Teachers?, II Gospel Advocate,
XII, No.3 (January 20, 1870), 70-72.
3"The Church -- How It Works," loc . .ill.
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only by his ability to do it decently and in order. He
would encourage all to take part in the service and train
himself for fitness in God's work. "The congregation 1s the
school for educating and preparing men for any and all the
1work God has conrrnittedto his church. II
{}bserving Scriptural Order
It has been noted in the preceding pages that, ac-
cording to Ephesians 4:11, 12, the specific work of the church
is to perfect the saints in knowledge, that they may be
perfected in walk and character for relieving the needs of
the poor and helpless, and edifying or building up the body
of Christ, the church. The first important work of the church,
then, Lipscomb believed, is the purifying and perfecting the
saints. It is more important and stands before the preaching
of the gospel, and preaching is vain without this work as a
solid foundation to give it force. IIA church that is not
doing this first work may add to its numbers," he wrote, "but
it does not make them true converts to Christ. And we doubt
if the world and the church are not both injured by adding un-
converted material to the already unheaIt~~ material in the
church.,,2 The work second in importance and poaition, Lipscomb
affirme d, is the work or ministry of ser-vtce • It ia more
important than preaching because on it depends the vatue and
lilA Self-Edifying and Self-Supporting Church," GosEel
Advocate, XLVIII, No. 22 (May 31, 1906), 344-311-5.
2"Preachers or Teachers No.4," Gospel Advocate, XV,
No. 26 (June 26, 1873), 601.
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success of all preaching. He considered this matter care-
fully, and then delivered himself of this observation:
Now if a church is able only to support its poor
or sustain a preacher to preach to itself or others,
able to do one or the other but not both, with the
Scriptures of truth befo re me" I am compelled to say
it must sustain or help the poor -- the widow, the
orphan, whether in or £ut of the church, if it wholly
neglects the preacher.
The third division of labor is to edify or build up the body
of Christ, one means of doing which is preaching to or teach-
ing the world. The true success of this teaching depends upon
the churche s faithfully performing these previous works.
It was plain to Lipscomb that there is a Scriptural
order in the development of the churc h and its work, and he
stressed the importance of observ:1ng that order. "Whenever
this order of work 1s reversed or the relative importanee
perverted, the efficiency of the church is weakened and
destroyed," he declared.2 He felt that none could deny that
the chief difficulty in the way of successful preaching to
the world is found in the great lack of personal holiness in
the members of the church and the neglect of the poor, the
needy, the afflicted upon the part of the church as a body
and of individual members of the church. He saw that the
thing most needed to convert the world and to develop preach-
ing or teaching talent is to prompt the church to the full
work of the church in its divine order, and thus develop every
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function of the body and properly nourish and exercise
1every member in its true work. And he could not believe
the way to accomplish this is by employing one man to do all
the teaching and exhortation of the church. The work that
the church is to do -- work that is essential to its own
existence and the gr-ovrch of its individual members -- is to
present Christ as the Lord to be obeyed, the leader to be
followed, and the Savior to be trusted to the lost of earth.
That work is one of paramount obligation resting upon every
individual follower of Christ.2 The church, Lipscomb insisted,
is nowhere told to preach the gospel -- Christians are told
to preach. Though it is true that the church at Jerusalem
was 11scattered abr-oad" and "went everywhere preaching the
word," the church did it through the scattered members, each
one doing his duty to God and his fellow-man. The work of
the church is to cultivate by its worship the spirit that will
lead the individual Christian to go forth and preach the
word.3 He thought the church ought to be a center of worship
and love that sends out influences in every direction to con-
vert and save men. Every member of the church ought to be a
worker to convert and save others and if it is content to
worship in comfort and leave others to perish, it has fallen
lIbid.
2, II 5'Christian Work. Gospel Advocate, XVIII, No.
(F'ebruary 3, 1876), 101-102.
3"The Work of A :Church," Gospel Advocate, XLIV, No. 11
(March 13, 1902), 169.
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f'rom its first love and needs to be converted again that it
1may save its own members and others. Lipscomb believed that
without a burning, ardent desire to teach the word of God,
no man will ever make an efficient or profitable teacher, no
matter what his ability, intellectually or morally, may be,
and the school -- the only school -- in which desire and
capacity to teach, can be properly developed, is the congrega-
2tion of'the Lord .Jesus Christ, in its proper work and worship.
Individual Responsibility
Furthermore, Lipscomb asserted that the obligation
rests on each individual to take part in this work; it can
never be delegated to another. It was here that he expressed
his fear of the trend toward an "educated ministry." He
believed that the tendency of a distinct class of clergy
sChooled from childhood up to the idea that they are the
teachers of the church is to destroy a sense of personal
obligation in others to do the work God requires at their
hands, and to produce the impression that they can work by
proxy. In other words, he felt that it induced a person to
think that when he pays another to present the Gospel to the
world, his duty is done -- his responsibility ends. He
wrote:
Any influence that induces man to feel he can
discharge his duties to God and his fellowmen as a
Christian by the payment of money works incalculable
1"Are We Christians?," Gospel Advocate, XLIII, No. 16
(April 18, 1901), 248.
2"Preachers or Teachers No.2.," Gospel Advocate,
XV, No. 23 (June 5, 1873), 529.
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harm to the individual, the church and the world.l
He declared that private men, and women privately telling
the story of the cross was the chief and efficient means of
spreading the truth in ancient times and insisted that that
kind of talent and labor should be encouraged now among both
men and women. 2 The church may encourage them, may collect
means and send to the help of those doing such work.3 How-
ever, Lipscomb believed the individual's obligation is to his
own immediate family first, towards his neighbor next. And,
he said, lIit is so with churches; they owe an obligation to
teach those within their reach, their own immediate neighbors
first, and let the truth spread as a leaven. 'llhework near
home is one in which all the members can partiCipate to their
own benef'it and the good of'their fellowmen. ,,4 uGod," he
added, "holds us responsible for the instruction of thos e
nearest to us.uS In this can be clearly seen Lipscomb's idea
of a natural "gr-owtb " of the church. He stated:
The scriptural and efi'ective way to spread the
gospel is for every Christian to teach those he meets
the way of life. Members living in different directions
from a place of meeting, each interests some of his
or her neighbors and induces them to meet and study
the Scriptures, and each soon grows into a church,
l"Preachers or Teachers No.4.," loc. ill.
2"Preachers or Teachers No.2.," .!££. ill.
)II'l'heWork of A Church, IJ 12..£. ill.
4"Christian Work, n Loc , cit.--
S·Ibid.
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each in turn to repeat the process; and so as a
leaven the kingdom of God spreads among men.
l
With his constant stresS upon the necessity of ob-
serving the proper order of growth and development of the
church and upon the individual's responsibility, it is not
surprising when LiPscomb concludes that "it is vain that we
attempt a hot-house growth of preaching talent, while the
talent and diSPosition of the church for other work that God
has placed before this work of preaching is almost wholly
neglected and ignored.n2 In fact, Lipscomb, in correspondence
with John T. poe, made the statement that one of the reasons
that led him to bring the Qospe~ !dvocat~ again into being
was that tbB tendency waS to build up and relY upon human
institutions, such as colleges, ~cieties, etc., for making
and sending out teachers of the Christian religiOn, to the
depreciation of the churches and the true, self-made, efficient
men, schooled and educated in the churches of God for this
work. He stated then that
the Gospel Advocate was and is intended to counteract
this tendenCY, and to restore a healtllY sentiment forScriptural knowledge, plain practical teaching, earnest,
true, laboring teachers, and everyday piety, end work-
ing ~fficiency in, and dependence upon, the Church of
God. In 1867 the !dvocatS contained an article by him on
"Eduoation and Ch!'istianitY," in which he viewed with dis-
lllThe Modern sunday School," ~ospel Advoca1<!., XLVIII,
No. 49 (December 6, 1906), 777.
2"Pree.chers or Teachers No.4.," loco ill·
3"Correspondence, ..Gospel Advocat!!_,XI, No. 9
(March 4, 1869), 208. .
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approval what he considered a sad departure of the disciples
from the Leadf.n.gfeature of the gospel -- the care of the
poor. And he charged this departure chiefly to the influence
of a new class of preachers that had come upon the stage.
Whereas the older class, called from the plow, the carpenter's,
shoemaker's or tailor's bench, and the blacksmith's anvil were
perfectly at home among the same class, the younger preachers,
he said
have usually in boyhood gone to college, associated
wi th and formed the habits of the rich, learned to
eat, lodge and dress with and like the rich, to feel
an especial interest in the rich. Hence, when they
have gone out to preach, they have naturally labored
with and for the rich, visited them, conformed their
preaching, the style of dress, worship and surround-
ings of the house of God to the caprices of the rich,
and as a natural consequence have neglected the poor,
and driven them from the worship of the church ••••
Our conviction is, that if the poor are reached, and
the church of Christ is kept alive, pure and active,
it must look to some other source for the training of
workmen than colleges.l
He noted that some of the older churches had made
at uiies in the matter, and the Presbyterian ChurCh, which, he
said, "has been more wedded to the system of systematic
education of its ministers than any other church," announced
that I;he money spent in aiding young men to the ministry, had
been, of all the funds raised by the church, the most un-.
profitably spent; that it had brought into the ministry "much
half-b ak ed , inefficient maber-La.Lj" mere dead wood that was a
burden without profit to the church.2 He also gave statements
1"Education and Christianity '"Go spel Advocate, IX,
No. 39 (September 26, 1867), 764. '
2"Preachers or Teachers No.5.," '?ospe~ Adv<2.c.~~,XV,
29 (July 24, 1873), 679.No •
.I
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from the Methodist and Congregational Churches which showed
them to be in accord with this view that
courses in theological schools, and espeCially, the
beneficiary plan of helping young men to educate
themselves for the ministry is radically wrong and
an injury to the church, crippling to its energies,
and demoralizing to its piety, devotion and zeal.
And that the strifes for place and position in the
church among those ministers who have no talent,
taste, or force to go out into the world, convert
sinners, build up churches, were becoming a dis-
grace to the church and d!stroying the respect of
the world for the church.
And Lipscomb insisted:
You may say our Dible Colleges are not theological
schools. The difference is less .than the name. They
do not teach thoroughly the system or demand goo~
scholarship, will be found the chief difference.
Anticipating the question from his readers, Lipscomb
asked: "What remedy would we propose for the evil? ltle cannot
dispense with the education. We must make it more thorough.
We must divorce it from the immorality and especially the
3effeminating influences of college life." He suggested, as
the first prerequisite, the avoidance of so large a number of
young men or women in one school, which would promote both
morality and thorough scholarship and give the teacher ability
to more directly reach the individual pupil. And in the
second place he stipulated that the teacher should accept no
fees for board or tuition, each young man being required to
labor sufficiently to defray all expenses. He was satisfied
1"Preachers or Teachers," Gospel Advocate, XV, No. 30
(July 31, 1873), 697.
2~.
3 "Education and (;hristianity, 11 Loc , c1t.
l~~-~~---
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I that any young man might do thiS and still advance as
I thoroughly and rapidlY as any class of college students of
that day. And with such a course, he felt, merit, energy,
and industry would enjoy the advantages and reap the rewards.
l
Undoubtedly he regarded the Nasnville Bible Scno
ol
, in the
establishment of wnieh he was cniefly instrumental, as an
application of hiS IIrernedy.JI
His position was further explained wnen, in 1876, he
made an approving notice of some of J. W. McGarvey's cnong
ed
positions. He wro te:
-----------------------------------------------------------------
More recentlY, on Bible CollegeS, ne expressed
views snowing a marked improvement on any we nad
heretofore seen from him. He denies they are forthe purpose of making or educating preachers, but
that they are for the purpose of teaching the young
men who may attend the Bible, and if those who are
preachers desire to attend theY will not be excluded,
but can receive tne benefit of it. If those taug
nt
in after life see fit to preach, all well -- if to
exercise their talent in other spheres, well. Whilewe think Bible Colleges, including the one with which
Bro. McGarvey is associated, is very far from this,
practically, it is a correct idea, one we have aver
advocated. All schools under Christian influence
should daily teach the Bible in all its parts to all
girls and bOys who may attend, and then leave to the
matured taste and ability of the indiVidual to deter-
mine the appropriate field of labor. We baVe always
maintained this as the ground, too, of our opposition
to Bible Colleges. We believe the selecting a young
man or ndddle-aged man, and giving him a specialtraining to qualifY him to preach is hurtful both to
him and others in varioUS ways, and disqualifies him
in some most ess.ntial partiCulars for the work of
preaching.When the Bible is thoroughlY taught as a nece.sarystudy to every student of KentUCky University in
theory and practice, as arithmetic and grammar are
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taught, can it justly lay claim to be a Christian
school, and only then.l
Very early in his editorial career, Lipscomb actively
encouraged the building up of good, practical, thorough
Christian schools in every county, town, and neighborhood in
the land. He stated that the Gospel Advocate and its editor
believed it of an hundred fold more importance to the people
and the cause of God to have these than a few overgrown, richly
endowed and unwieldy colleges and universities for the wealthy
few.2 When prospects were good, he, with J. W. Harding, led
in the establishment of the Bible School in Nashville. After
ten years of successful operation, Harding went to Bowling
Green, Kentucky, to begin a similar school there. At that
time Lipscomb commented:
It has never been our idea to build up a school
to monopolize the teaching of the Bible, but one of
our aims has been to excite others to do likewise.
We would be glad to see a school in which the Bible
is taught to every pupil in every church in the land;
indeed, we do not think children can be reared in
the nurture and admonition of the Lord at home or
at school without daily instruction in the word of
God. Parents sin against the souls of their children
when they let them live in families or in schools
where they are not daily taught the Scriptures.3
A little over a year later he again declared that he had no
desire for a very large school; that he had rather see a
dozen moderate-sized schools distributed through the country
1"Inconsistencies in eur-Teachings, II Gospel Advocate,
XVIII, No.4 (January 27, 1876), 78-80.
2"New Advertisements, II Gospel Advocate, XI, No. 27
(July 8, 1869), 640.
3"Nashville Bible SChool II Gospel Advocate, XLIII,
No. 23 (June 6, 1901), 361. '
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than one large, overgrown one. Yet he recognized that
Christian young men and women desire and should
study the higher branches of learning. They need
t
to be kept under Bible influences and to be taught
he Bible while studying these higher branches.
Nashville is an educational center, theeducational center of the Southern States. A school
of a higher order should be kept here in which the
Bible is taught.~
Building Up the Body of Christ
With his evident friendship for Christian education,
he yet insisted that the work of the church is to teach the
Bible to the world __ especially to the younger members of the
church and the children connected with the families of the
church __ and the effective means of instructing and training
children at this day is, he wrote, through SChool
s
•
2
He
believed that in the present order of affairs schools are a
neeessity. The question with him was, Whe shell control the
sChools and educate the children?
Unpopular as the idea is, we must declare our
conviction that the day that civil government under-
took to furnish publiC schools, was an evil day for
the Church of Christ, and the religioUS well-being
of the world. The Church herself should educate
her own cbildren; should educate tnem for fidelity
to her Lord and activity in her own service. To
surrender the education of her children to any other
power 1s to prove false and recreant to her most
sacred trust.,)
If the State educates, he said, it will educate for its own
service. If sectarians educate, they will make sectarians.
j
j
I
1"The Bib Ie Sonool," Gospe 1 Advoc ate, XLIV, No. 48
(November 27, 1902), 761. -
. 2npreachers or Teachers," Gospel Advocate, XV, No. 38
(September 25, 1873), 908. -
3"schoOlo By State Authority," GOSEel Advo
cat
2., XI,
No. 45 (November 18, 1869), 1068
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Christians must train the young if they would make Christians.
l
He added:
I
I
I
I
We believe it the duty of every church to provide
a teacher for the children. Educate them, that in
educating them they may be taught the Christian
religion. All the children then should be educated
and in educating them, the daily study of the Bible in
all of its parts should be a main desideratum with
every pupil.Educate them, as best you can, to understand and
appreCiate and use language, and then impress each
one __ not that he is at liberty to serve the State,
or his own selfish interest and ambition, but must
serve God and the church with his talent, and learn-
ing. Leave each one then to follow the ben't;of his
own mind in what manner he will serve the church.
2
He admitted that he had but little faith in the church making
earnest and faithful Chr~tians until it takes the children
and teaches them, not an hour one day in the week, but every
day of the week. The church that gives up the education of
the children to others will, he had no doubt, have faithless
members.3
Preaching is right, teaching the children the
Bible at meeting on Sunday is right. The church
through its eldership ought to see that both are done,
and done in accordance with the provisions of the
word of God. God's church, as he gave it, is fully
competent to all God's work on eartb. A work that
it cannot do, and do better than any and all other
institutions of earth can do, is not of God. Teach the
children by all means the word of God and do not
destroy their respect for that word, by showing you
think men's institutions more ef,ective for good than
God's, as set forth in his word.
3"Christiall Schools," Gospel Advocate, XII, No. 14
(April 14, 1870), 354·
4"Queries," Gospel Advocate, XXII, No.4 (January 22,
l880), 56.
'I "Preachers or Teachers, II 1.2.£. ill·
2Ibid•-
must supply teaching and instruction adapted to the
condi tion and wants of the clli1dren, and that tlleymust train
all tllat tlley oan reacll for immortality.l The church, Lipscomb
wrote
, can not be brought to·.her true position and work except
by her children resolutelY refusing to commit her work to any
other body.2
Here
as everywhere, there must be no shifting of responsibility.
The parent must learn tllat he must train Ilis children fer God
,
and not rely on tile preacller to do it; churches must learn
that they
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Witll bis empllasis upon individual responsibility and
pars 1
ona work in order to grOW and develop as Christians
should, Lipscomb waS asked if every cllurcllougllt to have its
own preacher. He replied:
We answer empllaticallY, every congregation should
Ilave its own Preacller• OUgllt to Use Ilim at home andsend Ilim abroad as Ileis needed. TllenBrethren, go to
work and raise yOU up a Preacher, or a dozen of them.
It is a poor, sickly Cllurch tllstexists for five years
and cannot in tllat time, inspire a single one of its
children vitll faitll and devotion enough to induce him
to preach •••• We say, then, to every Cllurch in tile
land, raise yOU a Preacher, inspire bim witll a true
Preacller's devotion, traiU him, educate Ilim in tile
Lord, worl{ him, feed him.)
Relationship of Teacher and Taugh!
Tile relationslliP of the teacher to tile taught c8l1Iein
for its share of tile diSCUssion. LipScomb wrote a great deal
lllcorrespondence, II Q_ospel Advoca~, IX, No. 41 (October
10, 1867), 812.2
Ibig
., XI, No. 16 (April 22, 1869), 373·
3 "Oug
llt
Every CllurcllTo Have It. own preac her? ,•
GOBEel Advocat~, VIII, No.3 (January 16, 1866), 42.
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about this. He advised teachers to share patiently and un-
complainingly the deprivations and poverty of those whom they
teach,l often emphatically stating that "the preacher who will
not preaeh as he is able, payor no pay, is not fit to preach
at all," but being ever careful to couple with t hd s statement
his conviction "that the chu.rch that would permit an humble
and faithful preacher to be hindered in this labor for lack
of support or let l1imsuffer while laboring, is unwortby the
name of a church of Christ. ,,2 And that which came in for even
severer condemnation from Lipscomb was for those whom these
teachers have taught in poverty to neglect them for some more
showy persons when they become prosperous.
Children sometimes, when they become rich and
fashionable, neglect and cast off their flesh and
blood parents.But a church thuS acting can never enjoy the
favor of God, can never be prosperous, can never
benefit the community, nor will it ev~r command
the respect of just thinking persons.
fle did not believe it either Christian or wise for a
young man to settle down to eater to an old and wea1tl1y con-
gregation. fle felt it would pervert his work as a preacl1er
and mar his usefulness as a servant of the Lord.
4
In sueh
cases, he warned, the preacher is quite frequentlY over
anxious to please and is unmanned by his fear of displeasing.
1"The Way to Destroy tiheCause and the ChurcMS ofGod," Gospel Advocate, XI, No.2 (January 14, 11l69l, 45.
2"Preachlng to the poor," Gospel Advocate, xy, No. 22
(May 29, 1873), 511.
3"The Way to Destroy the Cause and the Churches of
G" .od , Lo c , cit._-4"Demand for preachers," QPspel Advocate, XLVIII,
No. 30 {July 26, 1906}, 473.
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Knowing that he is hired for a limited time, possessing no
feeling of identity and sympathy with the COngregation, he
is unsettled and continually looking around for a new home.
No man, Lipscomb believed, under suoh ciroumstanoes, oould
be a true workman, nor make an honest, earnest effort.
l
At
the •rune time, !lOwever, he thougllt an evangelist should no t
be a permanent teacher In a church witll soriptural bishops or
elders. He recognized tbat
some most excellent elders or bishops fail themselves
to be oompetent laborers in word and dootrine. It is
their duty when not able to fully teach, to secure
the needed teaclling from others. It is rlglltfor them
to call in the services of an evangelist who is
capable of rendering tileneeded teaebing. But tbi.
should only be temporary.2
He was always opposed to wbat is oalled "the Pastor system"
that is, one man doing all the teaohing, thanksgiving, and
praying in a oongregation. He believed the preaoher
l
• labor
should be directed to the and of developing, using, and
directing the talents of the congregation; that he should so
teach the COngregation that they will not be dependent upon
him or anyone or two persons to conduct the worship and teach
sinners the way of life.3 While granting to preachers the
right to labor wherever the opportunity presented itself to
preach the gospel and estacli-Il and build up cllarches, Lipscomb
---------------------~--------------------------------------l"T.achers __ TtleirRele.tionship to tileTaugllt,"
~el Advocate, XI, No. 47 (November 25, 1869), 1105.
2"Queries on Constitution and Order of Cllarohes,"
Qospel Advoca~, XXIV, No. 24 (June 15, 1882), 372.
3"Preachers and Their Work," Q9_"pel Ad_yocate, XLIII,
No. 15 (April 11, 1901), 232.
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advised that he should
have a home for his family and should
be iw th and care for that family, Suggesting that
!her~ is not a county in Tenness.e in which the most
iss~onary spirit may not find rumple opportunity to
preach to those who knOW not the truth. • • • A manloses the best of his influence when he lives in onehisce and labors at other places. The influence ofs home life ought to be his best influence•l
~~-o~~r~tion of Churches.. _._ ..-
The question of church co_operation in the matter of
sustaini
~ n g preachers and spreading the gospel was a disturbing
one in Li H
pscomb's day. e gave a great deal of his attention
to thO .1S and, inasmuch ~ the principles involved apply to
other scriptural work of churches, it is proper to give it
its place here. An early statement of Lipscomb's is signi-
ficant:
Two congregations, acting in accordance with his
law, must operate and co_operate as harmoniously as
do any two of the heavenlY bodies in their movements
and influences, and all the churohes in the universe,
acting by the s"",elaws, must operate and co-operate
as harmoniouslY in working out their final gloriouS
destiny, as do the bodies of the planetary systemin the universe of God. There is no need of any extra
helps to cause the forces of the physical world to
act in perfect harmonY and order, beoause they all
act in accordance witb the law of God. Just so thereis no need of any efforts at co_operation between the
churches of God. If they will only act in accordance
with his will __ direct their actions by hi. law --
co_operation and narmony must gro~ out of this as
perfect and true .s God can make it. His law was soframed as to secure perfect co_operation between every
soul and every church obeying it. The moment any
interference with this laW, bY addition to, or sub-
traction from the appointments of God ocour
s
, then
God'. harmony, order and unity are broken, and man's
confusion, strife and weaknesS will be substituted
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for it.
All efforts to effect co-operation have a
tendency to destroy it. Let the supreme object be
to submit to God's law, and to comply heartily with
it in all its parts, and harmony, perfect and com-
plete, co-operation as full and hearty as Go~ would
have it, or can make it, will be the result.
Lipscomb insisted that the first essential to church
co-operation is the existence of churches -- distinct,
separate, equal and independent churches (independent so far
as other churches and organizations are concerned). In ad-
dition, they must be working churches. tlTherecan be no work-
ing together of churches without churches themselves working, It
he wrote. "cbuccne e that do not operate cannot co-operate.,,2
Likewise, Lipscomb regarded as the first and most important
item in the work of sending the gospel to a people the find-
ing of a man determined to carry it -- a man whose heart is
in the work and who cannot be ieterred from it by any ordinary
difficulty. When the man is fDund, he added, it is proper for
him to communicate his determination to the elders and mem-
bel'S of his church to seek to interest them with him in the
work and to write letters or to send messengers to other
churches to enlist their help if it is needed.3 "Individual
purpose and effort leading the way, seconded by congregation
or congregations is heaven'5 approved order," Lipscomb
1"Romish Strength and Increase," Q_ospelAdvocat~., XI,
No. 31 (August 5, 1869), 721-723.
211Co-operation II Gospel Advocate, XXIV, No. 45
(November 9, 1882), 708-709.
3"God Sends Delusions," Gospel Advocate, XXVI, No. 33
{August 13, 1884), ;a8.
wrote.l Perhaps as complete and concise a statement as
Lipscomb ever made on this question was at the request or
those who had met in Chattanooga in 1890 ror the purpose be-
fore mentioned of establishing a state missionary society.
He
wrote a paper and presented it to the group. It read:
(rhe churches ot Christ are the institutions
ordained by divine wisdom for perfecting the saints
and converting the world. No other organization isneeded or permissible. No arrangement or association
of churches or individuals is allowable that over-
rides the churches, or interferes with the work COM-
mitted to the churches or that transfers to anyonechurch or society what was committed to eaoh and all.
No association of churches or individuals is per-missible that presents an organization separate and
distinct from the churches of Christ. To do so isto impugn the wi.dom of God and to .upersede his ap-
pointments with inventions of man.Churohe. may co_operate in spreading tho gospel,
1st, By two or more churohes, each oommunicating with
an evangelist when'he is in a distant destitute field
and supplying hiS want. and necessiti.s. Eph. Vi'20,'
21, Phil. iv,15. 2nd, Two or more churches may co-
operate in sustaining an evangelist, by conferring
with each other through a m••••nger and each doing a
part in the work. (Thi. i. an inference but alegitimate ono from the apo.tles sending messengers to
other churches in stirring up ~o bounty and in carry-
ing that bounty to the poor sa1nts.) A messengerdiffers from a delegate in that a delegate has powers
delegated him to confer, organize, advise and determine
for the church. ThiS is practical legislation as to
what and hoW the churches shall do. A messenger
delivers what the church has decided and directs him
receives in turn a message and returns it. Messenge~s
cannot confer, devise or commend.When a church see. a work to be done and is not
able to do it, it may send a messenger to anotherchurch or churches and ask aid in that work, the other
churches can re.pond as to what each can do, and this
is the end of co_operation in that line. There can
be no self_perpetuating body save the churches ofChrist to collect and disburse fund. or direct preachers.-------------------------.----------------------------
I"Brot her Wilma th's ArticLe Again," Gospe.l Advo cate,
No. 20 (MaY 18, 1871), 462.XIII ,
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'Ilhatis the work comnlit-liedby God to the churches
themselves and they caru~ot delegate the work to
ot her s , It is legitimate and proper for an indivi-
dual or a church that sees churches neglecting their
duty or that sees destitute fields that need help
to go or send to the churches and stir them up to
activity and point them to the fields needing the
help. When he stirs them up to their duty and points
to the fields, it is right for them to send help to
aid the preacher at work. To delegate others to
disburse the means and direct the labor for the
churches is wrong.It is legitimate to send a messenger to a church
and direct it to a specifiC work, and secure the aid
of all the churches needed to effect that specific
work and no more. '11his creates a:Qd leaves no organiza-
tion separate from the church of ~od, and requires no
delegated body. A ahurch can co-operate in a speairic
work and in supporting individuals; not in delegating
power to overs.e and direct g~neral work for unlimitedtime. One church _- as, the Ghattanooga church -- may
send out a messenger to provoke to activity and co-
operation all the churches in the land, but such co-
operation must bo limited to that kind and character
of work that can be done without organization, save
that of the churches themselves. If a wide field
or destitution is found, and several preachers to be
sustained, to avoid unscriptural organizations and
to brinQ' the work as close to the supporters aspossibl~, arter getting two or ~~re churches to su.tainone man thiS may be repeated wl.h another and another
group of churche., indefinitelY. The.e churches, as
matter of fact will give much more when brought into
direct contact'with the work ohan when giving to acommittee to spend they know not where nor how. Then
the care of the mission will give to the churches
exercise the labor and familiarity with the work
that are 'needed to more :md 'fore develoP this dis-
po si tion end desire to gJ..ve..
The chief reason Lipscomb gave for his opposition to
one church receiving and directl.ng the means given by other
churches was that it take. the work out of the hands of those
to whom God has committed it and gives it to others. He
con berided:-------------------------------------------------------------
l"HOW Churches l~ayScripturallY Co-operate," Gospel
Advocate, XXXII, No. 43 (october 22, 1890), 678-679.
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God cOlnmits work to his churches and his
children, not because he needs the help of these,
but because doing the work will strengthen and
build up these and give spiritua.l growth and
activity to the churches and Christians. Each
church should collect, control, and direct its own
means, do what it can in preaching and having
preaching done to the world. They need this for
their own growth and spi~ituality. A Christian
cannot live and grow without working to save others.
Each needs personal work in teaching and saving
others to develop and save himself. Churches need
the sruue exercise in working to save others to
develop their own growth and activity.l
'Phd s is the way Lipscomb understood the primi tive church to
work and grow and he believed that it was not just the wisest
procedure to take but the one that has the approval of God.
He believed that the way he had outlined was the way the
churches sustained Paul and relieved the wants of the suffer-
ing by the famine in Judea. F'irmly, he added:
While I do not contend that all the minutia of
this work was prohibitory of other ways of doing it,
I do contend most earnestly that the principle of
keeping the disbursement of its means, the work of
every church, immediately under its own control,
directly in its own hands, and the teacher and the
members sustaining him in immediate and close con-
tact, embodies an element of divine wisdom too
clearly revealed and carefully guarded to be set
aside, without rejec~ing divine authority and setting
aside divine wisdom.
l"Church Hork, II Gospel Advocate, XLIX, No. 35
(August 29, 1907), 5.50.
2Ibid•
C()NCLUSION
POI' David Lipscomb the true '!rIor'leof the Christian
religion is to make man like Jesus. He believed sincerely
that a faultless compliance with the teachings of the New
Testament would produce the exact model of Jesus Christ in
thought and feeling, in act and purpose. But he readily ad-
mitted that man in his frailty and weakness falls short of
perfect obedience and that he always will in the present
world of sinful surroundings under the rule of an evil
spirit. He Suggested that
all human beings are actuated by more or less of
selfishness, in all we do and say. There is more
or less of a lack of csndor, more or less of dis-
honesty, even to ourselves, in every heart. To
work this out, to eradicate it, to fit us for the
companionship of God, is the life work of
Christianity ..l
For- him the church of God is a school into which man is
called to practice the lawS that will make him Christ-like.
By continued practice, by repeated efforts in this walk he
approximates the true character in this world; then when he
who faithfully practices this walk on earth casts off the
infirmities of mortality and is no longer subject to the
temptations of the wicked one, he will be like the Son of God
for he "shall see him as he is. II tI'rhegreat end of religion, II
1,," (Innovations, Gospel Advocate, XXVI, No. 12 ,March
19, 1884). 183.
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Lipscomb affirmed, "is to make us like Ghrist practically,
1in our feellngs and actions toward God and man."
As was noted earlier, L·ipscombregarded the Roman
Catholic Church as the most highly developed system of the
forces working in the world in opposition to ~od under the
principle of Paul's "man of sin,It and he continually urged
that the only thing that can and will restrain the spread of
Romanism and any other "Lsm" that is opposed to God and to
the true interest of humanity is the church founded by God,
working through faithful, true, devout members, who
have implicit confidence in the Church and its God
appointed instrumentalities, who realize that in
using these instrumentalities in their proper place,
howeVer simple, they are bringing to bear the full-
ness of God t s wisdom and strength in the accomplish-
ment of his work; that neither he nor his Church
needs help from human devices and schemes; that the
bringing in these brings human weakness, h~an
frailty, human confusion and human strife.
So, when, in 1884, it became rather widely known that a
preacher of the gospel had left the movement of the Disciples
to unite with a Chur-ch which was more congenial to his "en-
larged perceptions, It Lipscomb used the occasion to teacb.
his readers something more about the church of Christ. He
wrote:
The mission of the church of Christ is to
restore the law of God as the only authority in
religion, the church of God in its organization,
work, and worship, just as God gave it, as the only
means of converting the world and perfecting
No.
1"The True Object of Religion," Gospel Advocate, XII,
47 (December 1, 1870), 1113.
2"Romish Strength and Increase," Gospel Advocate, XI,
27 (July 8, 1869), 629-631.No.
--
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Christians, and to bring the lives of the children
of God up to the pattern of excellence that God has
given for man. A man who does not believe in the
sufficiendy of God's provisions for accomplishing
these ends, cannot work for these ends, and is a
hindrance instead of a help to the church of Christ.
He must not only believe that God's appointments
are sufficient to all good to the world, but he
must believe that all human additions and amendments
grow out of sacrilegious assumptions upon the part
of man, and that they separate man from God, so
weaken the influence of God in the world, corrupt
his holy religion and despoil it of its efficacy to
save.A man that cannot accept Godts appointments as
the perfect and only source of all good to man, can-
not work in the true church of God, and he honors
his head and heart by saying so and leaving it.l
Lipscomb always insisted that no man ever was a zealous
servant of any human institution, religious or otherwise, and
at the same time a zealous and self-sacrificing child of God;
hence, he was persuaded that the kingdom of God can never
prosper and grow as it should until its children give their
undivided fealty and service to it. "When its prosperity be-
comes their happiness, its failure their distress, its honor
11
their joy and its disgrace their shame, it will prosper,
he wrote. "Never until this is the case. ,,2
His conclusion was that
the Church, then, founded of God, with its members
withdrawn in their affections, feelings, service from
every other institution, eschewing all other devices,
earnestly, faithfully, devotedly trusting and using
God's appointments for the spread of His Kingdom,
will present the fullness of Godts wisdom, strength f
and power for the salvation of the world. God himsel
IItA Sensible Move, Ii Gospel Advocate, XXVI, No. 32
(August 6, 1884), 502.
211C 1 Advocat~,orrespondence with Bro. Mulliniks, II :!G£o.!:!.sp~e::!:-~~--~-··
XII, No. 13 (April 7, 1870), 326.
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must rail, his strong arm be palsied, and his throne
totter to its overthrow, before a church so working,
so presenting itself, that God works in it to will
and to do or his own good pleasure can fail to
spread and benefit the world. This Church will
spread, extend its power, bless and save. Through
this confiding and submissive confidence in and use
of God's appointments, God's wisdom, strength and
power becomes ours, and this church, thus equipped
and panoplied, is a vine of God's own planting, and
will be nurtured and cherished by him, while every
other institution not planted of God will be
destroyed. tlEveryplant that my Heavenly Father
hath not planted, shall be rooted up.ltl
Lipscomb's simple, yet, magnificent, faith -- a
faith that was maintained unswerving and unshaken through
many years of toil and opposition -- is well expressed in the
following words:
Our faith is of that character, that we believe
if God has proposed to convert the world through the
agency of the church, although I may fail to see how
he will do it, nevertheless he is able to remove the
difficulties, and my duty is in simple, trusting
faith to do what he has commanded me and leave the
result with him. More than this is presumption on
man's part. 2 .
It may well be that more such faith is the world's greatest
need at this present hour'
1"Romish Strength and Increase, " 1.££. cit.
2"Discussion -- Missionary Societies -- No.2,"
Gospel Advocate, IX, No. 12 (March 21, 1867), 229-231.
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